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Introducing:
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It really puts you in control.
Meet the color video camera that gives you lifelike pictures ... right out of the packing carton!
We cal I it the Sony DXC-50008 Color Video
Camera ... you'll call it great!
This is the color camera that gives you professional results ... first time out ... whether
you're an old timer in VTR or just getting into
this dynamic business. Fits right into just about
any application like business, industry, CATV,
medicine, science and any educational TV system. With its Tricolor Balanced Two-tube System featuring a Color. Dissector Tube Assembly,
the Sony DXC-50008 delivers faithful color
signals ... always.
Hook up the DXC-50008 and you'll quickly
I appreciate its features like the manual and automatic gain control, the master and individual
1 white balance controls (with meters), the master

and individual pedestal controls, the master
and individual level controls, and a special aperture control, which we call an image enhancer.
Pound for pound
and the DXC-50008
weighs only 27 pounds
you'll find this color
camera a rugged, compact, reliable performer
under just about any and all operating conditions.
If you're thinking about the next step after
black and white VTR, the obvious answer is
color. And if you're looking for a color system
that delivers quality, look into the new Sony
DXC-50008 Color Video Camera ...
it's the
one that gets you operational just as soon as
you get it unpacked!
For more information
on the Sony DXC50008 Color Video Camera, mail the coupon
today. It'll get you right into the picture .
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SONY:
SonyCorporation of America
Video Products Dept. BME-032
47-47 Van Dam Street, Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

Gentlemen:
Please send me more information on your DXC-50008 color
video camera.
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Broadcast Industry News
Everybody wants to set public cable policy

14

Interpreting the FCC Rules and Regulations
Program Logs-how

18

to avoid sanctions.

NAB '72
Industry hopes for a revival-Billy

Graham will be there.

SPECIAL REPORT
20
Can you really monitor your
transmitter without being
there? Almost any kind of
data can be telemetered.
How to interpret it is the
subject of most articles,
pages 20-28.

VHF TV Remote Control-Status

Report II

For managers: Insight on why engineers have trouble with application.
For Engineers: A look at demodulators.

22

Q and A on the New Remote Control Rules
For managers and engineers: Answers that aren't obvious in the rules.

27

How a Mini-Computer Could Take Over a Broadcast Transmitter
For managers and engineers: Speculation on the use of a computer.

28

Test Signals for Monitoring Remotely Controlled TV Transmitters
Part II-The Modified Multiburst
For engineers: How to Use VIT signals.

33

Upsurge in Discrete Four-Channel Stereo
For managers and engineers: Quadrasonic broadcasting from the purist's
point of view.

BROADBAND
INFORMATION SERVICES,INC.
200 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y. 10016

212-685-5320

34

Audio File
Now an automated switching board for audio control.

37

Broadcast Equipment
New and significant products for broadcasters.

Editor:
James A. Lippke

42

Technical Editor:
Thomas R. Haskett

46

New Literature
Useful reading materials.

Tech Notes
Use phone lines for remotes.

Contributing Editor:
Robin Lanier
Assistant Editor:
A. E. Gehlhaar
Art Director
Gus Sauter
Production Manager:
Arline G. Jacobs
FCC Counsel:
Pittman Lovett Ford
Hennessey and White

CM/E MAGAZINE: For Cable Readers Only/Between pages 36 and 37

----BM/E, BROADCASTMANAGEMENT/ENGINEERING,
is published monthly by BroadliiliirQ band Information Services, Inc. All notices pertaining to undeliverable mail or subscriptions should be addressed to 200 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016.BM/E
is circulated without charge to those responsible for station operation and for specifY,ing
and authorizing the purchase of equipment used in broadcast facilities. These facilities
include AM, FM, and TV broadcast stations; CATV systems; ETV stations; networks and
studios; audio and video recording studios; consultants, etc. Subscription prices to others:
$15.00one year, $25.00two.
Copyright © 1972 by Broadband Information Services, Inc.• New York City.
Controlled Circulation postage paid at East Stroudsburg, Penna.
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Dayton Cable Conference:
More Questions Than Answers
It was billed as a "Policy Makers'
Conference on Urban Cable." Everybody came (over 20 different
classes of organizations) and everybody wanted to make policy. But
on their terms, which were, sometimes, at odds with the recommendations of the conference sponsors,
the Kettering Foundation and the
Joint Council of Educational Telecommunications.
The central
pr o po s n o n-cformulated by a Rand team in cooperation with 11 local committeeswas that the 14 cities and villages
making up the Dayton Miami Valley (Dayton and its environs)
should .cooperate in establishing an
area-wide cable communications
system. One system serving the ení

New Cable Rules Adopted
The
long-awaited FCC rules
which open the top-100 markets
to cable were voted in February 2. All 500 pages of them
will go into effect March 31,
1972 unless some suit is
brought to delay action.
Every market can have three
nets. Top-50's are permitted
three
independents;
markets
51-100, two; below 100, one.
No limit on systems beyond 35
miles of a station. Any educational or foreign language station placing a grade 8 signal in
area must be carried. Significantly-viewed stations are to be
carried.
Leapfrogging
rules
have been set and complicated
program exclusively must be
adhered to.
Twenty-channel capacity must
be built into top-100 markets.
Three channels must be provided-one
each for public access, education and local government.
Other channels can
be leased. The number of nonbroadcast
channels
available
must equal the number of TV
signals carried.
Technical standards were also
set.

tire area would make it economically possible to provide 40-channel dual cable to all areas. Thus at
least 18 channels would be available for community, educational,
medical and governmental uses.
With area-wide coverage, there
would be enough homes-40
percent penetration of over 145,000
homes-to
make it possible for
Wright University to consider starting a "cable university." Rand recommended local area distribution
by microwave to do the job of interconnecting six headends and of
serving another 20 nearby rural arcas if they sought cable services.
In theory the cooperative program sounded great, but practical
problems murkied the waters. Only
inner-city Dayton and adjacent incorporated city of Kettering were
choice, high-density, cable-ripe areas. The other dozen communities
very likely could support nothing
other than a minimum 12-channel
system, which would preclude
many of the educational and information channels being established. Thus inner-city Dayton, 30
percent black and going more that
way, could be subsidizing white
suburbia instead of serving itself.
Dayton's
black
mayor,
James
McGee, said he wouldn't approve
going in with others unless some
kind of differential rate structure,
or payback to Dayton, could be
worked out.
Black representatives of Model
Cities complained that they weren't
consulted in the planning. They,
and blacks from other communities, declared they wanted control of
programming in their areas and
many wanted ownership-if
not
all, at least they wanted part of the
action through joint venture.
Ownership was a big issue. The
Rand report commented on the
pros and cons of three alternatives:
private, government and non-profit.
Rand gave a strong plus to otherthan-private ownership as a kind of
test to see how well such systems
would measure up to private ownership.
Many attendees expressed views

6

reflecting no confidence in private
owners as stewards of cable TV
for the public's benefit. Their goal
was to get profits poured back into
social programming.
Cable operators present were
subdued - they obviously didn't
want to antagonize anyone. They
didn't object to a form of joint venture if that was the sentiment of the
day. Papernow of Cypress, Stern of
TVC, and Hostetter of Continental, praised the Rand report for
raising the big issues, but Papernow
expressed serious doubt as to the
workability of an area-wide system
because of the unequal contributions of the communities.
Just about everyone wanted to
see open and free access to cableregardless of who owned itincluding the use of production
equipment. A few warned that
mere access wouldn't accomplish
desired goals. If goals are to be
met, viewers are needed, and this
calls for a high degree of professionalism. Most persons present
accepted the fact that somebody
has to be responsible for content to
minimize libelous attacks. Rand
presupposed that private ownership
pretty much meant private control,
although it suggested that access
could be governed by a broadlybased community group.
Cable equipment manufacturers
weren't on the program, but they
were probably the most perturbed
by events. They saw the distinct
possibility of franchise
awards
being repeatedly delayed until the
conflicting demands of the many
pressure groups got thrashed out
and this would curb needed
growth. Certainly municipal officers (about 20 percent of those
present) saw the prospects of various groups getting into the franchising act in the future. Conflict will
be the order of the day.

Economics of Two-Way Cable
Services To Be Studied
Management consulting firm Arthur
D. Little, Inc. will make a further
study of the economic viability of incontinued on page 8
Circle I02 on Reader Service Card
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coopic 16 ~hoot§ the news faster than any other
Camera 3Vallable ....Says Henk de Wit, Director of Photography at KDFW-TV Dallas.
Canon's Scoopic 16. Made for fast-breaking
news events. Because it shoots them faster than any
hand camera around. That's a large claim for an
under ?-pounder.
Uniquely designed hand-grip. Fully automatic exposure control with manual override. A built-in zoom
lens. Motor drive and auto threading. All adding up
to a perfect shot. Everytime.
Close-ups, medium and long shots, zooms, telephotos, wide angles. Even "follow" shots. Instantly
focused. Indoors and out. Filming ... not fumbling.
Because your eye never leaves the view finder.
You're always in focus for that great newsmaking
moment.
But don't take our word for it. Try the Canon
Scoopic 16 for yourself. Give it a good workout for
two weeks. Free of charge and without obligation.
That's how sure we are you'll find Scoopic 16 is all
it claims. The best professional camera around. At
only $1250.
To qualify for our offer, you need only be a bonafide
TV station in the U.S.A. If this is you, why not send
in our coupon today.

r----------------------,
O
O

I'd like more information on Canon Scoopic 16.
I'm interested in your offer. Please send my application
for two weeks' trial use of Canon Scoopic 16. Free of
cost and without obligation on my part.

Station

_

Position

_

Address
,

_
state

Zip__

Canon U.S.A., Inc., Dept. BM/E-1
1O Nevada Drive, Lake Success, New York 11040

Canon 1scooP1c
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continued

teractive cable services for a group
of United States and Canadian companies, as Phase II of a three-phase
project. Phase I, a market study on
broadband
communications
networks, was finished in mid-I 971
with a report to the 36 sponsoring
firms. Although the first report was
confidential, the decision to go to
Phase II indicates that profitability
for new cable services was found a
definite possibility.

Bresnan of TPT Asks
Broadcast-CableCooperation
In a talk to the Alabama Broadcasters Association Convention in Tuscaloosa in January, W. J. Bresnan,
vice president of TelePrompTer
Corporation, said that broadcasters
and cablemen should explore their
mutual interests rather than rehash
endlessly their differences. He sharply criticized the letter sent to Congressional leaders by Dr. Frank
Stanton, vice chairman of CBS, opposing the compromise of broadcasting and cable interests, calling Stanton's arguments "old, tired, and outmoded."

FCCWill Allow Mail Queries
To Find Community Interests
In a positive response to a request
by the NAB, the FCC has modified
its Report and Order on the ascertainment of community problems by
broadcast applicants. The original
order said that mailing of questionnaires did not appear to be a sound
method of getting "appropriate distribution" of the community inquiries. NAB pointed out that there
are follow-up procedures for improving mail response rates. The
FCC in its answer said that a broadcaster can rely on mailing if he can
demonstrate that his method assures
distribution to addressees generally
throughout the city of license.

WHDH, Boston, Ordered to
Cease Operation March 19th
In what may be the end of a long
fight by WHDH-TV, Boston, to keep
its contested license for Channel 5,
the FCC on January 21 ordered
WHDH-TV to cease operation at 3 a.m.
on March 19; and, at the same time,
the FCC granted program test authority to Boston Broadcasters, Inc.,
to operate wcvn-rv on Channel 5,
beginning at that time. WHDH has
twice been turned down by the U.S.
8

Supreme Court on appeals from an
earlier FCC denial of license. The
case has been complicated by SEC
charges against Nathan David, a
principal of BBi, and the FCC's
grant to BBI stipulates that David
must be effectively separated from
BBI affairs. The Boston Herald
Traveler Corp., owner of WHDH-TV,
apparently stands to lose a property
estimated to be worth $50 million.
Harold Clancy, president of 1HeraldTraveler, vowed to keep up the
fight, using as springboard the opinion of FCC Chairman Burch that the
decision was "flawed," although apparently required by court decisions.

Vermont Board Orders Cable
Operator To Extend Service
State regulation of cable, established
by law in Vermont, gave some substance to cablemen's fears of it in a
case involving Green Mountain Cable TV of Burlington. A resident of
Ethan Allen Farms, a new development near Burlington, complained
to the Vermont Public Service
Board that Green Mountain Cable
would not extend service without a
surcharge of $1200, based on the
cost of trenching in about 3480 feet
of trunk. Later Green Mountain reduced the estimate to $656 and
offered to pay $150 of it. But the
Public Service Board held that
Green Mountain should have installed its cable, as it had the opportunity to do, when power and telephone cables to the development
were put in the ground. The Board
ordered extension of service with no
surcharge to the subscriber.

CBS Pulls Out of
EVR Production
Jn a move that had been rumored
but was stunning nevertheless, CBS
announced in December a phase-out
of its EVR processing operations,
with future concentration on production of video program material
and licensing to others of the EVR
system. Brainchild of Dr. Peter
Goldmark, former president of CBS
Labs, and result of several years' intensive development work there,
EVR reportedly got the CBS axe
because it kept losing money, with
no relief in sight. The gigantic consumer market for video cassettes, a
vision that gave the industry a wild
fever for several years, simply did
not develop on the expected schedule. Jn a much cooler mood the industry now looks toward gradual development of the field over a number of years.
www.americanradiohistory.com

Association News
NAB ...
Vincent T. Wasilewski,
president of NAB, called the FTC's
recommendation that air time be
made available for attacks on
broadcast advertising "misguided in
concept and destructive in effect."
He charged that the FTC was sidestepping its statutory responsibilities
to police advertising, and attempting to foist on the FCC an illconceived plan that would have a
shattering effect on broadcasting ...
The NAB TV Code Review Board
recommended a cutback in time devoted to commercials and in the
number of commercials, on weekend programs aimed for children,
along with a ban on using a children's program host to deliver commercials or endorse a product. Recommended maximums would be 11
non-program
minutes per hour,
with two commercials per half hour
and four per hour, between 7 a.m.
and 2 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday. The recommendations are subject to approval by the NAB Board
of Directors.
CPB ... The Corporation for Public Broadcasting has awarded $117,485 to Minnesota Educational Radio to help set up a news and public
affairs production unit. MER has
also received grants from several
foundations, totalling about $200,000, to support the unit over a
three-year period. Base of operations will be station KSJN in the
Twin Cities. The unit will produce
24 hours of programming a week,
stressing in-depth reporting of the
news, and reaching, with affiliated
stations, about 80 percent of the
state's population.

Business Briefs
The national convention of the As·
sociation for Educational Communications and Technology will run
April 16 to 20 in Minneapolis and
St. Paul, Minnesota, under the general theme, "Design for Education." Further information: Gerald
McKay, 440 Coffey Hall, University
of Minnesota, St. Paul ... Bellevue
Hospital in New York got on the
Sterling Manhattan cable with more
than 70 receivers in day rooms, nurses' stations, children's
waiting
rooms, outpatient clinics, and other
spaces . . . EIA reported imports of
consumer electronic products up for
continued on page 10
MARCH. 1972-BM/E
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We think you'd like
to know more about
LPB's new S-2 Compressor/Limiter
than the opposite page
tells you
..--,,
/-·--;,,r
' \
»Ó>
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_,.,,,/
... ' ...:.>•.,,.:·.:~-~
.. -.. ...•.....•

@
Here goes:
•

At a cost 70% below that of our major competitor's equipment, the S-2 provides + 14dBm rms
output-enough
to drive 99% of today's XMTRs.

•

At a cost 70% below that of our major competitor's equipment, the S-2 is available with internal factory modifications for either asymmetric
AM Modulation
or pre-emphasis/de-emphasis
for FM Broadcasting.

•

At a cost 70% below that of our major competitor's equipment, the S-2 can be driven with line
level inputs as low as -14dBm ... if your level
output is less than that, you're in trouble!

•

At a cost 70% below that of our major competitor's equipment, the S-2 provides a variable compression threshold to minimize '',&;,~úp"effect
as well as a choice of compression range to take
care of the nature of your program material input.

•

At a cost 70% below that of our major competitor's equipment, the S-2's fixed 2dB per second
recovery rate in the compressor and 10dB per
second rate in the limiter are appropriate for
most of today's program material.

Now, need you spend any more than our modest
offering price? We don't think so and to show you
that our money is where our equipment is, look at
the opposite page for our trial offer and determine
if you need spend more than LPB's

$475
LPB

LPB Inc.
520 LincolnHighway,Frazer,Pa. 19355
(215) 644-1123

Circle 104 on Reader Service Card
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continued

the year through November compared to 1970: color TV by 40.6%";
monochrome, 12.7%; audio units,
8.7%; videotape units, 23.8%. But
electronic exports were up in most
categories for the same period, too,
with color TV up 77.7% , phonographs up 39.1% . Only tape equipment showedlarge drops ... Cypress
Communications Corp. announced
FCC permission for the first microwave relay system in the newly
opened CAR's LDS section of the
spectrum, using Laser Link equipment; purpose is to extend service to
sparsely populated areas and separated population clusters in Cypress'
Fort Walton Beach; Florida, area
... Audio/Video Products is a new
firm in Downey, California, which
will make digital clocks, automation
systems, and other hardware, and
also produce documentaries and
commercial shorts for industry . . .
Markit Communications, Inc., Los
Angeles, will carry out a direct sales
campaign in Akron, Ohio, for Akron Cable-Vision, according to Television Communications Corp. of
New York, owner of the Akron system: size of the market, with 150,000 potential subscribers, made an
in-house sales effort impractical, said
TVC . . . Ampex Corporation said
it anticipates a loss of about $40million, or about $4 a share, for the
year ending April 29, 1972 ...
American Television and Communications Corp. of Denver reported
record earnings and sales for the
half year ended December 31,
1971, of $554,797 (14 cents per
share) and $6,667, 743 respectively ... Athena Corp. has awarded
to AEL Communications Corp. of
Colmar, Pennsylvania, the contract for strand mapping and engineering of CATV systems in Rotterdam, Colonie, Glenville, Scotia
and Niskayuna, all in New York ...
Telegen, Palo Alto, California, has
installed Secam/60 closed-circuit
TV at the Santa Anita race track,
with about 80 25-inch monitors distributed around the track ... Third
of the new Intelsat IV satellites,
largest relay satellites so far lofted,
was put in orbit in January, adding
average capacity of 5000 to 6000
telephones, or 12 TV channels, to
the international service . . . Cox
Cable has signed Bumup and Sims,
Inc., of West Palm Beach, Florida, to
install cable systems totalling about
500 miles in the midwestem U.S....
Channel One, a new videotape production and duplicating firm at 620
Alpha Drive, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, announced capacity for 285
;
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one-hour color dupes per day, as
well as production facilities for
training and instructional tapes . . .
Comm/Scope Corp. started manufacture of wire and cable at its new
55,000-square-foot plant at Angier,
North Carolina . . . Tulsa Technical
College, Tulsa, Oklahoma, has expanded its curriculum with courses
in radio broadcasting, covering ev- ·
1 ery aspect from announcing techniques to transmitter operation, and
1 leading to the first-class license exam
. . . Cerro Wire and Cable Company, which recently took over the Vikoa plant in Freehold, N.J., has
started production there of CA TV
cable with new computer-controlled
equipment,
which automatically
maintains
all important
cable
parameters to close tolerances . . .
Sony Corp. of America broke
ground in San Diego for a plant in
which the firm will assemble 5000
Trinitron color tubes a month; later
increases will raise this to 20,000 ...
Bottom Line Associates of Brookline, Mass., announced a service,
Dialasound, allowing subscribing
advertisers and agencies to hear the
actual sound of a radio or TV station at any time.

People
Harry B. Burley Jr. was elected
chairman of the board and chief executive officer of Boston Insulated
Wire and Cable, succeeding his
brother, Joseph C. Burley, who became honorary chairman . . . Cerid
Reed became program manager of
WCNY-FM,
Syracuse, central New
York's public radio station . . . G.
I L. Davenport was named general
manager of Cox Cablevision Corp.,
Roger Pierce was named northwest
regional manager,
and J. E.
Durham became manager of Cox's
Astoria-Seaside-Long
Beach systems . . . John R. Dawson is the
new manager of application engineering of Philips Broadcast Equip' ment Corp., subsidiary of North
American Philips ... Joseph Sharp
became commercial sales and technical advisor for Cable Television
Co., of Charlotte, N. C. ... Juan
Alonso, former Cuban manufacturer and refugee from Castro's Cuba,
was named vice president of
McMartin Industries . . . Elmer
Smalling III has joined Rosner Tele, vision Systems, Inc., Plainview,
N.Y., as director of engineering: he
was formerly director of engineering
for Columbia Pictures ... Alan F.
Culbertson has been elected president of the newly-formed IEEE
Communications Society.

... or about half the price
you'd expect to pay
It's LPB's new S-5 Tribune. A 5 Channel monophonic
console with built-in features that some of the high
priced consoles don't have' ... audition channel, reliable
Daven Attenuators with cue positions, plus much more.
All for only $9501 And that's not all. There's other LPB
equipment-an
8 channel console for $1,700, the best
and lowest priced ($475) Audio Compressor/Limiter on
the market, a fabulous new turntable and, at the lowest
possible prices, all the other studio equipment and supplies any station could possibly use. To find out more
about the S-5 and LPB's other products, just drop us a
line or call Ted Davey at

....

LPB

LPB Inc.
520 Lincoln Highway, Frazer. Pa. 19355
(215) 644-1123
SEE US AT NAB-BOOTH 412
Circle 104 on Reader Service Card
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Put digital stability in the picture

TeleMation TSG-3000
DIGITALColor Sync Generator
All-digital circuitry.
All-digital genlock.
Programmable pulse widths.
Mono and color lock.
Bar/dot and black burst.
Front-panel test points.
Besttime-base stability.
Two rates of genlock.
Full maintenance access
during operation.
Builtto network specs.
Anything less isn't the world's most advanced
color sync generator.
Write today for complete technical and price
information on the TeleMation TSG-3000.

TELEMATION
P.O. Box 15068, Salt Lake City, Utah 84115
Phone: 801-487-5399
12
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with these control-roommates

New TeleMation TCE-3000
DIGITALColor Encoder
with these exclusives:
Digital modulators.
Digital bars-+1/2%, +1/2º, 0-60ºC.
Noise stripping (video coring).
Luminance black stretch.
100% circuit access during operation.
55dB carrier rejection, 0-60ºC.
Digital phasing-no adjus1ments.
VITS/VIRSoption.
Rock-solid stability-95-135v, 0-60ºC.

Plus:• Level-dependent
aperture correction. Video clamping
Mixed highs from green. Full luminance from green.

.

3- or 4-tube operation. Conforms to NTSC,PAL,PAL-M,BBUand BBCstandards.

Anything less isn't the world's most odvcnceo
color encoder.
Write or call today for a demonstration
of the TeleMation TCE-3000.
TeleMation systems/sales offices: -tr Albuquerque -tr Atlanta -tr Burlingame (Cal.) -tr Chicago
-tr Dallas -tr Denver -tr Houston -tr Indianapolis -tr Las Vegas -tr Little Rock -tr Los Angeles
-tr Milwaukee -tr Needham Heights (Boston area) -tr New York City "tr Norwalk (Conn.)
-tr Phoenix "tr St. Louis -tr Salt Lake City 'tr San Diego -tr Tulsa -tr Washington, D.C.
Circle 106 on Reader Service Card
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INTERPRETINGTHE~~~!JtJ'TIONS

Program Logs
Commission requirements for disclosure of programming information have long been a source of tedium
to broadcasters. In its 1968 Program Logging
Rules1 amending the AM and FM rules designed to
"streamline" log keeping and remove archaic requirements, and to conform requirements to provisions of the TV rule, the Commission endeavored to
insure that information required by the revised "reporting" forms would be contained in station program logs. Yet, despite these clarifications, Commission sanctions against broadcasters appear to have
measurably increased since promulgation of its 1968
Rules.
Forfeitures imposed upon broadcast licensees for
"logging" violations have ranged as high as $9000,
depending upon 1) the nature of the violation, and
2) the licensee's financial condition. Jn some cases,
"logging" violations serve as one of several grounds
for denial of license renewal, particularly when part
of a course of "willful, fraudulant conduct." In a
series of decisions, the Commission has declared
that violations which occur through "ignorance or
oversight" and/ or those committed by "officers or
employees" of the licensee are not excusable. Also,
corrective action taken subsequent to Commission
citation, though a "mitigating" factor, does not rectify the original violation. Because of the increase in
the number of Commission sanctions and the possibility of severe punishment, a review of pertinent
elements of the "Program Logging Rules" is in order.
Programs
For each program, the Commission requires entries identifying 1) its name or title, 2) its time slot,
3) its type, and 4) its source. (For programs
presenting political candidates, an entry must be
made showing the candidate's name and political
affiliation.) Licensee classifications as to type and
source are often the subject of Commission challenge. Hence, a brief definition of each classification
follows.
The definitions of the following eight types of
programs (a) through (h ) are intended not to over-

lap each other and will normally include all the
various programs broadcast. Definitions (i) through
(k) are sub-categories, and programs falling under
one of these three sub-categories will also be classified appropriately under one of the first eight categories. There may be further duplication within
types (i) through (k)-a
program presenting a
candidate for public office, prepared by an educational institution, for instance, would be within
both Political (POL) and Educational Institution
(ED) sub-categories, as well as within the Public
Affairs (PA) category. Program definitions are:
a) Agricultural (A) includes market reports farming,
and other information specifically related to the agricultural population. (Too many licensees improperly place
agriculture-type fare in the public affairs category.)
b) Entertainment (E) includes all programs intended
primarily as entertainment, music, drama, variety, comedy, quiz, etc.
c) News (N) includes reports dealing with current local,
national, and international events, including weather and
stock market reports; and commentary, analysis and
sports news, when an integral part of a news program.
d) Public Affairs (PA) includes talks, commentaries,
discussions, speeches, editorials, political programs, documentaries, forums, panels, round tables, and similar programs primarily concerning local, national, and international public affairs. A public affairs program is one
which deals with public issues. The licensee should expect the Commission to challenge the PA classification
of a program which does not have this essential characteristic.
e) Religious (R) includes sermons or devotionals, religious news, and music, drama, and other types of
programs designed primarily for religious purposes.
f) Instructional (I) includes programs (other than
those classified under Agricultural, News, Public Affairs,
Religious or Sports) which deal with the discussion or
appreciation of literature, music, fine arts, history, geography, and the national and social sciences; and programs devoted to occupational and vocational instruction, and hobby programs. (Here again, too many licensees erroneously classify "instructional" fare as "public affairs.")
g) Sports (S) includes play-by-play and pre- or postgame related activities, as well as separate programs of
sports instruction, news or information-fishing opportunities, golfing instructions, etc.
h) Other (0) includes all programs not falling within
categories (a) through (g).
continued on page 16

l. 12 RR 1599 (1968).
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The new CDL VS-900 is the latest word in 4th generation all solid-state
audio/video switching systems for broadcasting, surveillance or instructional uses. It incorporates many advances in control and switching technology and sets new standards in performance, reliability and economy.
• Highest performance standards through newly developed linear integrated circuits.
• Flexible, programmable control and tally through state-of-the-art digital circuitry.
• Fully interchangeable cards without performance compromises.
• Completely solid-state audio systems.
• Program grade, vertical-interval switching on all buses.
• Full selection of economical standard systems - VS-900 has eliminated costly customization of hardware. VS-900 is cost effective
over the full range of 1O x 1O up to 300 x 300 inputs and outputs.

4th generation
CDLseries 900

You may not need a system as large as that initially, but you might
in the future? No problem, CDL Series 900 is modular in concept,
and can be expanded at will. The basic building block is an array
of ten input, single output switches, each handling ten signals
to one destination. Matrices are formed from groups of ten such
switches, thus providing one hundred crosspoints in the basic
system sub-assembly. You can therefore buy one matrix with
ten or even less cards now, and add to it any time later. 'Plug
together' in-field expansion is now a reality.
May we have an opportunity to analyse your problem and offer
a solution tailored exactly to your requirements?
VS-900 - from Central Dynamics - world leaders in television
switching technology.

•Versatile
• Economical
• Reliable

Circle I07 on Reader Service Card
MARCH,1972-BM/E
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FCC RULES

continued from page 14

i) Editorials (EDIT) includes programs presented for
the purpose of stating opinions of the licensee.
j) Political (POL) includes those which present candidates for public office or which express (except in station editorials) views on candidates or on issues subject to public ballot.
k) Educational institution (ED) includes any program
prepared by, on behalf of, or in cooperation with educational institutions, educational organizations, libraries,
museums, PT As or similar organizations. Sports programs are not included.

Program sources are classified as either 1) local,
2) network, or 3) recorded, as defined by the following rules.
1) A Local Program includes any program
which is primarily or wholly produced by the station, taped or recorded, so long as live talent is
employed more than 50 percent of the time. In
addition, the following programs shall be classified
as "local:" a) local program fed to a network, b)
non-network news program, and e) identifiable
units of programs primarily featuring records or
transcriptions which are live and separately Jogged.
Yet programs featuring recorded records and transcriptions must be classified accordingly even though
a station announcer appears in connection with such
material.
2) A Network Program (NET) is any program
furnished to the station by a network (national,
regional or special). This includes delayed broadcasts of programs originated by networks.
3) A Recorded Program (REC) is any program
not otherwise defined-including,
without limitation, those using recordings, transcriptions, or tapes.
Commercial Matter
For all commercial matter (CM), the Commission requires entries identifying 1) the sponsor (s)
of the program, 2) the person(s) who paid for the
announcement, or 3) the person ( s) who furnished
materials or services. In addition, any entry or entries must be made showing the total duration of
commercial matter in each hourly time segment or
the duration of each commercial message in each
hour.
Commercial matter includes "commercial continuity" (CC) i.e., the advertising message for which a
charge is made or consideration is received. Included in the latter are 1) "bonus spots," 2) tradeout spots2, and 3) promotional announcements of
a future program where consideration is received for
such an announcement or where such announcement identifies the sponsor of a future program beyond mention of the sponsor's name as an integral
part of the title of the program (e.g., where the
agreement for the sale of time provides that the
sponsor will receive promotional announcements, or
when the promotional announcement contains a
statement such as "Listen tomorrow for the[program name]-brought
to you by-[sponsor's
name]-.")
Exceptions to the above classifications include:
a) Promotional announcements, unless they fall
in a CA classification;
2. Announcementsbroadcast in return for receipt of free trans·
portation, prize merchandise or other goods or services are
to be logged "commercial." 16 RR 2d 156 (1969).

b) Station identification announcements for which
no charge is made;
e) Mechanical reproduction announcements;
d) Public service announcements;
e) Announcements that materials or services
have been furnished as an inducement to broadcast
a political program or a program involving the discussion of controversial public issues; and
f) Announcements made pursuant to the local
notice requirements ("pre-grant" and "designation
for hearing").
Furthermore, it is incumbent upon the licensee to
make an entry denoting as close an approximation
to the time consumed (duration of commercial matter) as possible. Notable exceptions to this requirement are religious and political sponsored programs.
Because of the difficulty in measuring the exact
length of "commercial continuity" in such programs,
the Commission does not require licensees to compute commercial matter.' The exception does not,
of course, apply to any programs advertising comme·rcial produots or services, nor is it applicable to
any commercial announcements. Since 1969, the
Commission has imposed more forfeitures upon licensees for violations of commercial logging rules
than for any other single category. One licensee was
fined $2000 for failure to log as "commercial time"
the play time of records of artists which were played
immediately before and/or after announcements
promoting their appearances.' In· another case, the
Commission ruled that "where musical recordings
were so combined with commercial announcements,
either by the play of such recordings immediately
before, immediately after, or simultaneously with·
voice announcements, that which might otherwise
be considered entertainment was instead merely an
extension or part of the advertising message of the
program sponsor and should have been logged as
commercial."!
Furthermore, the Commission held that the broadcasting of extraneous, or "ad lib," matter to promote
a show or dance represents "commercial matter,"
and should be logged as such. 6 In light of Commission scrutiny into commercial logging practices,
broadcasters would be well advised to exercise caution in reporting same.
Public Service Announcements
For all public service announcements (PSA), the
Commission requires an entry showing 1) that it
has been broadcast, and 2) the name of the organization or interest on whose behalf it is made. By
Commission definition, a PSA is "any announcement for which no charge is made and which promotes programs, activities, or services of federal,
state or local governments (e.g., recruiting, sales of
bonds, etc.) or the programs, activities or services of
non-profit organizations (e.g., UGF, Red Cross,
Blood Donations, etc.) and other announcements
regarded as serving community interests, excluding
time signals, routine weather announcements and
promotional announcements."
The subject of certain Commission sanctions,
PSAs have often been confused with "commercial"
3.
4.
5.
6.

Reportand Order,DocketNo. 14187.
KISD,lnc., 18 RR2d 1187(1970).
Old Dominion Broadcasting Co., Inc. 20 RR 2d 748 (1970).
KOKA Broadcasting Co., Inc., 21 RR 2d 981 (1971).

!6

continued on page 50
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WILKINSON HAS EVERYTHING
LIMITERS - Mono and Stereo

ACC AMPLIFIER - Mono and Stereo

Z,·l_

I

-

·.

...•.

,

~

.»

.

·.

'
AMTRANSMITTERS • 250 W
1 KW- 5 KW• 10 KW• 50 KW

'

REMOTE AMPLIFIER

FM TRANSMITTER - IOW· SOW
250W · 1 KW- 2.5 KW- 5 KW
7.5 KW· 10 KW· 20 KW- 40 KW

MONAURALCONSOLES

STEREO GENERATORS

FM EXCITERS

AND ALSO FROM WILKINSON . . . . AM RF Amplifiers, line surge protectors, AM Monitors, field intensity
meters, line amplifiers, monitor amplifiers, distribution amplifiers, FM receivers, antenna tuning units, phasers,
dummy loads and silicon rectifiers.

Wíl~~íl~~®~
ELECTRONICS, INC.

1937 W. MacDADE BLVD., WOODLYN, PA. 19094
TELEPHONE (215) 874-5236/874-5237
NAB BOOTH 201 WEST HALL

Circle I08 on Reader Service Card
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NAB 1972:
501h Convention Shaping Up
Almost as old as broadcasting itself,
NAB marks its 50th year this April
in Chicago, with the traditional festivities and a program filled with
management and engineering goodies. Luncheon speakers include
Treasury Secretary Joho Connally
(Monday), CBS Vice Chairman
Frank Stanton (Tuesday), and FCC
Chairman Dean Burch (Wednesday). Dr. Billy Graham will receive the Distinguished Service
Award, and wcco Director of Engineering John Sherman will receive the Engineering Award.
Technical sessions seem promising: A panel session on quadraphonic broadcasting is scheduled,
with broadcasters and manufacturers discussing the merits of discrete
vs. matrix techniques. People from
the Bonneville International stations
will present a report on the many
TV translators they use to cover the
sparsely populated Utah salt flats.
Radio sessions will cover modernization, design of new transmitters,
and operation and maintenance of
directional antenna arrays. A summary will be given of recent tests
conducted in Altoona and Allentown, Pennsylvania, which may indicate the feasibility of circular
polarization for TV transmitting
antennas. There will also be a re-

New frequency and
modulation monitor
can be seen at the
McMartin booth.

New FM Volumax
unit will be shown
by CBS Labs.

•
port on extensive use of video cart
machines at wwL-TV, New Orleans.
Continuing the trend into video automation, GE engineers will discuss
"The Next Step in Automation."
Despite the soft economy, there
are signs that all is not lost in the
industry. While Ampex reels from
a multi-million loss in 1971, some
companies report things are looking up. For example, Grass Valley's
backlog at December 31, 1971 was
$1.3 million, compared with $300,000 at the end of 1970. Broadcasters aren't in as bad shape as you
might think. Cox· Broadcasting just
reported an increase of seven per-

NAFMB Schedules Promotion Awards
Just ahead of the big convention, NAFMB will meet at the
Palmer House in Chicago from April 6 to 9. In addition to the
usual management, programming, and engineering sessions,
the association inaugurates this year a contest in audience
promotion and sales promotion. First, second, and third place
winners will be selected in each category, and awards will be
presented at a special Honor Luncheon during the convention.
Any FM station is eligible, and NAFMB advises that promotions
need not be large, elaborate or expensive. Originality,
creativity, and effectiveness will count most, and both small
and large market stations will be given consideration. This
seems a first for the FM industry.

cent in net income over the previous
year. TV revenues were even with
last year, but radio revenues were
ahead nine percent. Cox President
J. Leonard Reinsch said recently
that while the broadcasting industry
still faces difficult problems, particularly on the regulatory side, there
has been some lessening of pressures during 1971.
At this early date, the 1972 convention exhibition appears to be
shaping up at about the same size
as last year. During 1971, many
stations have had equipment rebuilt
and repaired rather than invest in
new gear. Now manufacturers are
eyeing these ripe prospects, who
will likely buy new equipment with
the expected upturn in business.
While it's too early to get a
peek at all the equipment surprises
planned for the exhibit area, some
information is available. Moseley
Associates will introduce a new
digital TV remote control system
using BCD digital techniques. Independent systems provide remote
control and telemetry, automatic
parameter logging, status indications, individual fulltime parameter
display panels, and control system.
IGM will introduce its new Aristocart, an audio cartridge said to have
less wow and flutter, and the ability
to deliver monaural response from
continued on page 48
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now ...
a companv
lhal has AM. FM
and TV I requencv
and modulalion
monilorinu
svs1e1s.

~
Type Approval #3-176

Type Approval #3-181

-----..:.
Type Approval Not .Required

Now ... Belar. Belar is the only company that has the necessary type approvals
on all three monitoring systems. Belar accuracy permits use of the maximum power
allowable and maximum power means maximum profit. Add to this that all
Belar equipment is immediately available.
Isn't it time you stopped running around and finally settled for a company that can
handle all your frequency and modulation monitoring needs? Contact Arno Meyer ...
he'll show you the way.

B ELI R

Seeus at the NABShow-Booth #239
West Exhibit Mall-Conrad Hilton

BELAR ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC., DEPT. BM-32
BOX 83, UPPER DARBY, PA. 19084 • (215) 789·0550

Circle 109 on Reader Service Card
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VBr TV Remole CoatrolStalus Report D
Last August BM/E reported on the problems of
going remote. Since then the required VIT signal
has been approved to remove one unsettled matter.
Biggest concern now is whether the demodulator
selected can do the job.

ONE YEARAGO(in March, 1971) the FCC adopted
rules permitting remote control of VHF transmitters.
Rules governing UHF remote control were changed
to conform with the standard set for V's. Since then
54 applications (FCC form 301A) have been filed36 V's, 18 U's. Thus far, eight have been granted.
Of those not granted, 30 applicants have received
letters asking for additional information or clarification of their submission.
Basically, the FCC would like to see quite complete applications including proposed layouts as well
as the list of equipment that will be used. The stickiest area involves demodulators, since the demodulator is a major source of distortion.
Envelope detection of color signals reduces luminance more than chrominance. Thus there is a chrominance/luminance ratio error after demodulation.
Since effects of quadrature distortion are proportional to the square of the chrominance/luminance
ratio, bright highly-saturated colors have more
quadrature distortion than dark colors of lesser saturation. Quadrature distortion will give inaccurate indication of differential gain and phase and distort
chrominance/luminance relationships.
Effects of quadrature distortion are alleviated
somewhat by -reducing the frequency response of the
color subcarrier prior to detection and then restoring
the video level after detection.
Product detectors get away from effects of quadrature distortion, but a product detector and an envelope react differently to residual incidental phase
modulation of a transmitter. Transmitters are normally adjusted for home receivers which are envelope detected. Compensation for this difference can
be made so that a product detector demodulator can
"read" the right waveform.
The design of a demodulator requires many tradeoffs and all of the specs should be taken into consideration. Details of the most precision demodulators (announced so far) are listed in the accompanying table. In addition to the specs listed, the FCC is
interested in stability (short-term and long-term)

and the subcarrier relative to the carrier signal at the
detector with and without sound traps.
The FCC has indicated it is interested in state-ofthe-art demodulators and this eliminates some of the
older units on the market. Some applicants have
proposed equipment which the manufacturer will
not recommend for this purpose.
There has been some question on sensitivity of
test equipment. An RF amplifier might be necessary. Such amplifiers should be low in distortion and
be matched in bandwidth to the transmitter. Such
equipment does not have to be type accepted, but
the FCC is extremely interested in specifications.
Gene Napier of WJCT decided to amend his application (after the FCC raised the question) to
eliminate the RF amplifier. This necessitated using a
separate antenna connected directly to the demodulator. (Originally Napier proposed one antenna and
an RF amplifier with a splitter to feed both the
aural modulation monitor and the demodulator.)
Manufacturers are aware of this problem. McMartin, for example, has come out with a TBM-2500C
series designed specifically for use with type approved monitoring equipment.
Test equipment to provide the necessary VIT signal may become a problem. By April 1972 remote
systems must incorporate VIT standards (section
73.699). Tektronix has suitable equipment in production (see separate article, page 28) and Telemet
indicates it has such equipment. Other manufacturers
are expected to follow, but will not have instruments
by April. Whether or not the broadcaster will be
hard-pressed to get delivery will depend on just how
many are ready to begin remote operations come
April 30th.
New developments are occurring in remote control equipment. Spantronics has developed a final
configuration which they believe is ideal for remote
control and future computer control. Moseley and
Rust Corporation have come up with new digital
TV remote control systems which will be on display
at NAB.
BM/E
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Specifications

Table !-Demodulator
Rohde & Schwarz
AMF

RCAº
BW-4CI

Ch• racterlstlc

±0.5 dB to 4.2 MHz
-3
dB
±·5 dB
±0.9 dB at 3.58 ±0.5 dB at3.58

Overall Frequency Response ±0.7 dB
(Sound Notch In)•••
±0.5 dB at 3.58

f.

Lower Sideband Response

-20
-16

dB except
dB at -1.25

-20

dB

-20

Dynair
RX-48

Scientific Atlanta
Model 6200ºº

Tele met
Model 4501-Al

dB

MHz

-3
dB
±0.5 at 3.58

EIE
CTDI
±0.5 dB
to 4.2 MHz

-40 dB for Adjacent
Carriers

-45 dB for Adjacent -30 dB at
Carriers
-1.25 MHz

Input Cable Match
(Return Loss)

Not specified

34 dB

18 dB

19 dB

VSWR = 1.5

16 dB

Type Detector

Envelope

Envelope

Envelope

Product

Envelope

Product

Subcarrier Response at
Detector

O dB

-3

-3

O dB

O dB

-1

4l
ti

Differential

Gain

10%

~%

5%

±0.2 dB max.

5%

±2';'ci

1(

Differential

Phase

3•

±1º

±1

±0.5°

±1 o

±0.5°

~

'h
h

..
l

fl
I

u

dB

dB

o

Low Freq. Envelope Delay

50 ±15nS

±15nS

±25nS

High Freq. Envelope Delay

±30nS to 3.8
+200nS at 4.0

+25nS at 3.58
+160nS at 3.9

+25nS at 3.58 ±50nS
f+18ons at 4.0

-60

±35 nS

±50nS

±50nS

dB Max

+25nS at 3.58
.+15ons at 3.9

±25nS at 3.58
+20ons at 3.90

Hum and Noise

-50

dB

f-50

e

Low Frequency Tilt

2% at 50 Hz

Not specified

12%

2% max. at 50 Hz

2%

2%

l

2T Sine Squared Pulse

Illustrated but not
specified

'lot specified

~%

2% K-factor, max.

2%

2~o

••

Vacuum Tube or Solid State

Vacuum Tube

Solid State

Solid State

Solid State

Solid State

Solid State

II

Susceptibility to High RF
Environment

Not specified but OK

Not specified
but OK

Not specified
but OK

Not recommended

Not specified

Not specified

dB

dB

-50

dB below l.5v out Not specified

-60dB

lo

3

,.
1

~
•

'1

• Intended for use at transmitter site only.
•• Noise Figure 7 dB, VHF; 12 dB, UHF.
Minimum Input Level -20
dBm (100 UV) for maximum output.
AGC Sensitivity +o.5 dB maximum output change for 40 dB input
•••
RCA, R & S, and Tele met units have switchable sound notches.

l¡

,

Equipment for Going Remote
Numbers

in

parentheses

refer to

Remote Control

Measuring

!

Marti Electronics

Dynair
Demodulator

'

Remote control system, RMC-2AX 10 and
24 channels for wire or STL (310); automatic digital logging equipment, ACL-100
(311).

\-··

change.

Electronic

reader service

card.

Circle

Belar Electronics Lab Inc.
TV remote monitoring system includes RF
amplifier, RFA-3 (325); digital clock (326);
aural modulation monitor TVM-1 (327);
and frequency monitor, TVM-2 (328).

RX-4B (340).
Engineering

Moseley Associates

·I

:
¡

:
¡

~l
!

Equipment

Demodulator CTDI (341).

I
'

more info.

Monitoring

Equipment

Industrial

for

McMartin

Digital Remote Control Equipment, consisting of: DCS-1 Digital Control System,
capacity through 96 channels (337); DLS-1
Digital Logging System, in groups of 20
parameters (338); osi.i Digital Status
Indicator System, in blocks of 32 channeis; individual parameter display panels
for continuous
metering
of important
parameters; and independent control-only
systems (339); Remote control systems,
15 and 30 metering channels, 30 and 60
control, PBR-15 (312) and PBR-30 (313);
status control system, 14 channels, SC5-2
(314); Tolerance Alarm Unit, TAU-2 (315);
Automatic Data Printer, ADP-220 (316).
Systems have been designed to remove
TV transmitter
from air after one hour,
meeting FCC requirements.

Scientific-Atlanta
Demodulator 6200 (342).
Rohde & Schwarz
VSB demodulator, type AMF (321). Also
front-end
receiver HS-2064 for oft-air
(322). Switchable sound trap and group
delay complementary to FCC transmitter

specs.
Tektronix
Test signal generator 147 NTSC. Source
of all recognized vertical interval and full
field test signals (eight) including VIRS
(323).

¡

Industries

Inc.

VHF aural modulation monitor, TBM-5500
(329). Price $1300. Rf amplifier matched
to monitoring equip. TBM-2500C. Price
$515. (335).

Time & Frequency Technology
monitor.
TV frequency and modulation
Model 701. has high sensitivity and ineludes peak flasher (330); aural modulation monitor, Model 702 (331); remote
meter and peak flasher (332); automatic
logging adaptor and digital clock (333).

I

¡

Rust Corp.

11

Remote control RC-2600A (317); RC-1000,
22 controls (318); Status/ Ala rm Display
CPX-10 (319); Auto Log, AL-400 (320).
New digital remote control system (343).

!'

I
I

Spantronlcs Engineering
Digital remote control systems

(334).

Telemet (Div. of Geotel)
Field·
Broadcast demodulator 4501-Al.
tested. Input 5mV or 5V. Has frequency
response and group delay response meeting FCC requirements.
Switchable sound
trap. (324). Price $3000. Vertical Interval
Test Set as required by FCC Specification
#FCC 73.676(f), for remote operation. All
signals are available at Full Field modular
construction.
Price $3900.00 (336).

-

.,

•
I
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Q and A on the
New Remole Control Rules
By Sal Fulchino
BY THE FCC OF NEW RULES governing
the remote control of VHF-TV stations has, as was
certainly to be expected, stirred up a lot of questions
on the applications of the rules. My firm has collected the rules questions we are hearing most often
from customers. We list them below, with answers
we have developed in consultation with FCC staff
normally concerned with this field. Thus, although
the answers are not official FCC statements, those
FCC staff members we consulted agreed that, as of
this moment, the answers are correct.
Naturally, also piling in are questions on what
remote control entails in technique and equipment
with various transmitters and station set-ups. What
functions must be covered, and what additional
functions would be advantageous for the operator?
What equipment will do the job? How should it be
laid out to fit a particular set of station requirements?
The manufacturer of remote control equipment
has developed methods for laying out a system efficiently and for integrating it with the station's requirements. For example, our firm uses a layout sheet
(Fig. 1) which shows the required and suggested
parameters that should be telemetered to the control point, tabled beside the associated control that
should be made remote. Listed also is any auxiliary
interface equipment required.
This and other similar planning tools developed
by remote-control equipment manufacturers are the
station operator's best insurance against costly mistakes and systems that don't do the whole job.
Omissions that have to be corrected after the system is in place are particularly liable to convert a
neat, sound installation into a "haywire" job with a
high trouble potential.
Here is our list of questions and answers on the
rules. We intend to add to the list as pertinent questions come to us from the field.
ADOPTION

RUST
St.nton
Xmlr

?;.1r.i.llc>I
Transmitters

F.111Sue to Control
Pos.

-1

2
3
4
S
6

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
JG
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
2•
25
26

LAYOUT
_

SHEET

Engineer
D:.tc
'1lC-2600A"

Dasie System

PLATES
Untts

Metering

Control
-----------------(2) 45
flL ON Indication

(AD) FIL ON
(AU) FIL Off
(AU) PLT ON
(ADJ PLT Off
(AU) Vis. Pwr Halse
(t\ll) Vis. Pwr Lower
(A DI Aura l Power Raise
(1\ll) Aural Power Lower
E BS Latch ON
EUS Latc h OFF
AU Mode
A Mode
n Mode
Sp.u-e
Evcuer A ON
Exclter- D ON
Auto Exe Switch ON
M;rnu.11 Exe Switch ON
(A U) F.1ult Heset
(Al'\) Ovid. Indlc.uor Reset
HCJL'Ct Ovid. Reset
Sp.u-e
M.111u.tlA PC
Auto 1\ PC
f\1,lin STL On Air
Stdby STL On Air
Mn ín STL emer-g bypass to
cxc.A (DtnECT)
Slide Chain on Air
Net On Air
Erner-gene y Audio on Air

Units
60-1

SF

(2) 45

TX A Ep

(2) 45

Comb.

Vis Power
Aur.

(2) 45

Comb.

(2) 45

Aural Modulation

(2) 45

TX A Vis. Ip

45

TX B Vis. Ip

OCA-I
OCA-I

Power

HP 335
9K
9K

(2) 45

TX A Vis. Pwr,

OCA-I

(2) 45

TX D Vis. Pwr.

DCA-I

TX A Ep
TX A Aur Ip
4C/47
4C

9K

TX O Ep

SF

TX 9 Aural Ip

9K

4C

TX A Aurl.

<C

TX O Aur. Pwr.

Pwr,

DCA-I

Vis. Carrier freq.
Aur. Car ríer-Ztnter car-r ter Freq.
Tower Ll¡;ht Current
l Line Volts
2 Llne Volts
3 Line Volts

DCA-I
DCA-1
7C
60-1
60-1
60-1

OCA-I

Zero Calibrate
Full Scale Calibrate

Fig. l. Parameters that should
paired to the control point.

be telemetered are

If a diode demodulator

is used at the transmitter
site and a new, exotic demodulator is used at the
control point,
a) Is the control point demodulator to be calibrated
to the transmitter site diode?
Yes, a calibration graph or table should be deMr. Fulchino is president of Rust Corporation, Everett, Massachusetts.
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We've got the remote control rules from the FCC,
and putting them into practice is bound to raise
a number of unanswered questions. Here is a batch
of the questions that station operators are asking,
long with answers informally cleared with
he FCC.

eloped so that readings on the secondary unit can
be read to agree with the selected standard unit.
b) Can the transmitter site demodulator be calibrated to the exotic demodulator at the control
point?
Yes, a calibration graph or table should be developed so that readings on the secondary unit can
be read to agree with the selected standard unit.
When visitations are made (either five out of seven
days, or once per week, whichever rule applies),
does there have to be a complete recalibration of all
parameters?
Rules call for observation of the transmitter installation during the visitation period. If the observation
is that recalibration is necessary, then corrections
must be accomplished and noted as required. On
the monitoring equipment the operator can check
one or several points of the curve. He does not have
to check the entire curve.
U the answer to the above is "Yes," will the FCC
grant waivers to this visitation requirement after the
station has operated for a length of time and can
show extreme stability and tracking between the
metering at both locations?
Waivers will neither be granted nor needed. If the
installation displays such stability, the recalibration
will not be necessary anyway.
Can the Aural and Visual Frequency Monitor be
located at the transmitter site?
Since FCC rules only require the logging of Aural
and Visual frequency once each day, the monitors
umay be at either location so long as the frequency
edeviation of the visual and aural transmitters can be
measured in accordance with the rules.
If it is not possible to obtain a satisfactory off-theair signal at the control point, is it permissible to
pick up the signal at a location near the control
point and feed it to the control point by coax cable?
It is permissible to have reasonable coax feed between the antenna and the receiver, but not between the receiver and the test equipment.
If the TV Transmitter and an FM Transmitter of
the one licensee are at the same location, can the
metering of one be transmitted to the control point

via the subchannel of the other?
NO! Except in an emergency. However, if the TV
and FM each have separate control and metering
(via its own subchannel), the telemetry of both can
be fed to the control point via one of the subchannels for Autolog purposes onto a single log.
Is permission required to do this under emergency
conditions?
Permission is required. This pcrrrussron should be
obtained by letter prior to an emergency and displayed to cover the emergency when and if it occurs.
Regarding the rule section which states that "the
loss of any telemetry function which provides information necessary to comply with the logging requirements of 73.67 l shall result in the actuation of
automatic circuitry, etc-," docs this apply to aural
plate voltage and/or aural plate current?
Yes. Although this may appear contrary to the FM
Rules where the transmitter power is determined by
the direct method, the TV Rules, as they presently
read, do require the logging of Aural Plate Voltage
and Aural Plate Current and the activation of the
automatic timing circuits of the telemetry if either or
both is lost. However, it is expected that this situation will shortly be such that TV Rules will be in
comparative agreement with the existing FM Rules.
In an emergency where the telemetering is returned
to the control point via the subchannel of the Aural
transmitter, and it is not possible to obtain the telemetering because of transmitter problems, can the
exciter of the transmitter be radiated to transmit the
telemetering to the control point?
Yes, provided prior FCC permission is obtained to
do so during an emergency.
If Aural Transmitter subchannel means are used to
transmit the telemetering from the transmitter site to
the control point, must the Modulation Monitor be
capable of accurately reading the modulation of the
Aural Carrier by the subchannel?
Yes, (remembering that the Aural Modulation Monitor must be located at the Control Point).
If two stations (different licensee, different ownership) share a transmitter site, can they arrange to
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have one engineer perform the transmitter inspections for both stations?
Yes, provided the manpower is on both payrolls.
Is it permissible to remote-control two or more
transmitter sites of different ownership from one remote control by an operator of the proper class
whose salary is shared by the two or more licensee's?
Yes, but care must be taken to see to it that the
operator on duty is not required to perform more
duties than one man is capable of performing in a
satisfactory manner.
At the present time are subchannel Frequency and
Modulation monitors required?
No, but you must have a reliable means of checking
the subchannel frequency.
Will a new "Proof of Performance"
when applying for remote control?
NO!

be required

Paragraph 38 of the "First Report & Order" states
that the Control Point located Modulation Monitor
"Carrier Level" meter can be used as an indication
of transmitter power level in the event of failure of
the metering transmission path. Some new monitors
have lights to indicate "Carrier Level" rather than a
meter-is this acceptable?
Yes.
Has the FCC type approved Modulation or Frequency Monitors for "off-the-air" operation?
Type-approved direct-feed monitoring equipment
must be used but there is no such thing as an offthe-air type approval.
Has the FCC type approved RF Preamplifiers for
TV?
No, but neither has the FCC prohibited use of such
devices. In fact, paragraph 73.676 (2) (4) indicates that the use of such an "apparatus" is allowable.
What are the rule requirements for duties and utility
action of the first class operator at the control point?
The rules are essentially the same as for the operator that is located at the transmitter site. While he
may be utilized "for other duties," "such duties
shall in no way impair or impede the required supervision of the television broadcast transmitter."
When operating by remote control, all required monitoring equipment and remote control metering
must be "readily accessible and clearly visible to the
operator" at all times! The operator must be in the
same room as the monitoring and remote control
equipment. This does not allow for a room size,
wherein the operator can still be in the same room
as the equipment but far enough away so that he
cannot read the remote control telemetering or determine that the required waveform readings are
correct.
A station has separate Aural and Visual transmit-

ters and is capable of multiplexing the Video Signal
through the Aural transmitter. The Aural transmitter
can meet the 20% power rule of the FCC both as to
Video and Aural Power. How often must the
transmitter site be inspected?
At least once every seven days.
A station has two transmitter sites-for
example,
Site "A" the AM site and Site "B" the FM and TV
site. Each site has its own remote control system to
its control room (both in the same building) with
the required class of operator on duty. Each control
point has equipment to meet the Alarming requirements of automatic transmitter logging. The two remote control systems share an automatic logging
system that is "located in the near vicinity of the
operator on duty" and can be "inspected by him
periodically during the broadcast day-." Is this in
conformity with the present FCC rules?
Yes.
What is the station procedure to be followed if a
required piece of off-the-air monitoring equipment
becomes inoperative? For example, the demodulator, off-the-air RF amplifier, VIT generator or
vectorscope?
Follow the same procedure as for an inoperative
modulation monitor. Section 73.691 of the FCC
Rules.
Does the off-the-air monitoring equipment have to
be devoted full time to the monitoring of the required signals for remote control operation?
In essence the equipment should continuously monitor the signals required under the TV Remote Control Rules. However, the equipment can be utilized
for periodic observations of other signals, provided
that the equipment is always immediately returned
to the capability to display the required TV Remote
Control signals.
What are the unattended transmitter site security
requirements?
Security requirements for the transmitter site require
that reasonable precautions be taken to see to it
that access by unauthorized persons is virtually impossible. However, if access is gained by unauthorized persons, provisions must be made for immediate
notification to control point personnel. Minimum requirements should include, but not be limited to, a
reasonable fence surrounding the entire' area, metal
screening or expanded metal covering for building
glass area, fail-safe intruder alarm to the control
point and/or other locations, such as a police station.
If the remote control pohu is in the same building or
complex as the transmitter, is it necessary to incorporate into the equipment the telemetry one-hour
timer circuit?
The Commission has indicated that under some circumstances a waiver may be obtained. The request
for waiver should be included in the original remote
control application.
BM/E
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COLOR MONITORING FOR UNDER $400
...AND THE QUALITY SPEAKS FOR ITSELF!
Listen to what Otto Claus, Chief Engineer, WBAL-TV, Baltimore, says about
general purpose monitoring with RCA'S low-cost commercial color receiver:

"E very OY1e
of our 17 units
has operated perfect !y
from original

turn on"
"Our only
regret is that
these units

"The quality
of reoroduction

were not

available
sooner."

ofthese

receivers...i s more
than adequate
for all but the most
exacting monitoring
functions."

'Jnlike color sets intended for home use, this receiver is equipped to accept RF
ir bridged direct video and audio line teed without the need for costly adaptors.
"or under $400, you get every non:ritical monitoring function you can
ssk for - picture, sound, live or tape,
:olor or monochrome. It's especially
;uitable for monitoring needs back.;tage, for the band, for the audience,
and similar applications.
For complete details, send the coupon. We'II show you cold cash reasons
hy RCA's commercial color TV is
,your best answer.

ROii

tmt§!@mfe)(~

~:;¡

!RCA Service Company- - - A Division of RCA
Commercial Products Sales, Bldg. 203-3
Camden, N. J. 08101

I

I

I

Please furnish further information about
RCA commercial color sets for broadcast
monitoring purposes.

I

I

Name

I

Title

:

Station

¡
I

Phone

Address

~:::e

~

_:J

Circle I05 on Reader Service Card
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2500kW
output
Now-only two tubes are required in the power
amplifier stage of a 2500 kW, 100% modulated long,
medium or shortwave broadcast transmitter
Shown below are two EIMAC X-2159 developmental
tetrodes, the most powerful tubes in the world. A single X-2159
has an anode dissipation of 1250 kW. Two tubes provide a
carrier power of 2500 kW, 100% amplitude modulated.
Here is a technological breakthrough permitting a
very high power broadcast transmitter to be built, having a
single output stage. Now, for the first time, 5 megawatts output,
or greater, is practical. Substantially less capital
investment is required; driver stages, power supplies,
control circuits, cabinets, and floor space may be
substantially reduced when these high gain
tetrode tubes are employed.
For full specifications on the new EIMAC X-2159
contact any of the more than 30 Varian/EIMAC Electron Tube and
Device Group sales offices throughout the world.
Or the EIMAC Division of Varian
301 Industrial Way, San Carlos, California 94070.

division

varlan

4CX5000A
Shown for
size comparison.
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imlowA Mini-Computer
,Could Take Over a

Broadcast TranSmiller
'd. note: Now that the industry has moved another

Some parameters cannot be measured directly
and must be computed or implied. For example,
power supply impedance and amplifier transconductance can be computed fairly simply, by a leastsquares analysis. Other parameters, such as the radiator loss resistance, are more difficult. But the art
ii A PAPER, "AUTOMATIONOF THE TRANSMITTING is advancing rapidly, and process control of a transmitter already recommends itself as a great cost
~STEM" presented at the IEEE-GB
Broadcast
~mposium in Washington, D.C. in September
saver and improver of broadcast operation.
)71, Donald E. Pauley of Smith Electronics surHow much will it cost? That depends on how
i:yed in general terms the problems, advantages,
much the operator wants to accomplish with it.
ad costs of converting a broadcast transmitter into
Costs on three levels are shown in Tables 1, 2, and
1M:processcontrol system, with a computer supplying
3. The small system should be adequate for a nondirectional or FM station, with no diagnostic, and
e control. The following is a brief digest of Mr.
11•huley'spresentation. (The full text is expected to
few high level functions attempted. The middle system should permit high level control of simple direcopear in a future issue of the IEEE Transactions
tional antenna systems and minimum control of the
n Broadcasting.)
most complex transmitting system. The large system
Operation and control of broadcast transmitters
should be adequate for controlling a very complex
lis not changed substantially in 40 years: the operAM station, and possibly an FM station and TV
ror reads and logs meters periodically, makes an
station in addition. All these costs assume that
djustment if some parameter is out of limit.
sufficient developmental work has been completed
'ii This monitoring-adjustment-logging function could
so that adequate standards are available, and hard·~ carried out better by a small process-control
ware and procedures are type accepted by the FCC.
omputer and, in addition, the computer could
BM/E
o extensive diagnostics during normal operation.
'he computer can do more than keep paramcers within assigned FCC and overload limTABLE 1
it can solve the control equations for "best"
COST OF SMALL COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEM
peratíon, optimizing desired characteristics of the
$ 1,500
Computer
.
500
Data Storage
.
rocess, One way the computer can do this is by
2,500
Interface
.
irect on-line experimentation seeking to improve
2,000
Sensors
.
4,000
Actuators
.
ie operation iteratively.
2.000
Programming
.
1,000
The process requirements programmed into the
Teletype Console
.
4,000
Engineering Services
'.<lomputer can be broken down into: The primary
Total $17,500
oal of survival of the system, which includes the
TABLE 2
pecified license parameters and overload paramCOST OF MEDIUM COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEM
t ters; and secondary goals and functions, such as
$10,000
Computer
iaximize audio level, minimize noise and distor3.000
Data Storage ......•......................
5,000
Interface
ion, maximize transmitter efficiency, maximize life
4,000
Sensors
. .. . .. . .. .
.
f components (especially power output tubes), log6,000
Actuators
...........•....
5,000
Programming
.
ing, fault detection and identification, diagnostic
1,000
Teletype Control ...
nessages, and operator signaling.
6,000
EngineeringServices
For analysis of control problems, the transmitter
Total $40,000
s broken down into subsections: the audio subsysTABLE 3
em, radio subsystern.ipower subsystem and antenna
COST OF LARGE COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEM
ubsystem. Each has its, \)WO set of parameters. Di$25,000
Computer
10.000
Data Storage
ect control of the antenna subsystem is complicated
8,000
Interface
8,000
iecause all the parameters and variables are strongSensors ..
10.000
Actuators
y coupled. Procedures for handling such variables
10,000
'.Programming
5,000
Custom Console
ne not simple, but they are well developed. They
10,000'
·Engineering Services
ío require that the computer have somewhat more
Total $86,000
iapacity than it would need for the other subsystems
)f the transmitter.

toward automation (VHF remote control), the
me is ripe to go all the way and use a computer
1 make adjustments. We'd like to report some acsal experimental work-who will be first?
'ep

s;
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Test Signals lor
Monitoring Remotel'f
Controlled TV
Transmitters
sy
w.
charles

Rhodes

Part II-The Modified Multiburst; Checking a
Demodulator. The new composite signal, including
the color bar, was covered in Part l.
WHILE THE MULTIBURSTSIGNALmay, at times, be
overworked, it remains a very useful tool for the
transmitter engineer. The multiburst in §73.699,
Fig. 13, includes the frequencies at which the rules
specify amplitude/frequency
response limits. The
4.1 O MHz burst is to permit a sensible tolerance on
frequency stability. Otherwise, the specification
should be 4.18 MHz maximum. Either way they
mean the same thing; that is, it should not exceed
4.18 MHz. The breezeway between successive burst
permits ringing following a burst to decay before the
next burst. In sharp cutoff systems, this is especially
helpful following the 4.1 MHz burst.
Quadrature distortion in the demodulator reduces the amplitude of the bursts above 0.5 MHz as
these are radiated as single sideband signals. The
apparent gain loss above 0.5 MHz depends upon
the demodulator's IF design. Great variety exists in
the IF characteristics of available demodulators.
Another consequence of quadrature distortion (in
the demodulator) is axis shifting of the bursts above
0.5 MHz. As axis shift and frequency response
measurements are important as regards the STL
and transmitter, the multiburst signal of Fig. 13 was
designed to minimize quadrature distortion in the
demodulator. Quadrature distortion varies in square
law fashion with p-p amplitude of s.s.b. signals at
any given AC axis. It varies inversely with the AC
axis as percent of sync tip carrier level. Thus, the
bursts are all at 60 IRE p-p and at 40 IRE (50%
carrier at peak of sync) AC axis. Figures 12 and 13
compare axis shift observed in a demodulator with
and without sound traps ON. When switchable,
these affect much more than just sound traps in
some demodulators. Read the manufacturer's manual carefully.
Some quick insight into the effects of quadrature
distortion can be gained by observing the multiburst
signal as demodulated by the transmission line diode. Here, the demodulated video is essentially free
of this form of distortion. Look at the axis shifting,

then check it with the station demodulator. The
differences are much greater with the customary fülll
amplitude type multiburst than with the signal o
Fig. 13 (§73.699). Many engineers have used re·
duced amplitude multiburst in dealing with VTR's,
microwave relays and transmitters so this is not a
new concept. The response for full amplitude multiburst of one demodulator, sound trap ON, is sho
in Fig. 14; sound trap OFF in Fig. 15. Camparín
Figs. 13 and 15 or 12 and 14 shows the reduction in,
quadrature distortion (axis shift) with the reduced
multi burst.
A typical monitoring setup requires a line select·
ing waveform monitor, t vectorscope (or other
means of observing the relative phases of the tes
signal) and a color picture monitor. A possible arrangement is shown in Fig. 16 (R529, R520;R650,
140 and 147 Option 01 and a Gain Normalizer,
Tektronix Type 137). The required test signals are
inserted on Line 18 and 19 as detailed in Figs.
13-15 of §73.699. Noise or test signals on these
lines (e.g. network VITS) must be deleted. At least
one test signal generator,* deleter/inserter capable
of meeting the requirements when used with a suitable color bar generator,** is available. These two
units occupy 7 in. of rack space. The generators
may be located wherever convenient. No front
panel operating controls need to be manipulated
during either color or monochrome operations. The
vrrs inserter/deleter may be bypassed from a remote location. In this mode, the program signal passes via a relay around the 147 circuitry. Failure
within the 147 to gen-lock will automatically inhibit
both VITS deletion and insertion until gen-lock is
re-established.
The 147 may be placed in its .PREVIEW mode
to observe that the VITS will be inserted as desired
tFor transmitter monitoring, it is desirable that the de restorer in the
waveform monitor works on the tip of sync. The Tektronix S29 ls
normally wired for backporch de restoration. The manual shows hoW
to rewire it for sync tip restoration, and this is highly recommended.
The 520 vectorscope de restorer works on tip of sync already.
•Tektronix Type 147
•• Tektronix Iype 140 (144, 146)
MARCH, 1972--BM/
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Fig. 13. Multiburst per FCC§73.699, Fig. 13, demodulated;
sound trap OFF.

ig 14. Full amplitude multiburst demodulated; sound
ap ON.

to the PROGRAM OUTPUTS. They can be
bserved on the PREVIEW monitoring outputs in
oth PREVIEW and PROGRAM MODES. Only in
e PROGRAM MODE will any VITS be deleted
inserted on the PROGRAM OUPU'J'S. The
REVIEW-PROGRAM
MODE may be remotely
' dontrolled.
The 147 provides the gen-locking function for the
1 r:olor bar generator.
This provides two operational
dvantages, plus cost savings:
• I 1) Correct timing, including color bar phasing (a
ne-time manual operation); and
2) Color bar chrominance inhibit when the proam signal is monochrome, i.e. subcarrier output of
he 147 is "killed" by lack of burst or lack of color
·~·len-lock. This condition can be remotely indicated
desired.
A typical equipment interconnection diagram is

Fig. 15. Full amplitude multiburst demodulated; sound
trap OFF.

shown in Fig. 17. These test signals may be generated as full field test signals identified to the VIT
signals. Thus, during a maintenance period, it is
possible to verify that the transmitter handles the
VITS in the same way as full field signals. This is
very important because some processing amplifiers
may not.
Checking up on the STL

This problem was considered to be very important as no operator will normally be available to
monitor STL output. Several alternatives are open
to the broadcaster in his use of Line 19, Field II.
The rules provide that the composite test signal,
Fig. 15 of §73.699, shall be radiated on Line 19,
Field I. The same test signal may be radiated during Line 19, Field II, in one of the following ways:
1) It may be inserted at the input to the STL the
29
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"A" MONITORS FEED TO ST L, PREVIEWS V ITS
"B" MONITORS DEMODULATOR OUTPUT

A

~·

FROM
<l-DEMOD

ºal
650

COLOR MONITOR

520

VECTORSCOPE

A

WAVEFORM
MONITOR

"

\•0.:.'1

52.9

.. -

-~

; •. '!;.
:f;--- - ' ; ' ii ! 1 .,

MASTER
PGM LINE
CONTROL.p
IN
OUTPUT
STUDIO <:JPG M LINE
XMTR
OUT

' t 1

r

TO TEST
MODULATOR
(OPTIONAL)

1

147
COMP. SYNC

LINK
~~LOR
BARS
TO PLANT
STAIRCASE
(OPTIONAL) ~ONVERGENCE
PATTERN

140

COMP
VIDEO

our

FULL FIELD TEST

Fig. 16. Photograph of equipment.

i ¿

TEXT
VITS
IN

.i,IGNALS

Fig. 17. Equipment interconnection

system.

QUADRATUREDISTORTIONIN DEMODULATOR
0°/o
40 IRE CHROMA
1%

z 2%
<t

"'~
Fig. 18. 12.5T pulse and bar undistorted signal compared
with distorted signal from STL. Note bar amplitude,
chrominance loss and delay.

3°/o

o
4%

5% O IRE

2.0

40

60

80

\
I

2.NO DETECTOR
COLOR SIDESANO
O dB
VISUAL CARRIER
-6 dB
CLASSICAL NYQUIST SLOPE IF

100 IRE
(14%)

LEVEL

Fig. 19. Differential gain due to quadrature distortion in the
demodulator.

Fig. 20. Luminance component of color bars shifts when
chrominance component is switched off. This may be
quadrature distortion in the demodulator, or non-linearity
in the transmitter.
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same as it is during Field I (of course, the same
VITS generator can insert the composite signal on
;::. t either or both fields, same line) ; or
:¡~
2) At the STL output, a second generator/insert!r may be installed. It would be programmed
to
u íelete the test signal coming up on 19-II and insert
:he composite test signal as generated by the addi:ional generator. The transmitter engineer will readly detect differences between the test signal ob:erved on Field I and II; the Field I signal traversed
>TL, the Field II signal did not. That is, differences
n the two waveforms are due to the STL. Distorions in both waveforms are isolated to the transmit' er-radio path-demodulator
configuration. Tektronix
.onsiders that two Type 147 VITS generators can
~ luplicate each others' waveforms to very high ac11~uracy and over a long period of time without mainenance-e-largely due to the digital timing circuits. It
." ; possible to compare the Field I and Field II
~~' I ignals on a Tektronix 529 by a simple modification
lll.
/hich disables its field selector. This is shown in
'ig. 18.
:r.:
The Commission left room for future test signals
J be used on Line 19, Field II. The only requirenent is that such signals have approximately
the
ame APL as the composite
signal of Fig. 15,
73.699.
It seems highly desirable to be able to localize
TL difficulties without traveling to the transmitter
ite. The economic justification of the second VITS
enerator/deleter /inserter
at the transmitter
can
!so be rationalized by its usefulness as a source of
I est signals at the transmitter
during maintenance
isits, independent of the studio or condition of the
.TL. There is no requirement
to have a second
!ITS unit at the' transmitter. Even where a second
.nit is installed at the transmitter,
the first unit
nust insert the same signal on Line 19 of both
ields. It also seems desirable to provide remote byiass capability for the VIT signal generator/deeter /inserter located at the transmitter as its failure
night interfere with transmission.
The remote byiass relay can and should be controlled from the
ransmitter
control point. Certain failures in the
ektronix 147 would automatically bypass the pro~ram signal around the equipment.
Should the
equipment at the transmitter fail, switching itself
) .' nto bypass mode (or the operator remotely bypass;;: o !S it), it would be desirable to indicate this condi1
:ion. The subcarrier phase of the modulated sine11 squared pulse may be offset from burst in each
11 generator to identify it. For example, at the STL
r Iinput the generator may be set to magenta phase as
11n
in Fig. 5, and, at the transmitter site it can be set to
green phase as in Fig. 6.
0

frequency peaking of the antenna, or multipath reception will affect the demodulator's
performancemore so on test signals than pictures. Sometimes
what is taken for misalignment in the demodulator
is due to these "perils of the radio path."
The demodulator
may also be driven from a high
quality CA TV or similar modulator.
Rohde
&
Schwarz offers a measuring
modulator.
As the
demodulator must be operated with sound traps on,
the test modulator must include the pre-correction
filter required of transmitters.
Otherwise, large distortions in the 2T pulse, l 2.5T modulated
sinesquared pulse and bar transitions will be observed
through your demodulator.
It is conjecture on the author's part, but the new
remote monitoring rules will probably stimulate the
development
of such test transmitters-perhaps
by
manufacturers
of
CATV
headend
equipment
and/or
instrumentation
manufacturers.
If the test
transmitter
is available, it can be fed test signals
from an isolated output of the Tektronix 14 7. It is
absolutely essential that such test transmitters operate at your exact picture carrier frequency. Demodulators are usually fixed-tuned and traps are very
steep and sharp. We have seen 100 ns of group
envelope delay due to small tuning errors.
Here are a few hints to help resolve transmitter
vs demodulator
problems. Many transmitters
react
differently to test signals as a function of APL.
Demodulators
are not APL sensitive. During maintenance periods, the Tektronix 14 7 can insert these
test signals while its APL bounces automatically every 1O seconds or so from 10% to 90%. Distortions
which change are in the transmitter (or STL) .
Quadrature
distortion
is a distortion
which is
found in all demodulators
using envelope type detectors. This distortion causes a form of differential
gain which always decreases chrominance
towards
white (see Fig. 19). It also reduces the luminance
of the color bars; especially the bright ones, yellow
and cyan (see Fig. 20).
With a diode in the feed line to your transmitting
antenna for demodulation,
observe the change in
the luminance portion of your color bar test signal
as you switch ON/OFF both R-Y and B-Y chrorninance. Your "diode" will not produce noticeable
quadrature
distortion. Your transmitter may cause
either the same, or opposite effect upon the color
bar luminance as chrominance is switched ON /OFF
as shown in Fig. 20. We have observed the Y
component
of red and blue bars shift up with
chrominance ON, or the bright bars shift down, or
both. By not using the off-the-air demodulator
at
all, you can isolate these non-linearities to the transmitter or measure just how much distortion your
demodulator contributes.

Checking up on the demodulator

There are two ways to evaluate the demodulator
performance.
By comparison
of the off-the-air demodulator
with the diode demodulator
at the transmitter,
much can be learned about the combined per,¡!n formance of the radio path and demodulator.
Stand~. ing waves on the receiving antenna down-lead, or
"' I

Checking up on the radio path
At your transmitter, the transmission line diode
tells you what your transmitter feeds into the transmission line.
What is received at your remote monitoring point
includes the cascaded effects of both transmission
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"A" MONITORS FEED TO ST L, PREVIEWS V ITS
"B" MONITORS DEMODULATOR OUTPUT
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Fig. 16. Photograph of equipment.

..i,IGNALS

Fig. 17. Equipment interconnection system.

QUADRATURE DISTORTION IN DEMODULATOR
0%
40 IRE CHROMA
1%

z 2%

~
<!)

~ 3%

Fig. 18. 12.5T pulse and bar undistorted signal compared
with distorted signal from STL. Note bar amplitude,
chrominance loss and delay.

o
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\
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Fig. 19. Differential gain due to quadrature distortion in the
demodulator.

Fig. 20. Luminance component of color bars shifts when
chrominance component is switched off. This may be
quadrature distortion in the demodulator, or non-linearity
in the transmitter.
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same as it is during Field I (of course, the same
VITS generator can insert the composite signal on
":i • either or both fields, same line) ; or
<•
2) At the STL output, a second generator/inserter may be installed. It would be programmed to
felete the test signal coming up on 19-II and insert
the composite test signal as generated by the addi.ional generator. The transmitter engineer will readly detect differences between the test signal ob.erved on Field I and II; the Field I signal traversed
iTL, the Field II signal did not. That is, differences
n the two waveforms are due to the STL. Distorions in both waveforms are isolated to the transmiter-radio path-demodulator
configuration. Tektronix
.onsiders that two Type 147 VITS generators can
luplicate each others' waveforms to very high acuracy and over a long period of time without mainenance-largely
due to the digital timing circuits. It
__ ; possible to compare the Field I and Field II
~n ignals on a Tektronix 529 by a simple modification
1'. • /hich disables its field seleotor. This is shown in
;ig. 18.
The Commission left room for future test signals
J be used on Line 19, Field II. The only requirenent is that such signals have approximately the
ame APL as the composite signal of Fig. 15,
73.699.
It seems highly desirable to be able to localize
.TL difficulties without traveling to the transmitter
ite. The economic justification of the second VITS
enerator/deleter /inserter
at the transmitter
can
lso be rationalized by its usefulness as a source of
est signals at the transmitter during maintenance
isits, independent of the studio or condition of the
.TL. There is no requirement to have a second
1ITS unit at the· transmitter. Even where a second
nit is installed at the transmitter, the first unit
nust insert the same signal on Line 19 of both
ields. It also seems desirable to provide remote byrass capability for the VIT signal generator/deeter/inserter located at the transmitter as its failure
night interfere with transmission. The remote byiass relay can and should be controlled from the
ransmitter control point. Certain failures in the
~ektronix 14 7 would automatically bypass the pro~ram signal around the equipment.
Should the
squipment at the transmitter fail, switching itself
nto bypass mode (or the operator remotely bypass.s it), it would be desirable to indicate this condi,1
:ion. The subcarrier phase of the modulated sinesquared pulse may be offset from burst in each
generator to identify it. For example, at the STL
, input the generator may be set to magenta phase as
, -, in Fig. 5, and, at the transmitter site it can be set to
green phase as in Fig. 6.

frequency peaking of the antenna, or multipath reception will affect the demodulator's pcrformanccmore so on test signals than pictures. Sometimes
what is taken for misalignment in the demodulator
is due to these "perils of the radio path."
The demodulator may also be driven from a high
quality CATV or similar modulator.
Rohde &
Schwarz offers a measuring modulator.
As the
demodulator must be operated with sound traps on,
the test modulator must include the pre-correction
filter required of transmitters. Otherwise. large distortions in the 2T pulse. l 2.5T modulated sinesquared pulse and bar transitions will be observed
through your demodulator.
It is conjecture on the author's part, but the new
remote monitoring rules will probably stimulate the
development of such test transmitters-perhaps
by
manufacturers
of CATY
hcadcnd
equipment
and/or instrumentation
manufacturers.
If the test
transmitter is available, it can be fed test signals
from an isolated output of the Tektronix 147. rt is
absolutely essential that such test transmitters operate at your exact picture carrier frequency. Demodulators arc usually fixed-tuned and traps arc very
steep and sharp. We have seen 100 ns of group
envelope delay due to small tuning errors.
Here are a few hints to help resolve transmitter
vs demodulator problems. Many transmitters react
differently to test signals as a function of APL.
Demodulators are not APL sensitive. During maintenance periods, the Tektronix 147 can insert these
test signals while its APL bounces automatically every 1O seconds or so from I 07< to 90';1i . Distortions
which change arc in the transmitter (or STL) .
Quadrature
distortion is a distortion which is
found in all demodulators using envelope type detectors. This distortion causes a form of differential
gain which always decreases chrorninancc towards
white (see Fig. 19). It also reduces the luminance
of the color bars; especially the bright ones, yellow
and cyan (see Fig. 20).
With a diode in the feed line to your transmitting
antenna for demodulation,
observe the change in
the luminance portion of your color bar test signal
as you switch ON/OFF both R-Y and B-Y chrorninance. Your "diode" will not produce noticeable
quadrature distortion. Your transmitter may cause
either the same, or opposite effect upon the color
bar luminance as chrominance is switched ON /OFF
as shown in Fig. 20. We have observed the Y
component of red and blue bars shift up with
chrominance ON, or the bright bars shift down, or
both. By not using the off-the-air demodulator at
all, you can isolate these non-linearities to the transmitter or measure just how much distortion your
demodulator contributes.

Checking up on the demodulator
There are two ways to evaluate the demodulator
performance.
By comparison of the off-the-air demodulator
with the diode demodulator
at the transmitter,
much can be learned about the combined per''" formance of the radio path and demodulator. Stand1 ing waves
on the receiving antenna down-lead, or

Checking up on the radio path
At your transmitter, the transmission line diode
tells you what your transmitter feeds into the transmission line.
What is received at your remote monitoring point
includes the cascaded effects of both transmission
continued

on page 49
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(Patch Cable Eliminator)
Now you can forget about messy patch cables and
the tedious task of re-patching to change distribution.
DYNAIR's Series-X Switchers provide pushbutton distribution of either 6 or 12 inputs to as many as 12 outputs. A high degree of input-to-output
isolation allows
any input to be switched to any or all outputs without
loading the source.
Series-X Switchers are also available for simultaneous
switching of video and audio, further simplifying distribution. All isolation amplifiers are silicon solid-state and
full-broadcast
quality. The audio and video amplifiers
and the power supply are all plug-in modules which may
be easily removed from the switcher for maintenance.
A 12-MHz bandwidth and excellent differential gain and
phase characteristics
assure quality color performance.

Capacity

6 in, 3 out
12 in, 3 out
6 in, 6 out
12 in, 6 out
6 in, 9 out
12 in, 9 out
6 in, 12 out
12 in, 12 out
Other input/output
lighted pushbuttons,

TYPICAL BASE PRICES
Video Only
Video and
(Base Price)
Audio

840.00
955.00
1,455.00
1,645.00
2,070.00
2,335.00
2,685.00
3,025.00

Panel
Height

1,575.00
1,690.00
2,625.00
2,815.00
3,675.00
3,940.00
4,725.00
5,065.00

6.0
6.0
12.25
12.25
15.75
15.75
21.0
21.0

I
I

configurations available. Options s include
bridging inputs, and sync-mixing.

r--------------~---------...,
Inc. ;'
•@QI¡•
¡

111

Wouldn't a
Series-X Switcher
solve some of
your distribution
problems?
Write today
for full details.

~

I
I
I
I
I
I

COMPANY

:

ADDRESS

I

CITY

2!~e~elr~
!~~-~!!~i~~~~!ri
Telephone (714) 582·9211

f. 92114

D
O

Have you seen "Video Switching Techniques"?
Yes
Have you seen "Video Transmission Techniques"
Yes
Please send information concerning Series-X Switcher
NAME

TITLE

D
D

so

No
No

I

I

_ -_

--

_
STATE

I

ZIP

,,

-_
--

L---------------------- ---

Circle 111 on Reader Service Card
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Upsurge in Discrete
'Four-Channel Stereo
FRONT seems to be developing
nto a horse race between the proponents of matrix
ystems and a growing group who have cast their lot
vith discrete four-channel recording and broadcast-

rHE FOUR-CHANNEL

ng.

Among the various matrix systems there is a
rend toward standardization, as noted in BM/E's
anuary issue. Moreover, one system-Columbia's
SQ"-now looks like the dominant matrix system
/ith many professionals in the field judging it to be
re most effective of those readily available.
But that does not mean that the period of technical
ompetition in four-channel stereo is over, because
t least two discrete systems, which as little as eight
r ten months ago seemed well beyond the horizon,
re now threatening to leave the starting gate at any
ioment.
The Dorren Quadracast FM system, described in
n ie July 1971 issue of BM/E, has the strong sup11 ort of station KIOI in San Francisco,
which has
etitioned the FCC for the right to use the system in
rore or less regular experimental broadcasts. Dor1/ en uses a subcarrier of 76 KHz for the coding
11• iíormation that assigns program material to the
1 mr channels. That produces a total deviation, in11• luding sidebands, of 92 KHz, rather than the stanard 75 KHz.
But the backers of the Dorren system say that
ley have the tests and analyses to show that there
)'1 rill be no interference with an FM station on the
ext channel, a main concern of the FCC about the
ystem. Jim Gabbert, general manager of KIOI and a
.ader among the pro-discrete forces, points to
tudies showing that Quadracast has less sideband
.:--•nergy than two-channel FM by the present system.
![11 The FCC, in answer to a BM/E query, would
ive no timetable for action on the KIOI petition.
n-11 Incidentally, it is worthwhile to note again that use
;;:J ,f a matrix system does not require FCC approval
~' ince there is no change in the relevant characteris¡;:I¡ ics of the transmitted signal.) Meanwhile, the Dor~~ en system, just as this was written, got a trial by
~ : tation CHFI in Toronto, Canada, and won a highly
· . mthusiastic reception. A petition has been filed with
1
~~·· he CRTC for permission to use the system in experinental broadcasts there.
I The discrete method got big-company support
rom another direction. RCA, Panasonic, and JVC
~~;11 n November made a joint "progress report"
to the
·· rade press on the development of a four-channel
~ nultiplex disc, based on the disc system JVC has
~'I oeen showing for several years (and selling strongly
n Japan). RCA and JVC said they were well on
:he way to solving the main problem holding up
release of the system in this country-making
the
disc usable on two-channel equipment without
damage to the four-channel information. All three
I
1

%~¡

firms have supported the KIOI position on the Dorren system, Panasonic with a brief to the FCC endorsing the KIOI petition.
Jerry Orbach of JVC told BM/E, as we went to
press, that the "breakthrough" on the disc problem
has been made, with the four-channel disc thus much
closer to marketability than was thought a short
while ago. BM/E learned from other sources what
must be, at least in part, the basis for this optimism.
Lou Dorren, the Quadracast inventor, has further
srengthened the position of discrete four-channel by
inventing a greatly simplified decoder for the JVC
disc system, a decoder that, moreover, makes the
system work with ordinary two-channel stereo pickups .. One of the difficulties with the JVC system
cited by its opponents in this country was the need
for a pickup with flat response to about 45 KHz.
The advance information is that Dorren by some
technical magic or other has modified or eliminated
this requirement. No details were available at press
time, but if the advance information on this is correct it is a "breakthrough" indeed, moving the
discrete four-channel disc much closer to the market.
If and when the disc comes, it will affect the FM
broadcaster by putting more pressure on the FCC to
take some action on the Dorren system, the only
discrete system now actually before the FCC. The
presence of RCA in the discrete-clise camp means
that the disc would bring with it a wealth of program material, not only from RCA but from other
reoording firms that would follow RCA's lead.
However, the well-known action rate of the FCC
clearly makes it a dubious policy for any FM broadcaster to abandon using a matrix system at the
present time, especially if matrixed quad broadcasting has stirred strong listener response. The good
matrix systems do remarkably enhance the listening
experience. With many kinds of program material
the difference in results between a matrix system
and a discrete system may be very subtle or nonexistent: it is far from a clear-cut case of "inferior"
and "superior," and the statements of some of the
contestants in the field, on both sides, suffer from
oversimplification.
However, it does seem that a discrete system, if
and when it becomes practicable, will do more
things than a matrix system. The valid theory of
matrix systems has been that the quite subtle limitations of matrixing, as compared with discrete, were
more than worth accepting for the greatly simplified
engineering and ready compatibility of having only
two channels in the transmitted signal or on the
recording medium. If the engineering for discrete
systems is developed to the point of cost, complexity, and compatibility comparable to those of matrix
systems, the whole theory will need re-examination.
BM/E
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What
San Francisco's
Channel 5 looks like
from San Jose

Signalsreceivedusing an
frontend

RF

amplifier Signalsreceivedby a TFT Model701 TV
Monitor(no RF amplifier)

The test results shown here tell the story-no RF amplifier means
greater accuracy. Both photos are unretouched and were made under
identical conditions with a HP 8555A Spectrum Analyzer: vert. = 1O
dB/div.; hor. = 5 MHz/div. The test: to monitor San Francisco's Channel 5 from 40 miles away.
The photo on the left shows the result using a 20 dB RF amplifier.
You not only get the channel you're after, you also get other stations
and intermodulation products.
The photo on the right shows the performance of a TFT Model
701 (no RF amplifier). You pick up only what you want to measure-the visual and aural carriers, plus the color sub-carrier. And TFT
monitors-with advanced receiver design-are the only ones that give
you this kind of off-the-air performance--on both UHF and VHF.
You can also get this kind of accuracy in an Aural Modulation
only unit: Model 702. It fits right in with existing frequency monitoring
systems.
So, if you want "3rd Generation" accuracy in TV monitoring,
specify TFT. More than 40 stations have installed TFT instrumentsfor both local and remote monitoring-since
introduction at the '71
NAB. And the number's growing all the time. We'll be glad to send
you a current list.
For full specifications and/or a demonstration on your frequency
(it takes only 20 minutes), call or write TFT. Representatives throughout the U.S. In Canada: TeleRadio Systems. In Mexico and
Central and South America:
Carvill International Corp.
The TFT Model 701 carries
FCCApproval No.3-187; Model
702 carries FCC Approval No.
3-189. Both comply with all relModel 701 rack mountedwith Model 705 evant FCC requirements for loAutomaticLoggingAdapterandDigitalClock. cal and remote monitoring.

/Tf

t:/Tf

JI LCJ IL

TIME AND FREQUENCY TECHNOLOGY, INC.
2950 SCOTT BLVD., SANTA CLARA, CA 95050

(408) 246-6365

AUDIO J?UA~:
FOR BEITER IDEAS
FROM AUDIO ENGINEERS

The automation story is now familiar enough, with the new refinements that keep coming along mostly fitting into a pattern based on a
separate logic unit that coordinates
and controls the many parts of the
operation.
But automation built right into an
audio console is something else
again. When BM/E read the description of a series of consoles
offered by Broadcast Recorders of
Fremont, California, we put in a
call to Duke McLane, operations
manager of that firm. Mr. McLane
said that, as far as he knew, Broadcast Recorders' were the only automated audio consoles now available
(a prototype was reported under
construction at Fairchild).
Called Program Logic Audio
Control, the system is essentially a
combination of audio mixing with
automation logic. The operator can
program a cluster or sequence of
commercials,
identifications,
and
other recorded items simply by
punching in a pre-set button for
each of the sources. The console
will take it from there at the push
of the start button, activating and
mixing in each of the preprogrammed · sources in the same
order in which the pre-set buttons
were pushed. The operator is free to
prepare newscasts, plan future program segments, or use his time in
other creative ways.
At the same time, said Mr.
McLane, the console maintains full
control flexibility and person-tolistener contact, important in successful "personality" programs.
The on-air result is a very tight
program flow through the automated sequences. That seems to
BM/E a good example of automation in the service of a more responsive, easier-handled operation. Six
of the consoles, Mr. McLane reported, are being installed by KRLD
in Dallas, Texas, as part of a comprehensive "logification" at that station.
Contributions from readers are
welcome.
BM/E

Circle I 12 on Reader Service Card
Circle 113 on Reader Service Card ~
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resenting the ñrst broadcast
camera to see reds as they
really are-while dramatically
reducing studio and remote
lighting requirements

The IVC-500Color Camera is casting teleproductions in
a new light. The secret is the new one-inch silicon diode
tube in the camera's red channel. It's the tube most
other cameras wish they had but don't (because they
are designed for the older 30 millimeter tubes). For the
first time all the elusive shades of red can be captured.
And we've kept Plumbicon* tubes where they perform
best-in the green and blue channels. The supersensitive silicon diode tube lets the IVC-500operate in
100foot candle settings rather than the normal 200,
producing beautiful pictures. Light and air conditioning
bills drop while performers' comfort increases in the
cooler environment. Strong on remotes, the IVC-500's
outdoor or arena colorimetry looks like studio quality
even at 10 foot candles. It's compact and highly
portable. In comparative demos against more expensive
broadcast cameras, chief engineers invariably identify
the IVC-500as having superior colorimetry. A true
broadcast camera at a price you can afford. Write or call
to arrange for a demonstration.
"Trademark of N. V. Phillps

www.americanradiohistory.com

the 500 from ...

ltJIVC

International Video Corporation

e're bringing new thlnking
about color recording to
broadcast television (and more
stations every month are
helping us prove our point)

It's happening in broadcast markets from the West Coast
to New York. From Canada to Mexico. For the first time
broadcasters have a realistic alternative to high-cost
quadruplex color recording. It's the versatile IVC-900Series
Broadcast Color Videotape Recorder with Time Base
Corrector. A natural for network delay, sports programming
(3V2hour recording time), locally produced origination or
commercials, including both remote vans and studio
production work (playback synchronously through
switcher/fader, special effects generator)-even dub to
quad if required. Initial investment far less than for quad
machines. Head replacement costs are reduced by a factor
of five. Tape costs are one-third of quad in normal use.
It all adds up!
IVC SALES AND SERVICE
590 Norlh Broadway
While Plains. N.Y. 10600
(914) 761-7820

Bob Henson

also available

in case and rack mount

the 900 from ...

ltJIVC

International Video Corporation

OFFICES

35 Execulive Park Dr., N. E.
Atlanta, Ga. 30329
(404) 633-1462
Dennis Christensen

1920 Waukegan Rd.
Glenview. Ill. 60025
(312) 729-5160
Coyle Diiion
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30 Baywood Rd.
Rexdale, Ontario, Canada
(416) 749-7539
Emil Adamyk

675 Almanor Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 738-3900
Dick Reilly

:pecial Report
'he Services of Cable TV Analyzed
he wired city is a first step toward the wired nation.
ut is the wired city, With its promise of extra,
on-broadcast services, feas'ible economically? The
ew FCCcable TV rules nudge the industry a little
loser to finding out. They call for a minimum of
O channels in the top-100 markets and two-way
apability. For each broadcast signal carried, an
quivalent channel must be made available for
,, on-broadcast use. Three are reserved for proramming-c-ona for public access, one for educational,
nd the third 'for local government use. Other
1·1 hannels can be devoted to other uses. They can
'e leased to anyone who thinks they might get an
dequate return on their investment in either social
•r monetary terms. Leaseeswho witl offer pay
·ablechannels are quite certain they're on the right
rack from a money-making point of view, and will
rtternpt to prove so this year. 'Beyond that, no one
.nows for sure what services will be of value. Several
:able operators do hope to find answers in expertnents involving extra service: Theta Cable
El Segundo, California), TeleCable, (Overland Park,
(ansas), Continental Transrntssion, (Reston,
firginia), and CA1SManufacturing (Irving, Texas), are
:hosethat have announced experiments so far.
For the most part though, cable operators and
:heir backers are afraid to put up risk capital for
) such speculative applications. This caution has
· rerturbed the many public study groups who see
:able as a necessary information transfer delivery
system to help solve social problems of all sorts-

1
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education, jobs for the unemployed, medical services,
crime protection, even dispersing populations. Those
with the biggest social vision are more impatient
with the slowness of the communications revolution
as it is now modulated by private-profit interests.
They would like to see some form of non-profit
public or municipal ownership evolve with the
assumption such a group could issue bonds to construct the ideal system. Inefficiency is not a major
concern. These advocates see some evidence that
there has to be some net gain for the community
rf 40-ohannel systems exist, For example, in the
recent Rand report prepared for the Dayton Miami
Valley, the commuter colleges could go on cable four
days out of five to save students as much as $100
a year on transportation al'one-not to count
potential savings in buildings and campus land.
Others feel the technology isn't far enough along
to justify such risk-taking. And, it now becomes
clear, they say, that if a portion of the money given
out by foundations to study cable were invested in
perfecting the technology instead (such as subscriber response units), or actually building a
demonstration system, society would be further
ahead at this point in time. Some, such as the
Arthur D. Little Company, feel systems capability, as
proposed so far, is limited and may be obsolete
soon-switched systems should get a test. ADL says.
Certa'inly some of the hopes for cable potential do
justify some funds being spent now-i·f the private
money market isn't interested, then some seed money
from various federal agencies could be wisely
invested now.
What can, or possibly should, be done begins
on the following page.
CM I E-1
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q umes and responses. The upstream channels must
be multiplexed to distinguish signals from each individual subscriber.
The upstream and downstream
channels must be kept separate to avoid interference between them.
Multiplexing can be accomplished
by separating
signals in frequency, time, or space. In frequency
division multiplexing (FDM), a given bandwidth is
divided into smaller frequency ranges as is now
practiced in cable TV, Fig. 2. Time division multiplexing (TOM),
divides a channel into separate
time slots for each signal; the time slots are then
interleaved together, Fig. 2. Baer points out that
computer data and other digital messages are most
naturally handled in this manner, although mM
techniques are increasingly being applied to telephone voice transmission. Signals can also be physically separated in space (SOM); that is, sent over
entirely different transmission lines. The discrete cables used in the Discade and Rediffusion systems
are examples, although Discade combines both by
putting several FDM signals on one cable.
These three multiplexing techniques can be combined within a single cable network. The transmission cost of a service will depend in a large part on
the amount of information transferred.
Baer says, "Some services, like simple opinion
polling, demand only a single bit-yes
or noresponse. Others, like remote shopping, may require
that a few alphanumeric
characters or several tens
of bits pass upstream from subscriber to headend.
Such data or message services, multiplexed by TOM
techniques,
require only about 100 Hz per subscriber upstream. In contrast, a voice channel requires 3-4 KHz and standard color video transmission uses 6 MHz. Thus color video origination by
one subscriber might require more upstream bandwidth than returning
digital data from 50,000
households.
"Downstream
voice, video, and data can be
broadcast
to all subscribers
or individually
addressed to one or many. Information retrieval, such
as stock market quotations or reservation services,
may involve a display of several lines of characters
on the individual subscriber's screen. At six bits per
character, and six characters
per word, a line of
eight words would require about 300 bits, including
error checking and control bits. A standard 19-inch
television screen can accommodate
about 12 lines,
or 3600 bits, in each frame for comfortable reading.
A still picture on the television screen contains
about 250,000 bits of information."
Baer uses the term "narrowband"
to describe services requiring transmission bandwidths less than 3
KHz; "voiceband" for 3 to 4 KHz; "wideband" for
4 to 1000 KHz; and "broadband"
for bandwidths
above one megahertz.
Some terminal equipment has not yet been developed for home use or, at best, is expensive.
There is no home facsimile terminal equipment for
newspaper
delivery.
Single-frame
storage devices
are being developed in several places, but are relatively expensive. (The Mitre report, following, has
more on this subject.)

Baer says software ultimately is likely to be as
critical as terminal hardware in determining the cost
and feasibility of two-way subscriber services. He
defines software in the context of cable communications as including, " ...
not only the computer
programming necessary to operate a two-way network, but also the computer application software,
video programs, and other media material such as
pictures, audio recordings, and text needed for each
specific service." Baer adds, "Every two-way service, from home shopping to interactive TV games,
to automated library reference, will require extensive software development. And for many servicessuch as alarm monitoring-the
communications link
will represent only a small fraction of total cost."
Just as computer designers and users underesti.nated considerably the cost of creating system
hardware for time sharing, one might expect the
software costs of two-way cable services to run higher than expected-exceeding
the cost of the hardware.
New cable services grouped according to their
application for a network are shown in Table 1.
The extra hardware for additional one-way
broadcast services includes a converter for extra
channel reception or two cables and an A-B switch.
This adds $30-$60 per subscriber. Limited access or
subscription channels call for special encoders and
decoder units which add another $25 to $70 per
subscriber. Although documentation transmission at
high speed sounds appealing, it is not likely to be a
viable service. An average 40,000-word newspaper
could be recorded in about 13 seconds on videotape
( 30 frames per second and 100 words per frame).
A frame-by-frame videotape recorder would cost
upwards of $I 000 and the address decoder and
logic circuit to control the recorder might add another $I OO. Since frame-by-frame viewing is not desirable, a hard copy printer would be required. As
much as 3500 words per minute over a 240 KHz
channel can be scanned and printed by the Xerox
LOX system, but this equipment leases for over
$1500 per month. Newspapers produce one page
per customer for about one-third to one-half cent.
This low cost is not envisioned by facsimile developers. Thus only the business user is a prospect
for such a service.
Narrowband subscriber response services are generally those that send a few digits of information to
the central facility. Such a system could also turn
switches on or off remotely at the subscriber's location.
Polled narrowband response services require
control scanner and the communication controller
can be a standard minicomputer, Fig. 3. The computer selects the addresses to be polled and the '
function to be queried according to programmed
instructions.
Baer says, "The basic subscriber terminal, would
include a wideband receiver and demodulator tuned¡
to accept downstream polling signals, and a decoder
to compare addresses received with its own address.
If the addresses .match, the subsequent message isi
sent on to the control logic unit; otherwise the mess-
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Table l. Categories Of New Cable Communications Services
Equipment
Downstream

Service Category
l. One-way broadcast services
A. Additional
channels
TV entertainment programs
Instructional
programs
coverage of local events
local program origination
community bulletin board
municipal services informa·
tion (health, housing,
welfare, etc.)
local ombudsman
fm radio
foreign radio
recorded music
B. Subscription channels
movies
entertainment programs
instructional
programs
sports and special events
II. One-way addressed services
electronic mail delivery
newspaper and periodical
delivery
selective video
Ill.

Narrowband subscriber
response services

MHz broadcast
channels (FDM)

Signals

---

video

None, except
for
local
origination which may require one or more video
channels from origination
points to headend

IV. Shared two-way channels

v.

Subscriber initiated services
catalog shopping
stock quotations
ticket and reservation
services
information
from various
directories and
references
computer time sharing
computer assisted
instruction
checkbook balancing
and
other banking services
dial-up video library
business credit checks

VI. Point-to-point

services

A. Message-switched
services
message transmission
business transactions
computer input/output
B. Point-to-point circuits
high speed data exchange
facsimile
fingerprint or photograph
Identification
teleconferencing
closed circuit TV
videophone

Requirements

I

Equipment

Subscriber

E-~

Additional signal process·
in g and mu It i p I ex in g
equipment;
origination
equipment

Converter
or switch
to
receive > 12 channels

Signal
coder

Unscrambler. decoder
special converter

(FDM)
scrambler

or

en-

or

Individually
addressed
wideband signals (FDM or
TOM)

None

---+-¡-nformation storage facili·
ties: document
scanner;
address generator:
com·
munications
controller

Address decoder and logic
unit: video tape recorder.
facsimile or other record·
ing unit

Broadcast
video
(FDM),
p I us i n dividua
11y add ressed narrowband polling signals (TOM) of 100
or fewer bits

Na rrowba n~sponsemCentralpolling
scanner.
digital data (TOM of 100 and communications
conor fewer bits from in di- troffer (mini-computer)
viduals to headend)
files, displays and other
peripherals

Basic control
unit
(re·
ceiver, digital decoder,
control logic, digital en·
coder. and transmitter);
buttons or k e y b o a rd,
channel monitor
A. identification or authorization key

-

B. channel sensor fire and
intrusion sensors
meter encoders
amplifier
and
other
component sensors
C. switches and links to
controlled devices

D. Signal encoder;
mechanism
key
Ill, plus

Same as Ill.

A. 3-4 K H z v o i c e b a n d
channel(s) (FDM)

A. Voice response
instructional programs
entertainment programs
community service
information
special interest group
conversations
local ombudsman
B. Video response
instructional programs
remote medical diagnosis
neighboring program
origination

i

~eadend

200 KHz radio channels

A. Interactive television
entertainment
programs
instructional programs
opinion polling
remote shopping
municipal services
information
B. Sensor monitoring
audience counting
alarm monitoring
meter reading
cable system maintenance
C. Control of remote
devices
alarm sounding
utility
load control
D. Subscription television

r

-'

I6

Upstream

Signals

B. 4-6 MHz video
nel(s) (FDM)

Ill,
plus
equipment
to
recognize and queue re·
quests. enable and disable subscriber equipment

chan·

Ill, plus individually
ad-1111, with narrowband (but
dressed information
(al- sometimes
> 100 bit)
phanumeric
message or response
picture);
bandwidth
dependent on type of information,
but us u a 11y
voiceband or greater

Individually
addressed,
variable
bandwidths
for
data,
voice
and
video
transmission;
primarily
FDM with TOM for data

billing

Individually
addressed,
variable
bandwidths
for
data,
voice
and
video
transmission;
primarily
FDM with TOM for data

D. Decoder
or
special
converter; authorization
Ill,

plus

A. Microphone. speaker
and associated equip·
ment

B. Camera and associated
equipment

Ill, plus source data bases
(digital data, pictures,
etc.) connected to central
controller; billing mechanism

I A. Store-and-Iorward
essor
B. Equipment
private or
channels

MARCH, 1972'---0M I E

111, plus extended
keyboard, local storage (buff·
er or refresh} and output
display device (character
generator,
strip
printer,
frame freezing
device.
videotape recorder or tac·
simile)

proc-

A. Ill, plus buffer storage
and keyboard printer

to set up
multi-party

B. Data, voice, and video
terminals as required;
special frequency con·
verters and associated
logic for channel selection
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possible. Cable subscribers could make a reques
using a telephone-like pushbutton device or a ful
alphanumeric keyboard.
1
Baer describes how this would work: "A full list
of services available and their access codes could be'
sent to each subscriber or displayed on his television·
screen. The subscriber's request would be processedby the headend computer and referred to the appropriate information source. When the requested information was located, it would be sent back to the
headend, tagged with the subscriber's address, andu
then transmitted downstream over the cable network to him. The headend computer would function, in effect, as a switch connecting the subscriber
to the information source.
"An
information
retrieval
system,
however.j
would require a larger computer and more storage
capacity at the headend than is needed for subscriber response services. Moreover, developing the
computer software for such a system is far from
easy. ln the past, many millions of dollars have
been spent each time a new multiprocessing system
has been built. And there are, at present, no usercontrolled systems that can serve several thousand
terminals simultaneously, as would be contemplated
for cable television subscribers.
"Requests for information such as stock prices,
bus schedules, locations of health care centers, and
the like, would generally require answers of 500 t
characters or less. A small strip printer, probably
available for less than $I 00, would provide a simple
home output device. Still, it is more likely that the
response would be displayed directly on the subscriber's television receiver. This can be done either
by adding a alphanumeric generator to the subscriber
data terminal, or by transmitting a single frame .
downstream for recording and display as a still 1
picture on the screen. The latter technique, known
as "frame grabbing," "frame snatching," or "frame

age is ignored. Responses from the subscriber's
push-buttons or keyboard, or from other devices,
are assembled by the logic unit, encoded in digital
form, and transmitted upstream at the appropriate
frequency and sequence. This type of narrowband
response subscriber terminal is estimated to cost
upward of $300 at the present time, but the cost
should drop to $I 00 to $250 in production quantities of tens of thousands."
To avoid the limitation of only sending data upstream. voice, or possibly video channels, are needed. The telephone could be used as the link, but this
is generally an inconvenience.
Baer describes what is needed: "The simplest
cable system approach to voice feedback would be
to have one or more shared 4 KHz channels (FDM)
available for upstream voice response in addition to
the channels for subscriber return data. A student
would use his digital response unit to signal the
hcadcnd that he wanted to talk to the instructor.
when his turn came, he would be notified (by a
light or audible signal) and his microphone-speaker
unit would be turned o·n by headend command.
Following his conversation, the channel would be
freed for another
subscriber's
use. The same
procedure could be used for shared video response
using a 6 MHz upstream channel.
"The cost for the subscriber's microphone, speaker. modulator. frequency converter, enable/disable
switch. and associated logic would at present by
$50-$100 over and above that for the digital response unit. The cost would be expected to drop by
a factor of two if several thousand units were purchased.
"A cheap black-and-white
camera, modulator,
and associated equipment would today cost about
$1500 at each location."
Permitting the subscriber to initiate requests for
service adds immensely to the range of services

Table 2. Added Cost Of Two-Way Transmission
For a 200 Mile Cable System
Added Cost In Dollars
Two-way Option
1.
2.
3.
4.

Wire pairs
Single cable FDM
Separate cables
Separate trunks,
FDM on feeders
5. Switched distribution system

Trunk

---

Feeder

17,000
41,000
84,000

36,000
125,000
191.000

84,000

125,000

-

-

Taps
and Drops
25,000

Cost
Per Mile

Total Cost

---

50,000

78,000
166,000
325,000

390
830
1,625

o

209,000

1,045

o

-

$

425,000·900,000

TO SUBSCRIBERS
ll lGH

Hf.A.DENO

Fig. 3. Block diagram of
computer and interface equip·
ment at headend for sub·
scriber response (from
Mitre report).

COH!-IUNICATIONS
EQUlPHENT

COMPUTER

INTERFACE
EQUIPMENT

SUBSCRIBER

OlITPUT
SECTION

POLLING
TRANSMISSION
EQUIPMENT

(ENCODER, THllNG
CIRCUITS,
ETC.)
CO~UTEH.

---INPUT

SECTION
DIGITAL
DECODING
CIRCUITS
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"We selected Jerrold
at the outset, and we expect
to continue growing with them."
That's Tom Bird speaking. He's the general manager of Rollins CableVision in
Wilmington, Delaware, a system that's turned on close to 600 miles of cable since
November 1969, and projects 1000 miles of operating system and 100,000 potential
subscribers by 1973.
It's an ambitious program, but one that's being supported
every mile and subscriber along the way by Jerrold. The latest
extension is dual-cable Starline 20 Push-Pull equipment with
42 channel capability on the nearby Newark, Del., portion of
the system.

.•.

"We decided to take each step with the best equipment we could
get," Bird explained, and Rollins CableVision has done just that
since 1966 by selecting Jerrold equipment and Turnkey service.
Results to date have proven the Rollins decision correct.
"Experience has taught us that the confidence we placed in
Jerrold by delegating turnkey system responsibility to them while we concentrate on the promotional efforts for new subscribers makes a lot of sense. It certainly allows us to move faster than
if we tried to handle all aspects of this business ourselves."
Jerrold.

FIRST IN CATV

The sure decision in CATV.

JEHROtD
a GENERAL INSTRUMENT

EASTERN OFFICE
401 Walnut St.
Phila., Pa. 19105
(215) 925-9670
TWX 710-670-0263

MIDWESTERN OFFICE
1334 Atlantic Ave.
N. Kansas City, Mo. 64116
(616) 642-1130
TWX 910-771-3160

SOUTHERN OFFICE
1 Perimeter Place, Suite 101
Smyrna, Georgia 30080
(404) 432-3102
TWX 610-766-4695

Circle

150 on Reader

WESTERN OFFICE
1255 Veterans Blvd.
Redwood City, ceur. 94063
(415) 365-5200
TWX 910~76-5416

company

JERROLD ELECTAS. CANADA
60 Wingold Avenue
Toronto 395. Onlario
(416) 761-5636
Telex 0621·9797

Service Card
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and still picture viewing, a video recorder wit
enough storage capacity for feature films or sever
volumes of text, a facsimile receiver, a printer fo:
messages and data, a full keyboard for messa
entry, a camera and microphone for video and vole
communications, links to sensors and appliance
and a sophisticated control unit. Although each
these components already is teohnically feasibl
most are simply too expensive to see wide impl
mentation on cable television systems in the ne
five or even ten years."
A comparison of estimated terminal costs for thi
several groups of new services is shown in Fig.
for the years 1971 and 197 6.
Assuming $15 to $20 a month represents som
upper limit most customers will pay, then the cap:'
tal cost to provide these services must be less tha
$600 per terminal. Thus, subscriber-initiated se
vices are not likely to be feasible for the next fi
years.
Baer does feel narrowband subscriber respons
services can be of value, and he thinks audien
counting is one of these. Audience counting will
of value to local spot advertisers and for program·
mers who want to learn something about audíenc
size for specific instructional materials, communi
public service, etc. Cable is meant to service small
specialized audiences and current sampling tech ·
ques are not suitable to measure viewing with an
degree of precision.
Direct viewer response such as remote shoppin
and interactive programming, market surveys, an
instructional TV with feedback will certainly
be tried in the next few years. They must be viewe
as promising until proved otherwise.
Subscription TV is the service most likely ti
achieve early success. While meter reading won't
valuable unless there is heavy penetration, automat
ic adjustment of total utility load by selective on-o
switching of subscriber appliances is. Baer reports
"The Detroit Edison Company has experiment
with radio-controlled switches costing about $4
each for consumer water heaters. The consume
receives a lower rate if he agrees to let the utili
disconnect one of his two water heater elemen

stopping," permits displays of pictures, charts, and
drawings as well as alphanumeric characters.
"Functionally, a frame stopping device contains
the same sort of receiver and address decoder as a
subscriber data terminal, plus electronic or magnetic
storage to record a single frame, and a control unit
for recording and displaying the frame on a standard television receiver. None of this is technically
difficult, but frame storage still is relatively expensive." Baer points out that the Mitre Corporation in
Restan, Virginia, has developed a terminal for computer-aided instruction and employs an inexpensive
helical scan videotape recorder for frame storage
(CM I E, October, page 11).
A capability that permits one subscriber to communicate with another (point-to-point), requires a
switching center as does the telephone system.
Message switching need not be done in real time.
The hub processor serves as a buffer and can load
messages on the system with great efficiency.
The subscriber terminal would be functionally
similar to that for polled, narrowband responses,
with the addition of some buffer memory and a
keyboard printer. Using an inexpensive teletype
printer, the terminal might cost roughly $800 to
$1000.
Real time communications links between two or
more points can be most easily handled on a cable
network by assigning special frequencies for these
services. Separate frequencies would be needed for
upstream and downstream signals. The caller's signals would go upstream to the headend, be converted to the corresponding downstream frequency, and
then be transmitted downstream to the receiver.
Alternatively, separate cables could be used for upstream and downstream signals. Some users might
be given exclusive use of a frequency band-much
like a closed circuit television system. For example,
a police department might link all municipal precinct stations for facsimile and two-way video transmission.
Baer points out that to accommodate all of the
above services, ". . . a cable subscriber's terminal
might include a large color television receiver, a
frame-stopping device for alphanumeric character
2500
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Table 1. Estimates Of Incremental Increase In Penetration
By Types Of Service Added, For WCTSTelecasting Net
Type of Service

Estimated

For a fee of $3.50 oer month oer subscriber
l. Conventional

One-Way

• Improved DC and Baltimore
TV Signals
• Imported TV & Cable Signals
• Mechanical Services
• Local Origination
2- Additional

For an additional
second cable

4. Full Two-Way
• CCTV and
Facsimile
with
Manual Switching at Headend
(no terminals supplied)
• Point-to-Point Net Originations
For an additional
and maintenance

Fig. 2. Map shows how Washington,
is divided into mini areas.

Telecasting

Cables, Plus Point-to-Point
30

Channels,

Nets
Fully

3. Second Telecasting 'Cable, Two·Way; 30 Channels Downstream Plus Four Channels Upstream, Fully Operational
Throughout D.C. After Third Year of System Operation
4. 100 Subscriber
Response Terminals
in Service Areas
2 and 7 in First Year, 1100 in Second Year, 6100 in
Third Year.•
Response Terminals
for All Subscribers
After Fourth Year.
5 Phases of One Year Each

6. Total Households Passed; 263,000
7. 1222 Total Street Miles; 1,074 Miles for Telecasting
Plus 148 Miles for Point-to-Point Nets

Net,

8. Programming Costs: (First Cable) $9.50/Year/Subscriber;
(Second Cable) $25.25/Year/Subscriber
9. Asymptotic

Penetration

(Both

Cables)

63%

to

78%

10. Subscriber Fees
First Cable
Regular $3.50 Per Month Per Subscriber
Second Set; $2.00 Per Month Per Subscriber
Second Cable
Regular; $3.00 Per Month Per Subscriber
Second Set; No Additional Charge
II. Other Revenues; $12.77 to $13.40/Year/Subscriber
For
Advertising Leased Channels and Point-to-Pomt Channels;
Plus $2.00/ Month/Customer
for Utility and Maintenance
Services
• No equipment
terminals

giving

pene-

for services

on

lI
1

for the second

A 2% increase, giving penetrations
65% to 80% for the second cable

ner customer

for utilitv

of

services

& Maintenance Services
I00%

penetration

for second cable

D. C.

2. First Telecasting
Cable, One-Way;
Operational Throughout D.C.

5. Installation;

oer subscriber

63% to 78% penetration
cable

fee of $2.00 ner month

Meter Reading
Automatic Billing
Selective Load Control
Load Monitoring
Leak Detection
Monitoring Output Levels of
Amplifiers, etc.

Table 2. Summary Of Basic Two System For WCTS
(Cases 2-A and 2-B)
l. Two Parallel

A 24% to 40% increase,
tration of 56% to 76%

fee of $3.00 oer month

3. Limited Two-Way
• Interactive Entertainment
• Interactive Education
• Preference Polling
• Social Services
• Video Library and Facsimile
• Shopping Services
• Banking and Credit Services
• Channets-for-Lease
• Alarms
• Pcint-to-Point Net Originations

•
•
•
•
•
•

25% to 29% penetration, without imported signals, with an increase to 32%
to 36% with imported signals

One-Way

• Innovative Programs
• Occasional
Exclusive Sports
Programs or Movies
• Instructional
Programs
• Public Information Channel
• Subscription
Channel
• Channels-tor-Le ase
• CCTV and Facsimile
• Point-te-Point Net Origination

5. Utility

% Increase in Penetration

for services on first cable

or monthly charge for these first experimental

each area could distribute programs that were unique
to its area.
Two types of cable nets comprise the system de·
sign developed as a result of the study. These con·
sist of 1) a telecasting net providing both broadcasting and cablecasting services for the 263,000 D.C.'
households, as well as offices, businesses and othei
potential subscribers distributed over 1100 street.
miles; and 2) four point-to-point nets of about 1501U
cable miles interconnecting several hundred com-i
mercial, institutional and governmental locations.
The telecasting net will have dual cables with the
capability of 30 forward channels and four reverse
channels per cable. The second cable will initially,
be quiescent allowing for future expansion of both
one-way and two-way services except for S/ As 2
and 7. These S/ As will use the dual cable with four
return channels on the second cable for a number of
large scale demonstrations with two-way services.
Over 6000 special home terminals will be dis·
tributed throughout these two S/ As at no cost te.
the subscribers during the first three years of system
operation to support these demonstrations. It iii
planned that, as the demonstrations indicate desirability, the two-way capability will be implemented
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Before
"" you make
,our first move ••.

--

Look to
our
firsts

1,.,

There are good reasons that Oak is a solid first
in CATV converter sales. We are first to provide
perfect isolation from all forms of interference.
We've eliminated ghosting, herringbone and
color deterioration on all channels. Oak converters have proven low maintenance. And
only Oak offers electromechanical or varactortuned converters, with or without AFC, all (including power supply) in one, attractive unit.
Oak is first with a full year warranty and is
the only converter that's U.L. listed-a vital
consideration when you install a unit in your
subscriber's home.
Your first move in converters is to call Oak.
With our 25 years of TV tuner experience, we
can show you that it is the best move you can
make. Write or phone today for additional
information.

i'

CATV DIVISION
OAK ELECTRO/NETICS

CORP

CRYSTAL LAKE, ILLINOIS 60014 (815) 459-5000
TELEX: 722-447

.,·r.

:~

I
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I

throughout
work can

the entire
be thought

system.
The telecasting
netof as a tree-like
distribution

ALL 1 WAY PLUS ALL 2-WAY SERVICES

system.
Recognizing
the special character
of the telecommunications
needs of the municipal,
federal,
academic and commercial
institutions.
four separate
"point-to-point"
nets have been designed
by Mitre

FAVOALTE SINGLE 1·WAY PLUS
FAVORITE SINGLE 2-WAY SERVICES
10

50

40

30

10

10

System

Federal

Capitol Building
Four cables.

Municipal

Schools, Fire, Police, Hospitals. Sanitation,
etc.
One cable, fourteen 2-way video channels
Police. 2; schools. 6: mayor's office, 2; fire
department, 2: hospitals,
highways,
sanitation,
l.

271

Banks, Savings & Loans, Department Stores
Credit Associations, Utility Co., etc.
One cable, fourteen 2-way video channels.
Transit co., 1: metro, J; utility, 2; banks, 7;
store nets. 3.

& Major Federal Buildings

l;

------Institutional

I
Higher
Education

I

I

35

30

40

45

Length
(Miles)

Nets

Approx. Cost

Notes

10

$

417,000

1) Sixty channel system uses two oppo·
sitely directed 30 channel cables and
includes a switching facility.

73

$1,000,000

2) Uses subheadends which are colocated
with the telecasting net.
3) Privacy is maintained within each com·
munity of interest by virtue of convert·
outsiders to
ers that do not permit
obtain access to channels other· than
their own.

300

50

$1,000,000

4) Same as Municipal

23

15

$

54

l;I

American
U., Catholic U., Federal City
College, Georgetown Uruv., George Wash·¡
ington U., Howard U., and the 17 other!
colleges of Washington, D.C.

25

York. This device uses a circular Mylar disc to
capture up to four frames. Its cost in quantities of
50.000 is estimated to be $I 50 ( $180-$190 with
color). A storage tube plus converter from Hughes
could also be used. I ts cost is estimated at $I OO.
The Jansky and Bailey report also cites a 200
KHz facsimile recorder from Toshiba which handles
a 121~ in. by 18 in. tabloid newspaper size format.
l t is said to be able to reproduce both sides of a
newspaper in five minutes with a resolution of 200
lines per inch. A single-sided system is expected to
cost about S 140. Presumably, Mitre feels some of
this equipment should be tested in demonstrations.
As mentioned. Mitre sees a key issue in subcribcr fees vs. penetration.
The report says profitmak ing systems' owners press to increase subscriber

Table 3. Point-To-Point
Number
of Subs.

20

Fig. 3. Expected penetration to monthly subscriber fee
for various combinations of service.

as :1 frame grabber is VI DITEM
Resources
Corp., Plainview,
New

Type

15

MONTHLY SUBSCRIBER FEE ISi

men t.

Of promise

FAVORITE SINGLE 1-WAY SEAVtCE

60

serve them. The number of users of this network
will be relatively small. but the data flow rate will
be high in both directions on the cable links. lt is
also a dcm:rnd-oricntcd
system. in that services will
not always be prcschcduled and the users will want
to send a large volume of data at particular times,
but not necessarily periodically. This generates a
requirement that the system should be capable of
connecting these users rapidly and in a flexible way.
In order to provide the necessary system flexibility,
an equal number of forward and reverse channels
( l-+-6 MH7 channels each way) for two-way service will be provided on the point-to-point
nets.
witching provided
at the hcudcnd
and subhcndcnds will be used to satisfy the varying demands or these institutional
users. Interconnections
between thi-, net and the telecasting
net will be
provided. A summary of the telecasting .md pointto-point nct-, arc illustrated in Fig. I.
Fig. 2 illustrates
the implementation
plan for the
entire system which will take place in five phases of
one year c.rch. with a portion of the city being wired
in each phase.
In addition to the initial implcrncru.uion of a
number of conventional one-way services. the system i' designed Ior additional one-way and two-way
scrv iccv. over time. A summary of the system is
contained
in Table 2.
The Mitre report incorporated an engineering report on tcchnicul considerations as prepared by-Jan,i..y and Bailcv . Speculation on subscriber terminal
equipment
follows closclv that of Baer and the
Rand report HO\\'C\'Cr. Jansky and Bailey are more
explicit in describing equipment
under developto

from

ALL 1 WAY SERVICES

80

I
I

183,000

2) and 3).

5) Thirty channels, fourteen one-way, sixteen the other way in a two-way system.

I
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97°/o Shield Coverage

New Polyshield
~xclusive Cerro Polyshield is aluminum foil bonded
o both sides of tough polypropylene.
It provides
l1 00% shielding, yet flex life is several times better
1 han conventional
aluminum/polyester
shields. A
)0% aluminum braid eliminates slot antenna affect
md lowers DC resistance. Available in RG-59, RG-6
md RG-1 1 sizes, solid or foam dielectric, vinyl or
roly ethylene jacket.

Dense, tightly woven 97% coverage copper clad aluminum braid. Center conductor is copper clad steel,
combining strength with conductivity.
Available in
RG-59, RG-6 and RG-1 1 sizes, solid or foam dielectric, vinyl or poly jacket.

We carry a full line of other popular drop ca bles (including dual drops) with or without messenger, plus
a complete spectrum of trunk and distribution cables.
You can't buy better CA TV cable, yet the price is
right. Before you place your next cable order,
check with:

CERRO WIRE & CABLE CO.
DIVISION

OF

CERRO CORPORATION

Halls Mill Road,.Freehold. N.J. 07728, (201) 462-8700
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The thirty channel system, with converters, was
chosen over the 24 dual cable system, with no converters, primarily because of Washington's four
strong VHF television signals. It is estimated that
these four signals would reduce the capacity of the
dual cable system even further, i.e., to 16 channels,
because of direct pickup problems. The discrete
switched cable systems, i.e., Rediffusion and Discade, were ruled out because of their generally acknowledged higher cost per subscriber, their lack of
flexibility with respect to future expansion, and space
requirements for their switching gear.
A converter (the Gamut 26 or equivalent) could
be used if modified to include an A/B switch. The
subscriber terminal selected is currently in use by
Mitre at Reston, Virginia. It will permit the viewet
to select private or public information channelsit does not provide for voice or data generation. Additional subscriber response terminals will be introduced for experimental use.
The point-to-point network planned is summarized in Table 3. An example of a possible channel
allocation is given in Table 4.
Among the other demonstrations planned for thQ
system is a traffic control plan. Washington cur4
rently has a traffic control system which uses tele¡
phone wires. A cost-saving of 50 percent per month
is envisioned if the cable is used instead. Similarly
the costs of police communications could be cut if it
system were integrated with the broadband cable
An overall picture of revenues and expenditure
for all services after ten years is given in Table 5,
Mitre also compared total services systems with
one-way system.
By the tenth year, total operating expenses fo
the two-way systems are almost twice as. large as fof l
the one-way systems, and programming costs ar~ 1
about three times as large. By the tenth year, tot
gross revenues for ·the two-way systems are aboil ¡
2.5 times as large as those for the one-way sySll:·ema,
The total equity capital required for the two-waj
system cases is about two times greater than tha1!, I0
required for the one-way systems.
J
Detailed cash flow projections are contained iJ
the report.
CM/I

fees and reduce penetration to o;ptimize early profitability rather than to sacrifice profit for larger market penetration
that will eventually be the key to
greater benefits to the entire urban community. The
relationship of penetration to fees for various combinations of service are shown in Fig. 3.

Table 4. Possible Channel Allocations For
WCTS Telecasting System
CABLE I (Downstream)
l. D.C. TV Channels
2. Baltimore TV Channels
3. Distant TV and Cable Signals
.
4. Weather/Time/Stock
Market
5. News/ Radio
6. Service Area Channels
a. Public Access
b. Local Origination
7. TV Channels Guide/Current Events
8. Dedicated •Channels for Lease (Lway)
9. Public Information Channel
10. Instructional
Channels (I-way):
for D.
Schools and Universities

7
6
5
I
1

.

A'
A
A
D
D

1
I
1
2
1

B

e

D
B

e

C.
2

B

284

TOTAL• ..
CABLE 2 (Downstream)
l. Distant Cable Signal
2. Municipal Government Access Channel
3. Federal Government Access Channel
4. Channel for Professionals
5. Innovative <Channel (L-way)
6. Public Interest Channels'
7. Interactive Educational Channel (2·way)
8. Interactive Entertainment Channel (2·way)
9. Dedicated Channels for Lease (2·way)J
IO. Video Library
11. Facsimile Channel
12. CAI <Channels (2·way)
.
13. CCTV Channels

1
1
1
1
I
4
1
I
2
1
I
12
1

28

TOTAL•

A
B
B
B

e
B
e
e

i-a, r-c
B

B
B
B

4

CABLE 2 (Upstream)
l. Data entry/request channels from terminals
to headend or subheadends and video re·
turn channels

4

D

-

TOTAL•

4

' Legend for Programming

Categories

A-Off·the·air
local or imported
TV signals with no pro·
gramming required by WCTS.
8-Leased
channels with programming
supplied by lessee.
C-Channels
requiring
programming
origination
by WCTS.
O-Channels
requiring
minor
programming
origination
by
WCTS.
2 These channels would be reserved for health, employment,
legal, job training and welfare service.
J Including return channels.
•The two channels of each cable in the aircraft navigation
band would be held in reserve until field measurements to
check radiation could be made.

Table 5. Projected 10th Year WCTS Revenues And Expenditures
For All One-WayPlus Two-WayServices

~
I \

Penetration
.30
Annual Subscriber Cost (First Outlet)

.40

$342.00

$282.00

104.77
3.27
24.00

115.70
3.76
24.00

.60

.70

.so

$180.00

$126.00

$72.00

117.60
4.22
24.00

112.30
4.53
24.00

93.24
4.95
24.00

63.36
5.37
24.00

$145.82

$140.83

.50

¡__

$228.00

I

Revenue per Household
a) Subscribers
b) Advertising and Leased Channels
e) Utility Services

--TOTAL

$132.04

---

$143.46

---

Expenditures per Household
a)
b)
c)
d)

Operations, Interest and Depreciation
Taxes
Debt Retirement
Capital Equipment

$ 34.86
46.50

o

.65

TOTAL

--$ 82.01

Surplus per Household

$ 50.03

---

--

$122.19

$ 89.91

---

$ 98.14

--$ 98.44

$ 51.71
33.71
4.15
.80
$ 90.37

$ 53.55

$ 47.68

$ 42.39

$ 31.72

---

$ 43.76
48.86
4.72
.80

I I~
w;
loQ

1

I

I~

$ 47.87
44.52
5.25
.80

$ 39.19
49.92
.08
.72

---

$92.73

~

¡ Cft

$56.51
18.61
10.27
.80

~-

I~

l

!¡¡

Syh

(Total Revenue Less Total Expenditures)
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GTE Sylvania,
the oldest new company
in CAT\!

The Sylvania name has been around
for a long time.
You'll find it on everything from the
earliest receiving tubes to complex aerospace
in equipment.
But, up till now you haven't found it in CATV
equipment. We've changed that.
You'll be seeing the GTE Sylvania name in a lot of
,,[places. On trunk amplifiers, line extenders, and other types of
CATV equipment. Even on complete systems.
And we're not just offering "another" line of equipment.
We'll give you something as advanced as a trunk amplifier that
has features you just couldn't get till now. Or we'll give you
something as simple as a key.
The key to a "turnkey" installation.
We'll even program our computers to give you the most
»Iefficient system layout, project your break-even point and do
signal surveys.
We may be new to CATV, but with a name like GTE
Sylvania you can hardly call us beginners.
Sylvania Electronic Components, Seneca Falls, N.Y. 13148

(Cji#J

SYLVANIA
www.americanradiohistory.com
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BROADCAST

EQIJIPMElWT
In form at ion dissemination/ retrieval
equipment provides remote control of
audio and video recorders in scattered locations. Telecyclopedia is a
system with encoding and decoding
units that give schools or individual
students fast access to a central library of material. Operators of radio

and TV stations, as well as ITFS,
CATV, and CCTV systems, can activate remotely-located recorders, audio or video, to store audio or video
material at the subscriber's location,
for replay at any subsequent time.
DISPLAYSYSTEMSCORP.
275
Integrated headend equipment consists of modular units holding modulators, demodulators, and heterodyne
processors on a universal main frame.
System/7 provides all units for up to
seven channels on one frame 19 in.
wide, 7 in. high, and 24 in. deep.
With optional plug-in combiner all
outputs can be combined right on
the frame. Power supply and cooling
blower are also integral. Modules are
unitized on the system level but also
internally-plug-in
circuit boards
carry each major functional section.
PHASECOMCORP.
276
Two-way cable system allows subscriber 'to request material through a
pushbutton subscriber's console. Subscriber Response System (SRS) puts
upstream digital signals on 4 MHz
band between 21 and 25 MHz. Lo-

cal processing center interrogates each
subscriber terminal in sequence at
a periodic rate. Action on requests
and recording of billing information,
(if there is a charge), are automatic.
Interrogation cycle is so rapid that

subscriber has sense that he initiates
request. THETA-COM.
277
Chrominance/luminancc
gain normalizer simplifies measurement
of
chrominance to luminance gain differences and delay calculation
in
sine-squared
pulse testing.
Models
137 and 138 allow insertion of calibrated attenuation to achieve deviation symmetry, with the luminance
or chrominance gain distortion then
read directly from attenuator
controls. Model 137 is for systems with
3.58 MHz subcarrier, model 138 for
those with 4.43 MHz subcarrier.
TEKTRONIX.
278
All-purpose TV microwave radio operates in band from 2 GHz to 13
GHz, is intended for reliable transmission of NTSC color television signals. TCM-6 Series has plug-in conversion to any frequency band, builtin test and automatic fault isolation,
RF units that can be rack, tripod,
tabletop, or mast mounted.
Tuning

through each band can be fixed or
front-panel
continuous
dial, with
crystal reference. TERRACOM
279
Directional
high-power
RF wattmeter covers 25 to 500 MHz and I
watt to 500 watts full scale. Model
4370 Thruline
uses precision-machined 50-ohm reference line section
inserted between the signal source
and the antenna, load, or other component under test. Sensors in this
section produce de voltages proportional to incident and reflected RF
power. Insertion VSWR is less than
I.I, accuracy is ±5% on all ranges.
$475. BIRDELECTRONICCORP. 280
One-kilowatt
AM transmitter
uses
new Eimac tetrode tube, 4-500A.
Model 70 I has large blower, the same
as on the 5 kw transmitter, and a
solid-state dual oscillator. It comes
with any two power levels, the most

MARCH,1972-BM/E

popular being 1000/ 500 and I000/
250. Nuisance outages are eliminated
by automatic resetting of relays on
single, short overloads. SPARTAELECTRONIC CORP.
281
Trunk amplifier provides either 22
or 25 dB gain at 265 MHz. T-424
has guaranteed bandpass of 50 to
270 MHz, ±0.25
dB over band.
Noise figure is 8.5 dB at 265 MHz,
cross modulation
- 93 dB, normal
trunk input +I O dBm V at 265 MHz.
C-COR ELECTRONICS.
305
Phaselock
modulator
for
CA TV
eliminates
co-channel
interference,
makes additional channels usable. by
locking output carrier frequency to a

sampled off-the-air signal from a local TV station. Model 7120 can also
eliminate co-channel beats in dual
cable systems, and can be used to
produce a coherent headend, with
all channels phaselocked to a common 6 MHz comb generator. eliminating triple beats. PHASECOMCORPORATION.
306
Noise reduction unit provides Dolby
"B" processing for tape recording and
playback on tape machine connected
to unit. Model IOOA also allows decoding and simultaneous recording of
Dolby-processed FM broadcasts; decoding of Dolby-processed tapes: and
copying of Dolby-processed
tapes.
$275. ADVENT.
282
Ultra-high-resolution
TV camera can
produce up to 1100-line horizontal
resolution
for CCTV applications.
Model CTC-8000 is aimed for use
where photographic reproduction of
small detail is desired. It is available
with any of eight scanning rates from
525 to 1023 lines. Video bandwidth
is 30 MHz. Supplied are a camera
continued on page 38
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PRODUCTS
and a control unit, connected with a
33 ft cable; latter provides the standard control functions. High sensitivity allows production of a usable picture with II 1O foot-candle, full resolution at I foot-candle.
$2495.00.
GBC CLOSEDCIRCUITTV CORP. 284

Economical
Tape Cartridge
Equipment from ...
Pushbutton Broadcasting
At Budget-PleasingPrices

'-.
-· .
-

0

-

.•••
~-

-

·--

G

-

·-V."''

... __

~·~

:-;;--

Model 400 A

Model 500 C

Model 500 CR

COMPACT
500 C SERIES-Completely
solid state, handsome
500 C equipment
features
functional styling and ease of operation, modular design, choice of 1, 2, or 3 automatic electronic cueing tones, automatic record pre-set, separate record and play heads, A-B monitoring,
biased cue recording, triple zener controlled
power supply, transformer
output ...
adding
up to pushbutton
broadcasting
at its finest. Specs and performance
equal or exceed NAB
standards. Record-play and playback-only
models are available.
RACK-MOUNTED
500 C MODELS-The
500 CR rack models offer the same Model C
design and performance features and are equipped with chassis slides ready to mount in your
rack. Each unit slides out for easy head and capstan cleaning and other routine maintenance.
All 500 C models carry iron-clad full-year guarantees.
ECONOMICAL
400 A SERIES-Now
even the smallest
stations
can enjoy Spotmaster
dependability
with the low-cost, all solid state 400 A series, available in compact record-play
and playback-only models. Performance and specifications
are second only to the 500 C series.
For complete details about these and other Spotmaster
cartridge
units (stereo, delayedprogramming
and multiple-cartridge
models, too). write, wire or call
today. Remember, Broadcast Electronics is the No. 1 designer/producer
of broadcast quality cartridge tape equipment ... worldwide!

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
-----A

I :•:::I

Filmways Company------

8810 Brookville Road, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 • (301) 588-4983

Limited time offer-Get any Spotmaster tape cartridge
machine or system for $50.00off the regular price!

SAVE THIS VALUABLE CERTIFICATE
AND SEND WITH ORDER
Offer applies to SootmastsrTen/70.500 and 400
series and all multi-cart players including new
300and600 Mini-Series,Five·Spot andTen·Spot.
Limit, One DiscountCertificate per order.

Can be redeemedthrough local authorized dis·
tributor: or call or write for catalog and price
list, BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS,
INC.. 8810 Brookville Road,Silver Spring,Maryland20910 • 1301)
588-4983

Offer expires April 30, 1972

Electronic chronometer
is accurate
to better than 0.1 second per day,
has a sweep second hand and 4 in.
dial that make .it easily readable
across an average radio or TV control room or small studio. Quartz
Crystal Chronometer is driven by a
crystal-controlled
oscillator and synchronous motor, runs on standard Dcells with battery life of about one
year. $575. WEEMS & PLATH. 285

BF-3-15

Line of VTR equipment includes both
cassette
and
reel-to-reel
systems.
Model 11OOSH reel-to-reel, aimed for
sports, education, industry and science,
has slow-motion
capability,
sevenhour time-lapse mode, stable stillframe pictures. useful in surveillance
work, accelerated motion, wjth playback at one-seventh recording speed,
stop motion and frame-by-frame advance. Approximately $2500 (including camera,
electronic
viewfinder,
monitor). SANYO.
286
Microwave radio system for 12.2 to
13.25 GHz band has maximum capacity of 1200 message channels or
a video signal. Model 78£2 power
output is 25 dB, receiver noise figure is 11 dB, and the available arrangements
include single channel,
frequency diversity, crossband diversity, hot standby, space diversity, and
two-for-six proteotive switching. GTE
LENKURT.
287
8mm movie projector with cassette
loading works with sound-synchronized system that uses portable cassette tape machine for sound synchronized
with
separate
camera.
Model 478Z projector automatically
threads, shows, and rewinds film;
user simply puts film cassette onto
machine. Sound is added by cassette
tape recorder connected to projeotor
by a single cord. $249.95. BELL AND
HOWELL.
288
High-speed picture digitizers convert
into digital signals any continuoustone grey scale pictures or objects.
Model I08-1 feeds a computer direotly. Model 108-2 records onto
IBM-compatible
tape, Model 108-3
is interface and control for PDP
11/20 Digital Processor,
Units are
continued on page 40
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it ion record •••
Now it's official! An association survey quoted in BM/E magazine produced
some very revealing information on FM broadcast equipment preferences particularly in the category of phono cartridge usage, where a whopping
57% of the respondents expressed their preference for Shure cartridges
... more than all other brands combined. It didn't particularly surprise us
because we know our M44 series with its uncommon combination of clear
sound, low cost, exceptional ruggedness and excellent back-cuing characteristics, has been the broadcast standard for years. And our peerless
V-15Type II Improved? There simply isn't a better cartridge for "high fidelity"
FM operations. Write for the free Shure "Guide to the Conversion of Monophonic Broadcast Facilities for Stereo Records," as well as the complete
Shure Phono Cartridge Catalog.
Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston,Ill. 60204
Circle 129 on Reader Service Card
(
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QUALIT.Y
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AM
-- BROADCAST
MONITORS

-~~--:.::-.
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'

506 a-i ModulationMonitor

-

$550

ALL SOLID STATE DESIGN

·' :::.:.

-

<,

i ••

..•,.,.

.

-

• All models FCCtype approved
• Compact - 5W' high on a
standard 19"rack
• Excellent stability
• Highest quality workmanship
and components used throughout
• Designed and manufactured
for years of reliable
dependable service
• Remote metering available models 506 B-1 and 510
• Low cost - Fast delivery

.)

diiP

510FrequencyMonitor

$795

520FrequencyMonitor $995

Circle

I 15 on Reader

Service Card

remote
VHF-TV
aural modulation monitoring
I ·--

I

Control unit for use with microphone
mixers adds cueing and monitoring
facilities; combination is a complete,
small-sized broadcast or recording
console. Model M675 Broadcast Production Master is designed to go with
the M67 series of microphone mixers. M675 also adds four line inputs
and built-in battery supply. $250.
SHURE.
290
FM frequency/modulation monitor
combines measurement of frequency
deviation and modulation percentage
in a single unit. Model TBM-3700
has a meter for each funotion and
the two are simultaneously shown
without measurement interaction. Internal reference permits calibration
of 100% modulation point at any
time. $1300. McMARTIN.
291
All-channel demodulator is meant
primarily for recording off-the-air TV
programs, distributing audio and video
from TV through educational TV
systems, feeding program origination
consoles, and for headends in ETV
systems. Model UD-283 has fine
tuning on all 82 channels, front-panel
tuning meter, separate VHF and
UHF 75-ohm ooaxial inputs, 75-ohm
video output and 600-ohm audio output. JERROLD.
292
Multi-track mastering tape deck bas
four-channel record and playback,
and overdub facilities. Model TCA43 allows .independent recording on
each of <the four tracks, with exaot

••

~-~=-:
•••
•••

-..

TBM-2500-CL
TBM-2500-CH

--

. .-...•..

$510.00
$535.00

o

I TBM-5500

$1,300.00

At a very practical price, McMartin's TBM-5500 satisfies new FCC rules for "a type approved aural modulation monitor, equipped where necessary, with a properly designed
signal frequency amplifier ... " Sec. 73.676(a)(5). • Driven by the TBM-2500-CL (Channels 2-6) or TBM-2500-CH (Channels 7-13) RF Amplifier, the TBM-5500 has a composite
output signal termination to permit measurement of 39 kHz subcarrier injection level.
Equipped with the TBM-2100 SCA Demodulator (optional at $125.00), it also provides
recovery of subcarrier tel'emetry tone information. • Long the leader in FM monitoring
and professional receiving equipment, McMartin now provides the realistic answer to
remote control VHF-TV aural monitoring.
Coming soon-the TBM-5000 VHF-TV Digital Frequency Monitor-for visual, aural and
intercarrier deviations.
For details, contact:

Broadcast

Product Manager (402) 342-2753

MCMartin
7ncrnartin

intended primarily for photometry,
micrography, spectrography, digital
TV, pattern recognition. $10,000$17,000. SPATIALDATA SYSTEMS.
289

i n ctust ri e«, inc.· 60!3 110. J;Jt/1 si .. omoll.o. neb. 68102
Circle

116 on Reader

Service

synchronization of new to old by
using record head on recorded track
as a playback head. Optional AX-20
mix-down panel can provide left, center or right distribution of each track,
as well as mix-down to two-channels
or to mono. $729. TEAC.
293

Card
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BROADCASTING
REOUIREMENTS
HA VE CHANGED
IN 20 YEARS
... SO HAS
THE EOUIPMENT

NEW

LIT

Linear and rotary audio attenuators
are shown with specifications, outline
drawings, operating curves. Waters
Manufacturing.
203 •

For copies of these literature offerings,
circle numbers for appropriate items
on Reader Service Card.

1952

¡_• •
AM-190 DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITOR

••

1 8 o .o

Instrument control knobs are subject
of full-color bulletin; included are il1ustrations, schematics and specs of
round, round-dial, one-bar, two-bar
and numerous other knob forms. Nobex Division, Griffith Plastics.
202

Community Video Center has issued
catalog of videotapes, most dealing
with social problems of poor from
point of view of radical groups. Write
Community Video Center, 1411 K
St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.

Catalog of professional audio prodducts covers microphones,
mixers,
control
units,
mike
accessories,
prearnplifiers, line transformers, stereo pickups. Shure Brothers.
204

35-KW Diesel-Electric System is described in six-page brochure,
with
graphs illustrating voltage and frequency characteristics, power ratings,
fuel consumption, and other precision
performance
specifications.
AllisChalmers.
200

Guide to coaxial instrumentation gives I
operating notes and complete specs on
reftectometers and admittance meters,
UHF bridges, slotted lines, standingwave meters, amplifiers and detectors, I
programmable attenuators, all for microwave applications. General Radio.
205

"News 49," among a number of other
articles on general technical topics
and on new equipment, carries complete description of sideband adapter
for Yideoskop III SWOF; the two together permit rapid measurement of
frequency response of AM picture
transmitters.
Rohde and Schwarz.

Professional
motion picture equip·
ment is covered in 112-page catalog 1
that lists more than 3000 items, under
such headings as 35mm cameras..
16mm
cameras,
lenses,
filters,
viewfinders, lighting, film processing 1
equipment, sound, projectors, etc. Alan Gordon En.terprises.
2061

201

PMA-19 PRECISION MONITOR ADAPTER

.~1::~.'L._·-~._ ,_,__..
·~··1~·

I

•• 1~--.,,;-:·J

Lj~

..

-cc

Available at these
Representatives:

·-·

VISUAL ELECTRONICSCORP.
New York, NY 10018 (202) 736-5840

~-~J

AM-19 ANTENNA MONITOR

McMARTIN INDUSTRIES, INC.
Omaha, NB 68102 (402) 342-2753

~--~·.

WENDEL L. MARTIN
Camillus, NY 13031 (315) 673-2943

·-'"""'

1111 ~-:

PM-112 PHASE MONITOR

•

TOM AYE& ASSOCIATES
Sunnyvale, CA 94087 (408) 738-1406

Record· Playback-RQ· 71 ·RP

•

•

b

VIC BLACKETER
Des Moines, IA 50316 (315) 274-2551

'""ª'-

Stereo Record-Playback-RQ-7l·SRP
•••••

•

RICHARD W. BURDEN
Mt. Kisco, NY 10549 (914) 666-3730

llll
•

MANUEL FLORES
Laredo, TX 78040 (512) 723-6913

llW.-0.

DDA-19 DIGITAL DISPLAY ADAPTER
No modulation effects O Simplified operation-no
operator adjustments O Resolution io O. 1% current
ratio and 0.1 º phase angle O Up to
12 towers O Remote readouts easily
added

DELBEEASSOCIATES,LTD.
Montreal 384, Que (514) 334-5763

Dual Playback-RQ·71-P2

\.

Producers of
NEM~LARK:a:

~·-·

932 Philadelphia Ave.
Silver Spring, Md. 20910
Phone: (301) 589-3125
Circle

118 on Reader Service Card

-

•

Broadcast Equipment

POTOMAC INSTRUMENTS,

RADFORDASSOCIATES
Atlanta, GA 30319 (404) 237-6097

Single Playback in dual cabinet- RQ·ll·Pl

IO

inc.

.1

-

8

M

•

Circle

•

'

119 on Reader
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b

Triple Playback-RQ· 71 ·P3

~

See them at NAB
Booth #301
in the Continental Room

"RAPID-Q"
GARRON ELECTRONICS, INC.
1208 Kifer Road
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086
(408) 736-8737
Service Card

.•
I
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of copy
style and format are related directly
to the job of
er cat.no and presenting the proper message Also
considered
are such r equir crnent s as layout
and
copyfittinq,
typography
ano visual graphics.
and
how these relate
ro th'? specific tarqet audience
Included
<1rP numerous
worksheets,
specifically
planned
for
the
student's
use
m cornplet mq
copywrilmq
assignments
for var rous media. 128 pps,
í

HOW TO BECOME

579

Vinyl

THE POWER TECHNIQUE
COPYWRITING

only the
the files
proven
account.
ad copy

Cover S7 95

OF RADIO-TV

By Neil Terrell
Based on a series
of workshop
seminars
developed
and conducted
by the author
for
professional
broadcasters
Teaches beginners, salesmen, and
managers
how to write broadcast
copy that gets results,
copy that
wilt
sell products
and services.
The author has drawn on his own
skills
as well as those of many
other
pros
in
presentinq
not
how to information
but actual samples from
ot leading professionals.
Tells how to use the
Power Technique
formula:
analyzing
each
determining
the correct appeal and writiny
lhal will rnotivate people to buy_ 224 pps,

A RADIO

518

Hardbound

THE

FIRST

YEARS!

COMMERCIAL

S9.95

FCC LICENSE

NEW BROADCAST

Br"nd nevi, rir"c. t.ce!
guide
fo ali
rvpe s anrl stvle s
br oadc asr .:io·
t erm a
s vsre.n s Covers pr eoa rmq
e oqmee rroc dr11a for the FCC. de.
s1gn1nq. engineering
and operar.
rnq "'YSle1n~ selecting
anteoo as.
rne asc emq oer íor ownce. ;rnproving
cove raq=. ere Includes AM-FM-TV

.,f

UHF,

FM DA an r erma vv s tem s , FiVt
oncr owave d.
18 BIG Chapters
100 ollus1rat1ons.
only $7.95

du"J ool.:ir1/.ll1on.
rect•on;¡t AM ere
- i60 mn - o e et

STUDY GUIDE
study
ou.ce
and

operation.

with an Interest

In radio

and TV broadcasting,

since It covers all aspects of the subject from

-

-

-

BOOK IN
phases

maintenance

on all

and

troubleshooting.

station,
plus practical
engineering
sug- ,
gestions supplied by stations all ewer the
country.
You'll be fascinated
by a ".1our" _of
what is couxidcn-d h1 he 1.111c o l the f11w·\I 1 V
operations
anywhere.
And, ihb c nginccriua
manual 1,
valuablr
;-i' ii ¡, to tcchniral
pc rvonucf .
10 maunccmcnt
II 11,u onl y involvcs
1hc dn il y nur- ..-and-bohv
:i,(lt.'CI'.
hut ;iJ\p covers those phn- ..c s of vi1:tl
uucrcvt
tn udmiuist rauvc pcrsonnc l (includiuu
1hnl\l' \\ 111, Jwpl' "' move intP n drniu+st r at i vr
puvit io ns ).
\Vhilc an in-depth
considcnuion
of equipmcm wn v tHit intcrulvd
to he a part pf 1lli..,
work. there ii;; rno ug h inf ortn at ion. l'mth de<cri ru ivv and pictnrial,
IP acquaint
any uninitiatnl render with typical cquipmc nt 111\edin
radio
a nd TV
stations.
AhP sucgcstcd
i-, a
maintenance
philf'<ophy
ba scd on proven calculated p robn bilitie s pf f'ailurc.
You'll
find lhl'
one
of ihc most
intc rc stuu;
and
iníormau v,'
, "lk<i . • , .
,., ...,~~
-s
.
1 - ' pace: · over 140 11111...
1'~ t
C'\l I I i uuc e·

ª'

Ordrr

No.

5'23

only

Order
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I
I
I
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RADIO

PROGRAM

IDEABOOK

by Hal Fisher
All the program
rrunq ideas you need to build and
hold an audience
For the program
director
tookmq for a fresh source
of ideas this volume 1S loaded with
sunqes uons ro help him push his
sre norr s ratinas to the roo For the
ambitious
announcer
or deejay
this
pubuce non will help ac
corer are his proqress
10 BIG
Cb a o t e r s contain
sources
of
unique ways to qrve your audience
a reason to listen- the oos and don' ts of good
pr ocr a mmmo and commercial
success You'll learn
how to spot audience losers, conduct a newspaper
column.
publish
a newsletter,
start
fan clubs,
rcvuehz e pr oor-a rnmmc and pump new Ide into your
sta11on's sound
and bank account
Contains tested
and proven methods ol syslem·zong the program

I
I oanes.
~·
•-i:- ·~··-.
1r..

depar1ment,ol
nanouno traffic and scheduling
over 50 .uus rr e nons Hardbound
Order No 268
only

I I ;t..O.'ó
I
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·
(
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By

S1

Willing.

Millions

of

vcor d s have been w rrt te rt about
sale smenstup. yet thousands of
so íe smen are s1dl groping
for
tl1e r19h1 Ior mcle . And therein
lies the s ecr e r as s, W1ll1ng
rllu str ate s 11 by theory
and,
even more «i-oortent. by pr acnee. You'll
hear all sort s ,of
cbrecucns
and
hov,
they ve

been
successfully
countered.
You·1: leMn
the . approaches
and the clinchers,
bo.v
to use av aiteble
sales tools
ro rhe best
advante qe , how
10 overcome
fear and t11111d1ty,
and how
ro dee l wr rh 1.he. r ompen tton . You 11
learn wd~~ 10 s.de stec ob1eef'.?ns, how 10 re coqnt ze the
opportcne
moment,
how 10 convert .J
"No"
to a "Yes,"
and how ro satisfy the pr ospe c
11\e sponsor w ho has every1h1n9. If you wunt to
«uorove your selhncj recb nmce s and increase ,o.·sale s, rh.s book has wh a t you need. 320 pp s

Order

No. 511

BOOKS AND 10-DAY
-

256

S12 95

HOW TO SELL RA.DIO ADVERT I SING

1

~.,.

$12.95 ••

-

PLEASE- TURN - OVER
FOR MORE
-

handbook

model

~~rsonnel
q1~aliflcalions
to proof-of-perfo~, e.e measurements,
This in.valuable
vol_ur:ne rs
divided 1!110 tw~ part s-e-Radio and Tetevision-innd. ?cg1.ns with
a discussion
of personnel
qun1tf1cat1ons.
Herc you'.ll find. useful suggcstlons. on how to classify
vanous
levels
of
technical
competence
and how to encourage
tm~rove~en~
at each level. Preventive
ma.mtcnance ts given thorough
treatment.
including
}1qw to set up a schedule
based on analysis
of
Allure. rate
and
probability,
and
how
to
~eter:rnanc tube replacement
and spare
parts
~qu1~cmcnts., Also. a number
or actual
case
histories
provide .answers
~o tough or unusual
problems.
Extensive
aucnuon
is given
to AM
Antenna
systems:
how
to m,ensurc
antenna
rcnctancc,
impedance,
nnd r~s1stancc;
the ~se
of shunt-. fed towers;
the design
and operation
of directional
phasing and matching
networks:
and multi-station
towers. The television
scctíon
nlso includes
a complete
description
of n

L

Jr.

ENGINEERING

up-to-date.

A modern,

of broadcast

_

BROADCAST ANTENNA SYSTEMS HANDBOOK

Swearer
A new and unique
reference
manual.
cornbm.no
theory
and
ap
pucations with up 10 date questions and answers for
t st. 2nd, and 3rd Class Radiotelephone
license exams
plus broadcast and radar endorsements
Ev er vf hmq
you need to know is .ncruoeo
complete
cera.teo
answers
to questions
on any subject
you may be
asked
when you take your
exam,
plus sample
questions on each element ( w11t1answers 1n the back
of the book) so you can check yourself whenever you
lhmk you're ready
Numerous
practical
examples

Herc's a book long needed by the radio and
TV engineering profession-in fact by anyone

.i.'

or

provides a v1rtua1.s1ep by step ou.ce to help the r eacer oora.o his or her first rob 1n a commercial
radio
station.
Also ideal as a ctassroom
t ex t ' 256 ops
Order No 557
Hardbound S7 95

A GUIDE TO RADIO & TV BROADCAST
ENGINEERING PRACTICE By E. L. Safford,

-

are used to describe the various principles
you rieed
to understand
the exam questions
All commercial
radiotelephone
operator classes ore covered-third,
second. and f1r -;1-plus
the elements
required
for
oaccasr
and radar
endorsements
437 pps ,
150 illus
Order No 582
Hardbound S8 95

DISC JOCKEY

,
-----------------

Order No

)

ttror ouqtu v explored
Job requirements
al all levels
ar e covered m oreat deta11 The problems. hazards.
accomplishments.
and rewards of the business are
Cclncl•dly explained
The sty!('
of th15 lonq awaited
ovnnca uon.
rtlltiouoh
conver sa t.onat and informal.
teaches the
ter mmotoq v peculiar
10 t hc br oacas nno
.nousrr v
Actual
case studies.
taken from the author's
own
experience.
ace realism and or ac nce l guidance 400
prtoes deal wdtl hundreds of topics mcluomq
The
FCC
Guidelines.
Philosophies.
and
Rules
The
StC1l1on and !he Federal
Government;
Relationship
Wdh Other Mass Media; Public
Ownership
of trie
A1rwaves;Se111nq
the Station
10 Advert1sers;Ad
rrurus tr at.ve
Respons1bild1es;
The Station
m the
Community¡
Departmental
Or camz a non J Program
Formal
Selection;
Equipment
& Eng1neerrng;
F inane 1C1
I Considera! ions¡ Conduct
R eou 1rements¡
TPchn1cal Oper a uons ; L1v1nq Wtlh
Unions ;Sales
Manaaemcnl;
Sales Philosophies;
Record
K eep1ng;
Ra1e Structures
and Ac counnno
Order No 587
HardboundS12
95

By Hal Fisher
A cornor enens.ve
primer
deta!lmq
the knowiecqe
required
of anvone
scek1nq
a
career
in
radio
br oaocas unc
Essentially
a
course
rn
showmanship,
this book teache:.
alt
the
techniques
needed
to
become
a successful
broadcast
announcer
<or disc .ock ev:
The
author.
a professional
broadcast
consultan!
and instructor.
herein

81f2 x 11"
Order No

Most Authoritative
&
Handbook Ever Published!

Known throughout
the industry
as "The Old Scotchman."
and recognized as an outstanding
innovator
rn radio broa c as+mq, Gordon Mclendon
says, "I
believe we should deal with this book as the best
living
instrument
on radio broadcasting
I wish I
had written
it " The truth is, m a way, he did write
the
book
through
his
leadership
and
his
accomplishments
Edd
Routt's
magnificent
contr rbutrcn was to put together-in
this one easy-tounderstand
handbook-all
the magic
all
the
knowledge
gained in 20 years of broadcasting
the
complete
details
which
lead to successful
station
operation
based on the proven philosophies
of the
Mclendon
or qamz anon
11·s destined
perhaps
to
become ttie classic of t11e 1ndus1ry
The Business of Radio Broadcasting
is the first
book which
l r ulv deals with oroaocasr ste uon
operation
from beomnmo 10 end Suen problems
as
k eepmo up with and a dh er mq 10 FCC r eouta trons.
deal1no with labor unions, ano handlinq
personnel
arc c.sccsseo frankly
and openly
Specific policies
for stations m both me ior and minor markets
are

or ruma tron wtl l find a wealth of mf or rna tron & help in
pts nrunc and improvmo
the format and quality of
local procn-a mrrunq 256 pps. Hardbound
Order No 567
S9 95

PROMOTIONAL
COPYWRITER'S

Broadcasting

Without Exaggeration-The
Useful Station Operating

proqram

1n

of Radio

Bv Edd Roult. Ass1stan1fo the president. Mclendon Stations;
Instructor in St afien Manaqement. Southern Methodist Um..,ers1ty.

Hardbound

TRIAL

$1".'15

cour"''·tt
43
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VIDEO TAPE PRODUCTION
&
COMMUNICATION
TECHNIQUES
By Joel Efreir .. A complete how·
ro.do-¡t handbook on video pro·
duction, direction, and program
creati on for broadcast, CATV,
educational, and industrial epplications. Finally, here is a
handbook :hat covers video
tape pr odvction
techniques for
those who want to learn the
arl from scratch. The author has
taken "' down.to·earlh, how-todo-it approach to clearly explain every aspect of
the subject. II is a orect.cel text on techrnque s,
with emphasis on production, beg1nn1n9wr+h ihe
basics, the rudiments of pulling a pr oqr arn 10
ge1her, and finally the direction of the complete undertaking.
256 pps., 125 illus. H•rdbound.
Order No. 541
only $12.95

GUIDELINES FOR NEWS REPORTERS

OTHER
HELPFUL
NEW
BOOK'>
INTEREST
TO
BROADCASTERS'

MANAGING

TODAY'S RADIO STATION
By Jay Hoffer A collection or
cr111ques on tne art. outl1n1nq
or1nc1plc':>evorvco h.¡ the author
dur1nc1h1S'10 years as a broad
c avrer Oroan11ed 1n10 t nr ee
-;re 1 .ons the content encompasses
rT1c1naqement.
proqramm1nq. and
..,.,1pc, Pan I considers two sides of
~ manaoer's environment the
oor sone: and the 1mocrsonu1 w11h
(ommenT':>on his many duties.
tr or» oour.c s 10 oer sconc:
p ar t
11 covers
proort1mm1nC1 primarily
trom the management
v1ewpo1n1.a11houqhalso of value ro !he program
d1r('ctor and announcer Pari 111 Sales offers help
.n t1nd1naano 1ra1n1nqsalesmen, holdmq wor mwrnte
salc·sm eetmqv. se1t1n'1rates. oevetooroc sales leads,
etc ?BB PPS
Hardbound S12 95
Order No 461

MODERN RADAR: Theory, Oper. & Maintenance
Safford A comprehensive handbook covering all
types of svst erns- land based. aircraft. shipboard,
0011cevehicle, earth satellite, weather.surveillance,
etc Everyth1no you need 10 know is included in this
comotet e volume So that you will have a broad
undcrstancmc of radar p11nc1ples.the author traces
the development ot radar from its earliest stages.
descr1b1nq rne various types ot systems and ex
plcl1n1nqhow each works Familiarity with actual
wor kmq svsrcms will qrow as you read about
operational or ouno. airborne. and mobile equip
mcnt The au1hor shows hOV\ svsrems are put
1ocicthcrand how they operate In several cases, test
and rr ovntesnoonnc procedures are incl. 480 pps
Hardbound S9.95
Order No. 575
AUDIO SYSTEMS HANDBOOK
By Norman Crowhurst Complete reference and
curcc to audio svsier- oesrqn. encompassmq home
ent ert amrn ent . commercial sound ano studio in
st auatron s Chapter l. coverme
amplifiers and
«tmplil1cilt1on, explains db and impedances. level
11m111111on<.,.
1nSC'rl
ion qam. plus a nost of other basics
necessary for pr act 1ca1system desiqn The author
oo cs 10 nr r-at lenqths to impart an understanding of
These vital .nur crneots as they apply 10 overall
oner at.on The varne may be said of the treatment m
<uccecomo Cnaot ers on equalizers. mixers. tilters.
d1s1r1bu11on
svst ern s. pr-onr am sources. commercial
svvt ems. sruc.os. and loudspeaker svsrerns 19'1 oos .
175 Illus Harohound
Order No. 494
Lost SI. 95

By Sol Robinson.
In this invaluable new handbook, author
Sol Robinson, a thoroughly experienced and dedicated broad·
cast journalist, relates ouite specifically, and in great detail, the
scores of practical techniques he
has found fo be successful. To
begin with, he delves into the
most pertinent question-just exactly what is expected of and
required of a broadcast journalist. To be successful, the practicing newsman must have the
right answers-and he'll find them in this vite l
new work written by a thoroughly seasoned
newsman. Yes, here is a ready-to-use guidebook,
chock-full
of practical
help for both newsmen
and announcers, and for salesmen and managers
who should have a full working
knowledge
of
their news department. The art of being absolutely
accurate, fair and objective in reporting what
actually happened
is the job of a journalist, and
the author tells how to maintain the necessary
objectivity vital 10 the continuation of free news
media. 1 llustrations include many photos, charts
and graphs, plus an Appendix of synonyms for
over 2700 modern everyday words.
Order No. 516
only $9.95

RADIO PROMOTION

COMPUTER
TECHNICIAN'S
HANDBOOK
Bv Brice Ward 11 you have <l wor kmq knowledge of
sr-mrconouctor s. you'll find 111
lh1Sbrand new, up lo
c1,11r volume all the m tor mat ion you need to check,
tr ounrcsnoot. and ma.nt em computer
svsrerns
This
cncin1 rcvt coro oar ame 10 a 1000 hour course on
co mput er maintenance cont a.ns vital data on
numbrr sys.1cmc,, encocnnq and cecoo.nq. basic
c ir r uu s. c ir curt blocks, c oun t er s. r eo is t er s.
mernor res. er e With 1h1s book and a few weeks'
vt ucl y you can he wel-1on vour way towards beino a
know1ec1ocñhtC'
computer rccnn.c.an
480 ops . Ht
List Sl0.95
Order No. 554

HANDBOOK

By Wm. A. Peck.
A complete
guide on ways to develop be ner
ratings, and increase sales! l1's a
proven foci! Clever and well·
planned pr omotion-camoaiqn
s lead
to bigger audience raf1ngs and
qr eater sales! This br and-new pub·
licetton is a.me d at hef omq broad·
cast ste tions reap benefits of bigger and better promolional cam·
paigns. Jam-packed with t.ter aüv
hundreds of ideas, and complete
with scores of factual examples to
spark hot, new ways of promoting a station, thic:
is a book no progressive station should be w.th
oo t ! The author, drawing on many years of ex
oer.ence. tells how to make ever vtbmq that hap
pens al your stalion help to PROMOTE
your
stauo o, Both on.air and off-air campaigns arc
included: How to irueqrate on-eir promotions
with programming by means of contests, stunts.
games. roke s, promotional r.nnouncerr.ents, stanon breaks, ele. Also, how to develop and tie-jn
cf i-alr campaigns, personal appearances, sales
nromotiorwl. public rel;ition~. and advertising in
other media
256 ons .. 51';p:81 i", Cornb·hound
Order No. 267
only $9.95

WHEN

PIRATES

RULED

THE

FIRE & THEFT SECURITY
SYSTEMS
By Byron Weis A handy guidebook on the selection,
msr auanoo.
and general maintenance of home and
business security devices and systems. Describes
many newly introduced systems from simple door
and window switches to ultra.sensitive microwave
sensmo systems. There's also a wealth of in·
formation on sales, installation. and maintenance
services-how
to design the most effective and
economical installation for any situation. 176 pps.,Hb.
List 57.95
Order No. 556

WAVES

J.

i.J JJ.lLlJt,18

Here's the complete story of
'J' •·lt 't. J
the pop radio pirates who, for
W4''·'-W
th ref>
years,
operated
unauthorized radio ships anchored
off Britain's shores. For the first
time. this book tells the full story
ot all the off shore radio stationsRadio Caroline, Radio London,
and Radio Scotland, etc. The
author
describes
how these
stations grew and how they
multiplied in number unt h competition among them
reached-almost literally-the
cut.throat level. The
story is told of the dramatic events on the Radio City
fort in the Thames. which culminated in the shooting
of its owner. Interesting new light is shed on the often
unscupuious people involved in pirate radio, and on
the far from glamorous life of a pirate disc jockey.
The author tells how the pirate operations got
started. how they were conducted (with numerous
photographs) and how they were finally silenced. 216
pps.• 13 Chapters and Appendixes. Hardbound.
Order No 299
Only S7.95

r-------------,
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Absolutely the World's Greatest Radio Promo Sourcebook!

**
**
*

A GIANT 372-page Handbook-a vrrtual promotion encyclopedia'
Over 250,000 words with all the promo ideas you'll ever need'
Over 1500 on air promo themes adaptable to any tormat!
Contains over 350 contests, stunts, station and personality promos'
Bound in handsome 3·ring binder'

BRAND-NEW and up-to-date-geared
to TODAY'S
radio needs! Here's the MUST book for stations
wanting to attract more listeners, boost ratings,
increase sales and profits.
HANDBOOK of RA·
DIO PUBLICITY & PROMOTION
contains
just
about all the sure-fire promotion and publicity
ideas a radio station might ever need-hundreds
of specific plans that can be profitably
used by
any station.
One idea alone of the hundreds
offered can be worth many times the small
cost of this indispensable sourcebook.
Promotion is the keyword-the basic reason
one station excels over another, all else being
equal. Promotion is an important part-an integral part-of
today's
radio. Using the right
approach you can give lis.tene~s 11 re111onto
tune in, 11 reason to keep listening, and at the
same time make your station more salesworthy.
True few stations can afford a fuü-tlme staff
of ~romotion experts, so here's the answ~r-a
comprehensive handbook of hundreds of unique,

I
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OF

s te ticn
and personality
promos,
etc. In each
case, complete
"nuts and bolts"
details-how
it works, copy details,
prizes, sponsors,
tie-ins
-are included to enable you to adapt the idea
to your own
station
format
or sound.
The
author
doesn't
merely
describe
a promo
or
contest with a paragraph
or two-he
presents a
synopsis of practical information,
then provides
complete instructions on how to pl11n it, tell it
ind program it
Covering 9 basic categories, the all-encompassing, audience-building contents include con.
tests, outside stunts, fun promotions, special
station promotions, promotions for special days,
weeks,
and
months
(categorized
month
by
month), station anniversarx promotions, on-air
themes, plus general station and personality
promos.
Additional Sections are a source of fresh
ne~ ideas, offering quickie humor material,
station IDs, humorous show openers, and more.

-

-
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CITIZENS
BAND RADIO SERVICE
MANUAL
Burns & Sands Tt11smanucll acquaints you with all
thC'var rous types of units, and clearly explains how
10 ir ountcsnoot and repair !hem Included are step
by step tr oubresnoounq procedures with specific
mvi r ucrrons and trouble analysis charts to help you
Quickly locate !he cause ot trouble m any stage or
sec non In addition, !he authors describe numerous
commer c.ar units. which typify all the various
cev.cns rn use Cornptet e full size schematic
o.aor ams for each oes.on are included, along with a
condensation of fhe FCC Rules regarding CB
ooer et.on. plus FCC and EIA standards. 192 ops .•
plus schematic foldoul section with 12 complete
scnern anc oraqr ams
Hardbound S7.95
Order No, 581
ELECTRONIC
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
By Norman H. C:rowhurst Covers the subject from
basic. simple amplit1cat1on 10 total ele<¡tronic music
ccner anon Beqtns with a look. at traditional in
srr urnenr s and how they produce sound, then con
s.cer s the electronic amplification of the traditional
forms The next step deals with instruments using
the t vpic at tone generators (strings, reeds. pipes.
erc i. where etectron.cs does more than simply
arn plif v From here tne text moves into 311 electronic
versions of traditional
instruments.
The next
chapters discusses amplifiers and speaker systems
for modern msrr umeru s and another chapter covers
music svrunestrer s. the mvsterlous
music-ettect
devices There's also a chapter on troubleshooting
Plcctron1c musical mstr-ument s. 192 ops.
Hardbound S7.9S
Order No. 546
BEGINNER'S
GUIDE
TO
COMPUTER
PROGRAMMING
Ward Computer programming
is really quite
simple-once
you understand the fundamental
principles. This new book will help you develop that
understanding because, simply. it begins 3t the
beqinninq ! rnsreao of workirg backward form a
language, this book beqins by developing a simple
programming language of its own. Each concept
developed by determining a neea, then an instruction
to fulfill that need. After you learn the basics, the
author shows you how to prepare flowchart
diagrams of actual programs. Then vou begin
transforming program requirements into "CO'Tl·
puterese."
JB4 pps.
List \9.95
Order No. S74

MARCH, 1972-BM/E
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AM/FM BROADCAST STATION
PLANNING
GUIDE by Harry
A.
Etkin.
A comprehensive
guide 10 planning, building.
and operennq
a radio broadcast facility-AM,
FM. or combined
operation.
Based
on
a lifetime cf experience and
intimate
association
in broadcasting, the author details how

11

··-~

to find

a

frequency,

it, and how

apply

to plan

for

and

build

rt new station, or update and remodel an

exist-

NOW... FOR THE FIRST TIME ... A DETAILED GUIDE ON WHO DOES
WHAT AND HOW IT SHOULD. BE DONE IN BROADCAST STATIONS!
ORGANIZATION
By Jay Hoffer

& OPERATION

Who does what.
and how
scores of other
perplexing
r e s porrs ibihne s in modern
trcifflc

manaqer

OF BROADCAST

should
rt be done, in tod.1y'<i. radio station?
This new book answers
these and
questions
by nr ovrdmq
an in-depth
examination
of the ¡ob functions
and
radiofrom
m anaqe r to secretary,
from
announcer
to vale sm e n. from the

to the program

director

ing facility.
Included are numerous floor plans,
studio and transmitrer
building construction
guidelines, Tower and equipment
specifications
(including
automation),
preventive
main1enance-- plus
rhorouqh lrea1menls on pr eperetion of Form 301
""d rnaking
proof-of-performance
measurements.
160 pps. 8112 x 11" Vinyl Cover.
only S12.95
Order No. 500
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on ,111th• on.1r-)n11ilt•on,11 rind opf'rrt11on,11 ,1<-.pf'CI<;or
runn•n(1 ,, nr oac avr s1,1r1on1
This unique now vorurne contci1ns a wealth
ot
u1torrTI,111on tor anvooo .nvotvr-o ,.,, or 111trrcs1cd 1n
hroodcac;11nq
s1,11ron owners ano rnanaqor c will find
!hf' on •.•wcr s 10 rnan v ot th(' or ontvrnv they lrice rvf'ry

MODERN RADIO BROADCASTING

driy for no-r-. 111wct! drf•nrd
fashion.
•S c1clear
cur
df'l1nra11on ot vt a t ron clulit~c. arid rcc,pons1h!lit1rs
Thill
rakes the crucsvwor k out of who does whill
and how 11
vnouto he oonr- Prcppr c1ppl1cat1on of th(' enormouc;
rimount ot prrictica!
da ta .n !his new hook wrll help to
.nvur e th.11 thr <tat.on opera rev as ii t carn And
cx tr-nvrvc covr-r ace ot all thC' l1111r "nilly
qrrtt v
dC'lñllC. of délv 10 oav opcr a nons wilt rnrrumr ze meso
los1 m1nu1r crrsr-s Other cxocur.vcs
ano crn orove ev
will aiso find much ot valuí'
in this monument at
work
Apart from thC' 1nterre1a11onsh1p ot one tune

By R. H. Coddington.
Here are
the real "nuts-and-bolts" of mod·

ern radio operation,

based

on

1wo decades of experience in all
size
markets-from
the
metro.
politan
goliaths
to the "peanut
whistle"
variety. No matter what
:.-;;;.::.:..
your
interest
in broadcastingmanagement,
production,
enqineering, e tc.c-voo '!l refer to this
encyclopedic volume time and
again. Provides an in-depth view
of the largest single category of
broadcasting
station
operationthe so-called "small"
market. Regardless
of your
present status in broadcasting-experienced
or inexperienced,
veteran or student-you
can't help but
move up the ladder armed with the straight-forward information
presented
in this book.
Order No. 482
only $12.95
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BROADCAST STATION OPERATING GUIDE
By Sol Robinson.
Here.
r rt
coo
handbook.
Me all the yu1del1ne"
for station
operrlf1on
from slMling a new fctcd11y to m-1k1nq r1
profit,
from pr oq r amuuriq
10 occounling ··one of rho se rnre books
which
will
prove
valuable
10
borh
newcomer s ctnd otdtuue r v
and all those
rn between.
Fo•
example,
it !ells how lo develop
sound programming,
w ha t to do
about
editorializing,
"cevote."
lolferies,
network
shows, poliuce l
broadcasts,
1he F..:i1rness Docr-toe-.
CIC.
It thoroughly
delves info al l rvce s of rnar k e t
studies
popul ation. demoqr aphic s. eudrence nee!
erence surveys,
advertising,
etc
11 offers
(Jl!l'.I•
lines for clCcounting
procedures,
f1l1nq FCC .11,
nlice rions , operating
1n 1he public
1n1eres1. con
mercit1I practices, erc., 256 naqe s. Hardhound.
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CATV SYSTEM ENGINEERING:

THIRD EDITION

·

CATV SYSTEM MANAGEMENT

no

only $12.95

CATV SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
lhe fust and only book devoted
lo the maiotc
nance of CATV systems, from the antennd throuqh
rons1ruct1.:>n techniqve s, lo complete tr cuble sheet.
1ng, Includes adecuare
1echn1C1ll deta on system
des1qn. Ma1or emohn1s •s on m.11nten.1nce pro
v1d1nq " wealth of 1nformdlion on how to locate
<'lnrl correct equipment
Iertvre s. 1nclud1nq rip., on
how lo el11mn.11evanovs 1ype., of 1n1crfcrcnce ,ind
r11d1i111on
problems "' the hC't1d end Step by step
rnit1ntenitnce chHIS tHC' included
192 p.iQC'\
Order No. T-82
only S12 95

HANDBOOK

(omple1e1,, covers ,,11 l'sneCI\ of 1hc s11h1t•ct. fro111
ob1,..1n1nQll fr1tnchise to fu'"'''º''l ,1nd phn111nq ,1
ntiw svstl'rn ...
lrom 1n51,1ll1nq,, pl,inl, nrornot1on
\Cll1nq hookup\, to thr very l{ilcst 10010 o,uch ,,.,
loc11I proqMm
or1q n 111on (oflt,11n\
IC\ led
ilnd
moven 1nform,.11C'n e\\Cn1.,.1 for prdcllc,.1 rli'Y 10
dl'!y operations as ....,ell 1H for reference.
160 p.

Ord°' No. T.73

only $7.95

SAVE $11.85 ON CATV Combo
All 4 books above, only $34.95

No. 216

only S7.95

ANATOMY OF LOCAL RADIO·TV COPY
bv Wm.
ANATOMYOF LOCAL
AADIOTvcon

A. Peck.

Guaranteed

lo

be the
most
valuable
1hing
a
radio-TV
writer
can
get
his
hands on ...
next to a tvpe.
writer!
This new.
enlarged,
UP·
dated
3rd ""?dition of a real industry
classic contains
over 40°/o
new material.
loaded
with
hundreds of ways to increase station
billing
with
sales-proven
copy.

s:

~~v~u~h~s;,e;~o,''9
f~~~
tr~~¡
and error system. The techniques
described
have passed
the most critical
test to
which
advertising
can be subjected
. . they
sold the merchandise!
16 chaplers
include
more
than a hundred
sample commercials
of all lypes,
making the book a veritable
copy library!

Order
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only

$5.95

256 ocs 15 Chapters
Order
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266
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RADIO SALES PROMOTIONS

TECHNICAL
PAPERS
PRESENTED
AT THE
NAB ENGINEERING
CONFERENCE
ThC'SC' complete
transcripts
include
me technical
oaocr s or cscnt co at the Conferences, orus a Iran
script of 1he FCC nous rr v Panel discussion
Contain
all The photos.
slides and dr aw.nqs
presented
m
con runc t ron with the 1rchn1cal talks All the very
latest ccvetopmerus
a.·e covered
Here are volumes
Thill
be+ono
on
the
shelf
of
every
sra non
lmr a r v sornctrunc every broadcast enqmeer should
r cao ano r e r cao several
times
These
Oft.cial
Proccedmas
arc a wonderful
source of ideas. and
or ov.oc !hf' answers ro many tr oubtesorne problems
lnvilluotJle
as aids m help1nq stations
make
r rn
port an t buvrno and eno r decisions
Each 256 pos .
BIGS'.
x 11· size
only51000
1967 NAB PROCEEDINGS;
No T.140;
onlySl0.00
1968 NAB PROFEEDINGS;
No T-148;
only Sl0.00
1969 NAB PROCEEDINGS;
No T-149;
only 510.00
1970 NAB PROCEEDINGS;
No 170;
onlySl0.00
1971 NAB PROCEEDINGS;
No 171
í
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05- Order
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INTERPRETING

Any 2 Proceedrng
Any 3 Proceedrng
Any 4 Proceeding
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creative
sellinq
ideas
designed
exclusively
fOr
r,1d10 stations.
Here are sales tools that work 1
A vast supply
of
ready-to-use
ideas for oroducing
sales in 43
categories,
from ilir co11d1tioners
to washinq
machines.
B1ned on
the oremis'!
that radio time must
make a soonsor's
cetsh reg1sler
rinq,
here
,,re powerful,
posi·
five ideas th •.. will
do iust that
, .•
and .1rJd thousands
of dollars of revenue
to your own till
in the process
Unbelievable?
Trv
1hem for
yourself
and
.see
..
, on our monev·bc1ck quarantee.
BIG Slh" x
11" size.

only
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FCC BROADCAST RULES
(Volume 2)

& REGULATIONS.

hr rnd nf' · rf•fcrence d.scos ses the most recent
F ( ck .,.011c 011 11npor11nt subjects.
The materiel!
,, Vot- •llt"' 7 ~ r onu-tctclv
ocw none of it dup lir 11t'" thp
d 111 I'' Volume
1. lndispensible
for
I rl"\ 1d I ! ~' r- f"'\11 j"ll"lf<;<"'1f"111('1.
192 pe qe s, 20 chap.
lh

~

S6.95
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PLANNING THE LOCAL UHF·TV STATION
·~•~T

,-~

•• ,

hv Patrick S. Finnegan,
V-P
& Ch. Eno WLBC & WMUN.

~

e od

This
brand-new
guide
describes
all requirements
for
olanninq,
bu.ldino and OPer a tino a small , e xoandable
UHF s tat.o n. A valuable
ref.
er ence
for
station
owners,
rn.H,aqers and engineers
containing
practical
data on
eoot.. layout and economic
f .rctor s involved.
Inc I u des
manv do-it-yourself
hints

lips.

COSICUl11ng

12 Chapters:

T-43

Ordor

only

NO RISK COUPON-MAIL
TAS BOOKS,

:JOO Merchandise Movinq
tdea s!
A compendium
of more than :JOO

T 214

Hardbound
only 51l 95

,rnrl

"green"
o n n o uo c c r s . Ot lerv
p rac ric e l
guidance
on
every
phase
of
announcing.
Cornain s
over 40 drdls
10 vn.i r k .otercvt
Tells how
lo develop
t n e pro·
fessional
1,ilcnr<:., hov.
10 he
:omc a good d.¡.. neAS(•l">lt'r or
other
scecielis t. Managers
.rnd pr oqrau- due e
tors will
find
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of d lT,l 10 qv.dc
1hcrn
in addition
fo .1 hos r of 1111111q('men1 .1nci pro
qr arnmi nq «ícos. 288 ops: 21 ch. H.Hclbound
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l..1111d<.1 i
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srve 288 pacje volume will help
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•ll depth dC'~Cr1p
l on<., of otti('r
10t)S 1nd1sprnsable
in turrher.nq
htS
own acrvanc omont
v ev, ncr r- •S all the necessary
nar k cr ound one ncoos ro star! and operate a s ta non
ti mor ouoniv C'xplains 111detail what is expected of
ovor vone who work e; n rodio
11 mat•ers not whether
vour c a pro é1 rank beo1nner or ru s t someone who 1S
c:,rr10U"-IVconTf'mplcltinq
br oacc avnno as a way of
Id<' ov er v thmo you need 10 know is contained wttf-un
fh(' Pc1CH'<;
01 lh1S one ~andy volume1
Th+c; book
tells .t l1kr .r is
The author
a
c,r-asonC'd veter an. pulls no punches
he does nor
ali\mor1/('
ccrt,11·1 aspects and rrnrumr ze orner s it's
s1r;t1oh1 down lhC' m1ddlC' If yOL' read 1n1<,.book
tnor oucnrv
you'll
know
wh at If takes
ro attain
orofC'c;c;1onal C'lf1c1rncy m a specific
function

THE MAN BEHIND THE MIKE

& OPERATION

By Robert
B. Cooper,
Jr. A complete guidehook
to CATV from
locating
new CATV si tueuonv,
throuqh t1Cqu1r1n9a treoc+iise. obteroinq financing,
opening and operating a ~vstem, budqeueo.
and
huy1ng and selling systems. While pr1mMily non·
tcchmc el '" nervr c. this book cover s The techmcal
1l\ncc1s the owner manager sb auld be aware
of.
11 etse discusses l1ter,itly score s of helpful
int\
on des1qninq. inst.1ll1nq, and conslrucling
a cable
svatem, including cost dala. 256 peqe s.

O•der No. T·lOO

SECOND EDITION

By David Dary. This updated

revised
handbook
is writ tert for
both
aspiring
and
experienced
broadcast
journalists.
Serves as a
day-to-day
guide
as well
as a
source
of vital
information
for
those
practicing
newsmen
who
are endeavoring
to improve
their
professional
status.
For the beginning
newsman,
there
is a
solid
grounding
in radio
news
basics, mechanics,
and style, plus
necessary details on the workings
of a radio
newsroom.
Announcers, sale smen, and even managers
will
find Radio
News Handbook
a helpful guide in understandinq
and working
with
their
news departments.
192
pps.; heavily
illustr e ted: Hardbound.

only S12.9S

By Bill Rheinfelder.
He-e is the new 3rd ec.t.c..
of
whdl h1n become the accented tecb mc 11 si ro da-d
of the CATV rodu str v
,:in e e p roded
;u·Hl
mvrsed version of 1he f1rs1 ,ind only ,1u1horlli1l111e
hook l'Jn pl,,nn1ng, des1gn1nq, -.nd ocer at.oo
i
CATV pl.mt. Contains .i11swe·s 10 problems
en
countered almost d.ulv 1n anv system 256 pps.
Order No. 298
only S12 95
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Tech Noles
The purpose of this column is to
present interesting solutions to technical problems, new circuits, and
other features that relate to a broadcast engineer's job. We welcome
your contributions.
From Sidney King of KVOC(AM),
Casper, Wyoming, comes this solution to a remote broadcast problem.
For economy, many radio stations
use business phones rather than

THE

T
"Qualitv-Service

aná Price/"
Yes, quality, service and price
on CATV systems ore the reasons for Fort Worth Tower's position as the industry's leading
supplier. Experience gained as
a pioneer supplier of CATV enables Fort Worth Tower to provide you with a quality product
at a price that is reasonable
and attractive.

broadcast loops for remotes. The usual interface has been what the telco
calls a recorder coupler. The remote
amplifier drives the coupler, which
in turn drives the phone line. The
problem: If a disconnect occurs, the
man at the remote is unaware. The
station then has to use a separate
line to call the remote man, so he
can hang up the phone and connection can be re-established.
Kvoc and theMonarch Network
(a regional sports network) worked
with local telco people to solve the
problem. Strangely enough, the answer wasn't newly developed equipment. It was a recorder connector
which has been part of the Bell
Telephone System equipment for
many years. Note that the recorder
connector is completely different in
operation from the recorder coupler.
The recorder connector (List # 1,
USOC Code RDC) is a completely
self-contained unit which is fed directly from a remote amplifier, end
which is connected through a standard telephone plug to the leased
phone line. The station originates
the call by dialing the assigned number. On the first ring, the recorder
connector establishes connection,
feeding audio back to the station.
While •an ordinary telephone is
normally attached to the recorder
connector, it's wired so that the
transmitter (mouthpiece) will not
function when the recorder connector is active. Actually, a broadcast
may be originated and completed
without the use of a telephone at the
remote, in other words using only
the recorder connector.
Kvoc and the Monarch Network
have mounted both phone and recorder connector on a small portable
board with handle (see Fig. 1 ) .
Kvoc then requests the telco to install a four-prong standard female
telephone jack and determine the

fJOITRD

Take advantage
of our experience. For assistance in systems
planning, engineering and complete systems quotations ...
CAU

OR WRirE TODAY

6;01et 1(/~

7°"'"

TO PHWE
J.JNE

COMPANY, INCORPORATED
P.O. Box 8597, f.ort Worth, Texas
(817) JE 6·5676
-Associated CompaniesTommy Moore, Inc.
Big State Engineering,
Inc.
Tower Construction Finance, Inc.
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Fig. l. Portable
holds phone.
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Fig. 2. Wiring diagram.

Photograph of network which feeds
sports and other events throughout the
state.

telephone number at the origination
point. Upon arrival, the recorder
connector, using a male phone jack,
is plugged in. A 117-Vac source is
also required. See Fig. 2 for wiring
connections at the 25-pin plug used
between the remote amp and the
recorder connector. (This plug can
be either a Cannon DB-25P-C26 or
a Cinch DBM-25P-Al15.)
Kvoc has found that with this .j .
method, when a disconnect occurs, ' "
it's only a matter of some 15 seconds for the station to redial the
number and be reconnected to the
remote.
Monarch Network not only originates its sports events in this manner, but feeds some 15 other radio
stations. These network affiliates
dial into separate recorder connectors, each with its own telephone
number.
A final point: When a broadcast
loop breaks down, it takes time to
locate and fix the trouble. Using a
business phone, if the line breaks
down, the station simply hangs up,
redials, and gets a new line. BM/E
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VIT VIDEO TEST PACKAGE 3550-A1
Completely fulfills FCC requirements for remote control broadcasting
per FCC 73.676 (f). Modular construction means the 3550-A 1 is fully
adaptable to any future change in test formats. Price:

$3,900

/

,. o

...·..·-· ~··

.

~

•

BROADCAST DEMODULATOR 4501-A1
Offers the widest available range of input levels. Monitors from the studio or at the
transmitter. Any differences found in off-air tests can be qualified by
taking the 4501-A1 to the transmitter for a formal evaluation of the transmitter.
The unit features a synchronous chopper and switchable soundtraps.
Operates from RF levels of 5 mv to 5V RMS.
VHF

$3,000
$3,150

UHF

For complete details and technical
specifications write or call.

•• ie1ernet

A GEOTEL COMPANY
Amityville, New York 11701 (516) 541-3600

VISIT US AT NAB, Booth 213
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The new Bird Model 8785 TERMALINE® Coaxial Load Resistor
dissipates 5000 watts continuously in ambient air without
blowers or cooling water.
it is ideal as a "dummy" antenna for design, testing, and
maintenance of transmitters, and for RF power measurement
of CW, AM, FM, SSB and TV signals to 5kW average in conjunction with a Bird THRULINE:IDWattmeter.
A 7.5kW version is currently under development.

SPECIFICATIONS:
TERMALINE® MODEL 8785 RF LOAD RESISTOR
POWER RATING: 5000 watts continuous
VSWR: 1.10 max DC to 1 GHz
1.25 max 1 to 1.5 GHz
INPUT CONN: 31/s'' - 50 or 51.5 ohms
SIZE: 17" DIA x 33" H (38" with dolly)
PRICE: $1295
THRULINE® MODEL 460 RF WATTMETER
(shown mounted on Load)

POWERRANGES: 1 - 5kW
FREQUENCYRANGES:2 - 1000 MHz
PRICE: $235 Plug-In Element: $50

~11RI

\(fjj;)

NEW SkWTERMALINE®
(shown with THRULINE®)

ELECTRONIC

CORPORATION

Cleveland (Solon) Ohio 44139 • 30303 Aurora Road
Ph.216-248-1200 •TWX 810-4 27-2 687 •CableBIRDELEC

See Us At Booth 323 NAB Show
Circle 123 on Reader Service Card
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Compressor-Limiter
Amplifier

-

tlie
BPC-101C
DIGITAL CLOCK

I1·

.. ··
~

.

.

(The Great Leveler)

$445!
You can stop riding gain now, even when
a shouter and whisperer are on the
same talk show. The Model CLA 20/40
Compressor·Limiter
Amplifier does it
automatically
instantaneously
.
for both AM and FM. Switchable controls
permit symmetrical (FMl or a syrnmetri.
cal (AMl peak limiting; pre·emphasized
or flat response; compress/limit,
com·
press only, or compress/limit off. Auto.
matic gain control range is 40 dB dy.
namic, and the compression ratio rs
better than 10: l. All solid state, plug-in
modular construction assures trouble·
free reliability. Write 101 complete details.

B.ROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
---

A f'llmw•.,•

• a 12 or 24 hour clock
• a stop watch
• an elapsed time indicator
up to 100 hours
Featuring:O 6 digit display in hours,
minutes and seconds O Full front
panel accessto all controls O Easy
to read O Remote stop, start and
reset O 3Y2" high by 7Y2" wide O
Operateson 115 VAC, 60Hz power.

Now Only

$295

Comp•ny ---

8810Brookville Rd .Srlve•Sp,,ng Md 20910

BROADCAST PRODUCT&, INC.
••o Lot-...._nd Une • •-kvt11-. Md •a••a
~hon•• c.aoa 4•4-47DO
Circle 124 on Reader Service Card

continued from page 18

stereo material without significant
phase cancellation. IGM will also
have four complete working radio
automation systems on hand. Sys-'
terns Marketing Corporation (SonoMag) will also show radio automation, featuring the DP-1 digital
programmer and switching system
-a ferrite core random access program system which can handle more
than 80 events per hour for 24,
hours.
Philips Broadcast
Equipmen
Corp. will show a line of Norelco
cameras, introducing the brand new
broadcast color studio chain PC- 72
(at this point still so new we can't
tell you its features). Also on han
will be the latest version of that
old favorite, the PC- 70S-3, and another broadcast studio model, the
PC-lOOA. You can also see the
PCP-90B digital camera and the
moderately priced LDH-1 chain.
There will be two telecine chains on•
display, PCF-701 and LDH-1 telecine. Other equipment shown by
Philips will include a 17.5-kW TV1
transmitter, plus much audio gear.
(And watch for a big surprise in·
the area of videotape.)
CBS Labs has a host of products.
A new solid state FM Volumax will!
be unveiled. A unique paralleling
processing circuit provides positive
peak control yet insures excellent
high frequency response even during high levels of limiting. Also om
hand from CBS, the Mark III image
enhancer and NTSC chroma keyer
(model 7000), and a new audio
distribution amplifier ( 16 outputs).
CBS's exhibit will include the vidifont titling equipment.
McMartin will be there with a
new look-beige panels with wood
grain trim is the new emphasis.
New equipment includes the TBM3700 combination FM frequency
and modulation monitor. The cornpany will also have a state-of-the
art design FM relay receiver om
hand. For VHF-TV,
McMartdni
now offers a complete moniton
package: a TBM-5000 frequency
monitor has been added to its aural
monitor line. The company will be
introducing also an RF amplifier for'
remote monitoring. There will be
monitoring equipment for the AM
broadcaster and some new mixers.
The Rust Corporation will show:
a special digital remote control and,
automatic system for TV installa
tions. It includes new status alarm
capabilities with a separate modular.
expansion feature for control and.
telemetering functions.
BM/E
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TEST SIGNALS

continued from page 31

lines, both antennas (over one particular path), multipath reception and mismatches at the demodulator
input. These are well known "perils of the radio
path." It is well known that pictures suffer a lot less
from distortion than do test signals. Test signals are
especially designed to be sensitive to specific distortions, A distortionless radio path probably is seldom, if ever, existent. Much more important is its
stability. After all, the concept behind remote monitoring of the transmitter lies in detecting changes in
its performance, not in conducting continuous proofof-performance tests. This is recognized in the language of the new rules.
It Js interesting to consider the detectability of well
displaced echoes using the bar on line 19. It is free of
noise and distortions which occur earlier than the
STL input or output (Field II). A 40 dB down echo
(ghost) will introduce a step of 1 IRE on the top of
this bar. This is readily observed and the relative
path length readily measured, locating the source of
the reflection.
Checking up on the future
Color cameras, videotape recorders and studio
video equipment have now reached a performance
level that will bring about great pressure to improve
the transmitter.

Improvement in transmitters and transmitter operation are clearly possible. Much effort has been
expended in the past few years to develop precision
video test signal generators and waveform and picture monitors. It appears that transmitter testing
may be where significant measurement improvements are most urgently needed and will be forthcoming.
The heart of the transmitter testing is a precision
demodulator. New demodulators have recently been
introduced and more are coming. These attack the
quadrature distortion and group envelope delay
problems in a variety of ways ..
With standardized test signals, and precision
demodulators, the next step will probably be automated video measurements. These could be done at
the transmitter and telemetered back to the transmitter operator-possibly
using Line 17 of the vertical blanking interval. This eliminates the serious
problem of the perils of the radio path in transmitter
remote control. The suggested use of Line 17 to
telemeter the measurement data is but one possible
method. It is one of many potential uses for Line 17,
in addition to that already being discussed (test signals on international, i.e. satellite, transmissions).
As those signals need not be radiated by the broadcaster, he might seek other uses for this line.
Intelligent speculation about the future need
hardly stop here.
BM/E
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We proudly introduce the "D" series Remote Control System. This all digital system
provides remote control and metering, automatic transmitter logging, status indications,
and more! Visit us during the NAB Convention, Booth 224, West Hall. Also on display:
Aural STL, conventional remote control, all solid-state remote pickup and related items.

MOSELEY ASSOCIATES, INC.
SANTA

11.1

BARBARA

RESEARCH

PARK

111 CASTILIAN DRIVE
GOLETA. CALIFORNIA 93017
(805) 968-9621
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FCC RULES

7'ulflc t:Auctl"n
By Order of the Owner, Bankrupt

Assets

Formerly

classifications. Indeed, the Commission sanctioned
one licensee for logging as PSA spot announcements
dealing with a drug information program, to be
sponsored by industrial concerns in return for "institutional identification" at the beginning and close of
the message. 7 Because the licensee is receiving consideration for broadcasting such announcements, he
is required to log them "commercial." In an extension of this principle, the Commission held that 1)
the fact that the licensee derived no substantial direct benefit from advertisements of a lottery to be
held at a county fair, and 2) that his principal intention was to advertise the fair did not constitute a
defense to his logging such announcements as PSA.8
The Commission reasoned, "the very fact that one
had to be present at the fair for which admission
was charged" constituted a consideration for the announcement which placed it in the "commercial"
category.
Because the Commission has, increasingly, been
disposed to impose substantial forfeitures on licensees for logging violations, it is the wise broadcaster
who exercises due care in meeting Commission requirements iin this area. When necessary, broadcasters should 1) supply extra information for purposes
of clarifying their chosen logging classifications, and
2) consult with communications counsel when classification difficulties arise. No less an effort will
suffice to meet Commission requirements.
BM/E

of WKTR-TV

WK TR-TV
1630 E. Stroop

Road

(A Suburb of Dayton.
Directions:
TUESDAY -

Kettering,

Ohio

Ohio (S.E.)

East off I 75 at Exit 32

MARCH 14, 1972 -

11:00 A.M., E.S.T.

LATE MODEL (1967 or LATER) COLOR TV STUDIOS
CAMERAS: 2 R.C.A. TK-42 Color Cameras W/TD9-BC
(New
1967), R.C.A. TK·60
Monochrome
W/TD·3
(New 1967)
R.C.A. FILM CHAIN (New 1967). TK-27 Color
W/TK-22
Camera,
2 TP-66 Projectors,
TP·l5
TP-Slide Projector
R.C.A. VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS: TR22C
W/Elec. Editing (New 1967). TR·4 HI/Low
1968), TR-5 Low Band Color (New 1967)

Pedestals
Pedestal

Film Chain
Multiplexer.

Low Band
Band Color

AUDIO:
R.C.A.-BC7A Console.
R.C.A. RT-21
Recorder, Mikes, Decks, Amplifiers,
Cartridges,

Reel
etc.

to

Color
(New
Reel

R.C.A. TERMINAL
EQUIPMENT:
TS-40 Switcher
W/TE-60B
Special Effects Unit (1967), 2-TG-3 Color Sync Generators,
6 TA-34 Pulse Dist. Amps .. 6 TA·33 Video Dist. Amps.
MONITORS-COMPLETE
KLIEGL LIGHTING
PACKAGE
W/DIMMER
PANEL-COMPLETE
FILM AND DARK
ROOM SET UP-TEST
EQUIPMENT. FILM LIBRARY.
COMPLETE AUDIO CONSOLE W/TURN
TABLESOFFICE EQUIPMENT (LARGE QUANTITIES)
INSPECTION: 9:00 A.M.--4:00
For illustrated

brochure

,e. 'in.
Auctioneers

P.M.-MONDAY,

MARCH 13, 1972

please contact:

Xoptop eompa11p
•

Liquidators

•

continued from page 16

Appraisers
7. Chemung County Radio,
8. 21 RR 2d 203 (1971).

17597James Couzens (Area 313) 864-1889Detroit, Michigan

Inc .. 18 RR 2d !65

(1970).

I Spindler & Sauppé
TV film chain
2x2 projectors

your widest
and wisest choice
Seven models in all- one of which will fit
your needs exactly. Color or monochrome;
uniplex or multiplex; forward or reverse
actuation; sequential or random access;
16- to 96-slide capacity. These are
thoroughly proved performers. built to the
highest professional standards. and
recently updated with advanced electronics.
For complete information. write
Spindler & Sauppé, 13034 Saticoy St.,
North Hollywood,Calif. 91605;
phone (213)764-1800.
See us at NAB in Chicago,
Booth 311,Continental Room

Circle

SPECTRUM 328: The most advanced film chain slide projector available. For color or
monochrome chains: 32-slide capacity. Many exclusives. Operates at 120V. 50/60 Hz.
Spectrum 32F operates at 220V.50160 Hz.

MODEL 332: Newest version of the workhorse of the industry. For monochrome
chains: 32-slide capacity. Model 322:single
turret for 16 slides, monochrome or color.

MODEL SLX-TV:96-slide capacity, random
access. Model SLS-TV: 48-slide, random
access. Model SLD·TV: 96-slide. sequential. Model SLR-TV: 48-slide. sequential,
forward/reverse. All for monochrome or
color chains.
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BM/E CLASSIFIED MARKETPLACE
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

RATES

DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: $22.50 per inch Ix; $22.00 per inch 3x; $21.00 per inch 6x; $20.00
per inch 12x. ALL OTHER CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 25¢ per word: minimum $3.00. BLIND BOX NUMBER:
No extra charge. Replies sent to address beiow will be forwarded to you. PAYABLE IN ADVANCE; send
check with order. CLOSING DATE: 5th of 2nd month preceding issue date.

I

BM/E. M

terev and Pinola Avenues, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

I

FRANCHISE
DISTRIBUTORSHIPS
FOR
SEEBURG
BACKGROUND MUSIC
We are expanding our distributor territories, and offer to those who qualify
franchises for background music, with
phone lines, FM Multiplex, or onpremise systems.
Complete details forwarded on request:
Address:
Joseph F. Hards, Vice Pres.
SEEBURG MUSIC LIBRARY, INC.
1500 North Dayton Street
Chicago, Illinois 60622

HELP WANTED
SALES ENGINEER VIDEO BROADCAST
Nationally known manufacturer nf video broadcast equipment requires sales engineer to satisfy
expanding markets
in direct studio. OEM.
CATV, and closed circuit sales. Established
territory in the southeast area. Related broadcast and/or sales experience necessary. Salary
commensurate with experience plus commission
in addition to expenses. Submit resume including salary history to Personnel Dept., Telernet ,
I 185 Dixon Ave., Amityville,
N.Y. 11701. In' terviews to be conducted at NAB '72 in Chicago, Booth #213. An equal opportunity cm~' ployer.
CIRCUIT DESIGN ENGINEER
Company is engaged in design and manufacture
of quality television broadcast equipment. Knowl~ edge of video and digital circuitry is required.
Send resume to the vice president, Mustang
I Electronics Division, Lenco Inc., #319 West
Main. Jackson. Mo. 63755.
Colorado, KDGO-CBS has opening for announcer-boardman.
Secondary abilities in en1 gineering. news or other helpful. Conservative
i MOR-Type only. Send tape-resume-photo-salary
expected to: Marcie Fitch, program director,
KDGO-CBS. Box 3390, Durango, Colo .. 81301.
Sales opening in Upper Midwest. Experience in
1 sales. news, or announcing required. Send resume, photo. Box 372-2, BM IE, Blue Ridge
I Summit, Pa. 17214.

L

1

POSITIONS WANTED
Beginner. B.S.. 3rd endorsed. draft exempt,
looking for position anywhere in U.S .. Canada,
or Mexico. Anthony La Giudice, 307-C Faller
Drive, New Milford, New Jersey 07646. (201)
~ 265-1670,
Announcer DJ limited
experience. wilting to
work hard.
Any hours. 3rd phone. trained
voice, married. will relocate.
Bill Williams.
1545 Beatrice, Detroit, Mich. 48217. (313) 8430710.
Young man with first desires position as combo
man. Would like work in Midwest. Any small
I slotion. Contact Ron Clark( 5512 Ralston.
Raystown, Mo. 64133. Phone 816) 353-8171.
C&W. Rock Jock. 3rd Endorsed. Single. Any
lo~ntion. Don Mayer, 511 Geyer, Frankenmuth.
Mich. 48734.
Arizona, Nevnda, New Mexico-General
Man~
uger /Chief
Engineer position.
Broad back
vround AM/ FM/TV.
Successful professional
wants to be un asset to your Pacific South
West suuton.
For resume write BOX 3n-3.
II Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214.
MARCH,1972-BM/E

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE (cont'd)

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

SCHAFER 800 AUTOMATION SYSTEMS
Well-maintained systems available for immediate

purchase. Each complete

with

6-8 program decks, network switches, and
spotters for carousels. TRU-8 production
units also available.

Phone 717 /794/2191

Box 372-1, BM/E,

Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214.

NEW FOR 72! ROH INC. Solid State Audio
Modules designed for AM, FM, TV, Recording Studios. 5 Output Audio DA-$70. 5 Output Audio DA (balanced transformer outputs )$120. 12 Input Active Combining Nctwork-$55.
Microphone Preamp-$55.
Line Amplifler-$65.
10 Watt (RMS) Monitor Amplifier-$70.
2A
24VDC Supply Module for all above modules$70. 19" X 514" Wired Module Tray (holds 9
modules and 2A supply)-$190.
19" X 3V211
Wired Module Tray with IA 24VDC Supply,
(holds-2 modules)-$130.
Modules also will plug
into standard 22 contact edge connector. FREE
RROCHURE! SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
CO.
P.O. Box 49224, Atlanta, Ga. 30329 404-2374464.
New custom Audio Console still crated at factory. The console is intended for network television use. but has all recording studio facilities. 25 input modules with eq., echo. mike
and high level inputs. 32 additional mike inputs, 8 channel out. Stereo and mono mix
down. 28 50 watt monitor amps. Studio headset system. cue system. Call for detail description and picture available. Available at 50%
of cost. David Music. Inc., 1650 Broadway.
New York. 10019. 247-2159.
FOR SALE: I IGM automation. Model 500S.
consisting of: A-F Channels. music selector,
two Scully 14-inch playback, two cart machines
playback. I can machme playback and recorder.
three carousels-random
select. three l S-inch
custom racks. one time announcer, arid one
remote control and end coder. Also have one
used Collins 300C transmitter designed for 100
and 250 watts for sale. WWWC Radio, P.O.
Box 580. Wilkesboro. N.C. 28697.
SCULLY TAPE RECORDERS: Mono. 2, 4. 8.
12. & 16 track models plus 270 automatic players. Some models in stock now. W.A.L. custom
audio control consoles & console modules.
Solid 'tate 120 Watt oower Amos. We buy and
rebuild Scullv lathes. WIEGAND AUDIO LABORATORIES.
INC. R.O. 3. Middleburg. Pa.
17842. 717-837-1444.
SOLID-STATE AUDIO PLUG-IN OCTAL (I"
Dia x 2" H) modules. Mic preamps. disc &
tape preamp-equalizers. tape bias ose. & record
umpl., power amos & cower supplies. Send for
free catalog and audio apnlications.
Opamp
Labs.. 172 So. Alta Vista Blvd .. Los Angeles.
Cal. 90036.
FIELD STRENGTH
METER. 540 KHz to
5M Hz. Ten microvolts 10 10 volt' per meter.
New solid state design. lonu battery life. Stable
accurate calibration. Free literature. Solar Electronics. 901 No. Highland Ave.. Hollywood.
Cal. 90038.
J AN-6544 Tubes reg. cost $940.00 NEW & UNUSED (fil $200.00: AUDIO WAVE ANALYZER GEN. RADIO MODEL 736A. Range
0-16.000 cvcles USED GOOD CONDITION$150.00. R. F. VOLTMETER
BOONTON
MODEL
91H. Complete
W /Probes
USED
GOOD CONDITION-$200.00.
H&H Sales Co.
664 Main St.. Barboursville.
W. Va. 25501
Phone 004) 736-1777.
2 RCA TK60A 4'h-inch I.O. cameras. Includes
JSO feet camera cable per carnera. remote control panel. WPl6 power supply. instruction
books. 75-foot and 5-foot remote control cables.
Price $3,000 each f.o.b. Green Bay, Wis. Contact: M. Williamson.
WLUK-TV.
Box 7711.
Green Bay. Wis. 54303 (414) 494-871 l.

~~~~~--~-
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MOTORS FOR SPOTMASTERS
NEW Papst hysteresis synchronous motor HSZ
20.50-4-4700 as used in series 400 and 500 machines
Price 539.00 each prepaid, while they
last. 90 day warranty.
Terms:
check with
order only, no COD's. Not recommended for
Tapecaster series 600 or 700.
TAPECASTER TCM. INC., Box 662
Rockville, Maryland 20851
RCA TT 50AH television transmitter.
Available 2n'.I quarter 1972. Consists of RC A monitors and transmitter control console. Eighteen
years old, operating on Ch. 13. Well maintained, clean inside and out. excellent condition. Aural and visual final completely overhauled six months ago. Excellent standby transmitter. Contact Welton M. Roy. Chief Engineer. WHBQ-TV. Box 11407, Memphis, Tennessee 38111. Tel. 901-323-7661.
CARTRIDGE
TAPE
EQUIPMENT
Completely rebuilt and reconditioned.
Tapecaster
and Spotrnaster record playback $375.00. Playbacks $250.00. 30 day money-back guarantee
AUTODYNE.
P.O. Box 1004, Rockville, Md.
20850 (30 I) 762-7626.
AMERICA'S
LARGEST STOCK AND CONSIGNMENT LISTING of new and used broadcast and recording equipment. We trade-sell and
buy. THE MAZE CORPORATION,
P.O. Box
6636. Birmingham. Ala. 35210.
AMPEX 300, 350. 352. 400. 450 users. for g rcater S/N ratio. replace first playback stage 12SJ7
with our plug-in transistor preamp. For specification write VIF INTERNATIONAL,
PO Box
1555. Mtn. View. Ca. 94040.
B/W MOBILE VAN with (2) Ampex VTR1000, low head use. (2) G. E. Cameras. new
I.O. tubes. Cohn Sync Gen. & D.A.s (New).
Tele met Multiburst (New). Plus many extras.
Can be seen in San Francisco. 415-776-9211.
Hej iax-styroflex.
Large srock s-bargnin pricestested and certified. Write for price' and stock
lists. Sierra Western Electric. Box 23872. Oakland. Calif. 94623. Phone (415) 832-3527.
Our latest used equipment bulletin is out! If
you have not received your copy. write us. The
Maze Corporation, P.O. Box 6636. Birmin~ham,
Alabama 35210.
IOOW UHF TRANSLATOR:
EMCEE U-HTU100 and SLS-75 Antenna aives I.O KW ERP.
Presently Ch. 20 In/Ch. 75 Out. J. Merritt.
WICS-TV. Springfield. Illinois.
MIKE BOOM. Mole Richardson Type 103-B
with perambulator.
Mint condit ion. KLUGE
FILMS 5350 W. Clinton Av., Milwaukee, Wi.
(414) -354-9490.
Mica and vacuum capacitors. Price lists on request. Surcom Associates. 1147 Venice Blvd..
Los Angeles. Ca. 90015. (213) 362-6985.
The complete and reliable source for new and
used broadcast equipment.
Request our free
listings. Broad:ast Equipment aand Supply Co ..
Box 3141. Bristol. Tennessee :17620.
-----Any type tower erection finance. Bill Anule.
Tel. 919-752-3040. Box 55. Greenville. N'.e.
27834.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
WANTED: SONY or PANASONIC 1í" VTRS
for Christian
Bible study.
Tr initv
Association. 8009 Lyndon. Detroit. Mich. 4'238.

PROGRAM SERVICES

~
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enB

Specializing

STUDIOS

in Custom

Services

3415 BERESFORD AVENUE
BELMONT,CALIFORNIA94002
"'15
I 592~6149

"Free" Catalog . .
Everything for the deejay! Comedy. books. nirchccks. wild track". nld
'radio shows. and more! \.Vrite: Command. rhn.
26348-A, San Francisco 94126.

continued on page 52
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PROGRAM SERVICES (cont'd)
Mike Sullivan says, "Crime doesn't pay. It
steals." Free comedy sample, Sullivan's Comedy
Tonight, 4301·7th. Avenue South, Jlirmingham,
Alabama 35222.

TECHNICAL SERVICES
CUSTOM CARTRIDGE RELOADING and refurbishing.
Fidelipac replacement
parts and
cartridges. Write us today for prices. PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SERVICES, BOX 1953. FT.
WORTH, TEX. 761Ul.

CONSULTANTS
JANSKY & BAILEY
TeleCommunications Consulting
Department
CATY & CCTV
Phone 202/296-6400
1812 K Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
Atlantic Research
The Susquehanna Corpc-ration

AM Microwave offers numerous
distinct advantages in many appli·
cations and CATV is one of them.
When specifying your system consider the following features that
Soladyne has built into the Model
1501 TV ... the most compact
ruggedly designed transmitters and
receivers available today.
EASY TO INSTALL-Transmitter
and receiver mounts on the rear of
the antenna with only a single
RG 59/U cable connection. No expensive waveguide required.
SMALL SIZE-Simplified
circuitry
has reduced component count to a
minimum. Either transmitter or re·
ceiver weighs only 6 pounds.
CONSERVES
SPECTRUM-By
using only 12.5 MHz, Soladyne's AM
permits the simultaneous use of
both group A and B channels.
SIMPLE TO MAINTAIN-All
assemblies can be quickly and easily
replaced in the field ... no soldering
required.
'COSTS LESS - Soladyne's 1501
TV is priced at less than one half the
cost of systems with comparable
perform anee.

INSTRUCTIONS
First phone through tape recorded lessons at
home plus one week personal instruction
in
Washington.
D.C.. Atlanta, Boston, Detroit,
New Orleans, Minneapolis,
Seattle, Denver,
Portland, Los Angeles. Proven results. Our 17th
year teaching FCC license courses. Bob Johnson
Broadcast License Training,
1060D Duncan,
Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266. '.213-379-4461.
- -------ATTENTION VETERANS! First class license
in five weeks with complete theory and R.C.A.equipped laboratory
training.
Approved for
veterans. Tuition $333.00. Housing cost $16.00
per week. American Institute of Radio. 2622
Old Lebanon Road, Nnshville, Tenn. 37214.
615-889-0469.
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VIR JAMES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Applications and Field Enqineerinq
Computerized Frequency Surveys
345 Colorado Blvd.-80206
(303) 313·5562
DENYER, COLORADO
Member AFCCE

SALES OFFICES
Broadband
Information
Services, Inc.
200 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10016
Charles C. Lenr Jr •• Advertislnq Director

COHEN & DIPPELL
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

EASTERN & MIDWESTERN STATES
200 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10016
212-685-5320
Charles C. Lenz Jr.

Formerly GEO. C. DAVIS
527 Munsey Bldq.
1202) 783-0111
Washington, D. C. 20004
Member AFCCE

WESTERN STATES
1111 Hearst Building
San Francisco, California
415-362-854 7
William J. Healey

PUBLICATIONS

ASK FOR A
DEMONSTRATION
Call or write today for a bench
demonstration, your
facility or ours, and
let us show you the
many cost and
performance advantages of 1501 TV.

BROADCASTING AND THE LAW
A publication for the entire station staff.
Keeps you advised of FCC rule changes court
decisions, and Congressional actions affecting
you ...
in o unique way. For further infermation

and

a sample

copy

write:

BROADCASTING AND THE LAW
Box 8357
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916

94130

16400 Ventura Blvd.
Encino, California 91316
213·981·4721
Art Mandell
JAPAN
Nippon Keisoku Inc.
P.O. Box 410
Central Tokyo, Japan
536-6614
Yoshi Yamamoto

ask about our new

am IIm tv monitors
1
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SOLADYNE

INTERNATIONAL, INC.
A Subsidiarycf Rohr lndustrles, Inc.
7455 CONVOYCOURT• SAN OIEGO,CA. 92111
17141278-7872
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Call or Write ARNO MEYER

BELAR ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
Delaware & Montrose Avenues, Upper Darby, Pa. 19084 Box 83
(215) 789-0550
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172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199
200 201
208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237
244 245 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 273
280
316
352
388
424

281
317
353
389
425

282
318
354
390
426

283
319
355
391
427

284
320
356
392
428

285
321
357
393
429

286
322
358
394
430

287
323
359
395
431

288
324
360
396
432

289
325
361
397
433

290
326
362
398
434

291
327
363
399
435

292
328
364
400
436

COMPLIMENTARY
l. I would like to receive BM/E
I would like to receive CM/E

293
329
365
401
437

294
330
366
402
438

295
331
367
403
439

296
332
368
404
440

297
333
369
405

298
334
370
406

299
335
371
407

300
336
372
408

301
337
373
409

302
338
374
410

303
339
375
411

304
340
376
412

305
341
377
413

306
342
378
414

307
343
379
415

308
344
380
416

309
345
381
417

130 131 132 133 134 135
166 167 168 169 170 171
202 203 204
238 239 240
274
275 276
310 311 312
346 347 348
382 383 384
418 419 420

205 206 207
241 242 243
277
313
349
385
421

278
314
350
386
422

279
315
351
387
423

SUBSCRIPTION QUALIFICATION CARD

O Yes
O Yes

0

No

O No

2. My company is: (Please check ALL items which pertain to
your firm.)
O AM Station(s)
O ProgramSourcesor
RecordingStudios
O FM Station(s)
O Government
O TV Station(s)
O Instructional or ClosedCircuit O Consultant
TV or CampusLimited Radio O Lawyer
O CATVFacilities
O Distributor/Manufacturer dealer
O TelephoneCompany
O Other (please specify)
_

Name
-----Station or Co.
Street
City

Title ---------

State

_

Zip_

--

If this is an addresschange,affix label

3. Are you responsible for more than one station or facility?
O Yes
O No

4. My primary area of responsibility is: (Please check one)
O CorporateManagement
O Station, Production or
O Engineering& Engineering
Program Management
O

Management
OperationsManagement

O Other (please describe) __

Is this your businessaddress? O Yes O No
If not, please gil/e us your business address below so that we can
avoid sending duplicate copies.
Name
Station or co.---------------------------

www.americanradiohistory.com

BUSINESS

REPLY

MAIL

NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

STAGE Will

BE PAID BY

FIRST CLASS
Permit No. 665
Duluth, Minnesota

BM/E

CB/E

CABLE MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING

Broadband Information Services, Inc.
P.O. BOX 6058
Duluth, Minnesota 55806

BUSINESS

REPLY

MAIL

NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES
STAGE Will

BE PAID BY

FIRST CLASS
Permit No. 665
Duluth, Minnesota

BM.1E

CB/E

CABLE MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING

Broadband Information Services, Inc.
P.O. BOX 6058
Duluth, Minnesota 55806

BUSINESS

REPLY

MAIL

NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES
STAGE Will

BE PAID BY

BM/E

ClU7E
CABLE MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING

Broadband Information Services, Inc.
P.O. BOX

6056

Duluth, Minnesota 55806
www.americanradiohistory.com

FIRST CLASS
Permit No. 665
Duluth, Minnesota

www.americanradiohistory.com

NEW FROM RANK FOR 72
Taylor Hobson' s flarefree lens
VAROTAL 30 produces perfect pictures without a rayshade. The range extender operates
from your panning handle holding perfect focus
while you change from one shot to another.
With a 56º angle of view, minimum object
distance is eighteen inches. For remote broadcasting you get the widest angle in the TV
world.
There are seven different control systems to
choose from and it gives you the ability to
change from servo to manual, or vice versa in
less than one minute off air time.

VAROTAL30
See it at NAB-Booth 317

And that's not all. We want to show you that
Varotal 30 achieves more than any other TV
lens in existence.

RANK CINTEL
photoconducíwe.telecine .
••.

'-:0

.:.-~1.•1#'4"(~h

..

CINTECTEL-"ECIN.ft.1scan.-er~ti~ly
new approach
-::-1.....-.~
to~telecine for-film
cftain .use.
It. accommodates
....:..-.-~ ~,.
;,.•
film reels ue._t<f'2~ai!1.ete!i
film loops and
slides. Modula! cop~t.t:~fitjRQ,,p,e.,nn.ils
simple extension from uniplex to multiplex format. It
used Bauer 16 and 35 mm television projectors
fitted with Cintel automatic lamp houses.
And there is much more.
~Jir;~&.!ll:

•••

See it at NAB-Booth 317
or
Write for complete information and prices

RANK PRECISION INDUSTRIES, INC.
New York
Illinois

260 N. Rt. 303 West Nyack, N.Y. 10994
411 Jarvis Ave. Des Plaines, Ill.

60018

(914) 358-4450
(312) 297-7720

California 5926 E. Wash.Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90040 (213) 685-8590
Circle 130 on Reader Service Card
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